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PREFACE
The scope of this thesis is to trace the life and contributions 
of Orson Spencer, who lived durin• the first half of the 19th century. 
Early in his life he was a distinguished i.aptist minister in the Mew 
ingland states, and he later became a prominent -uetaber of the Chureh 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day faints. It /as to religion that a major 
portion of his life was dedicated.
There exist two works dealing with his life, Cue was written by 
his daughter Aurelia Holers Spencer, and the other was written by his 
grandson Seymour Spencer. oth of these are eulogies of his life al­
though they give some interesting information concerning his family life 
and back round. Neither of these works deal with his contributions to 
the educational system, of the Mormons nor with his work as an official 
of the governtsent of the City of auvoo.
Spencer was particularly important in the City of auvoo after 
the death of Joseph Smith. Prior to that time Smith had acted as the 
mediator between Mauvoo and the State gov»ma»ent? after his death 
Spencer took his place in that capacity.
Mr. Spencer served as the Chancellor of the '•diversity of auvoo, 
and he supervised the cordon schools of that city. Kany of the educa­
tional procedures of Mauvoo were transferred to Jtah, where he served 
as Chancellor of the University of the State of Deseret and he super­
vised the grammar schools of the territory.
iii
,4s the editor of the ,':illenlal Star WH& the author of Spencer*s 
Letters, he expressed his knowledge of history and of the English lang­
uage. Be m s  a prolific writer, and his tracts on Mormonian were written 
to appeal to the intelligensia. He wrote very little concerning his 
own life, and much of this thesis has been taken from the author’s im­
pressions of his works and from others* impressions of him.
The author is deeply indebted to the following: A, William Land, 
Assistant Church Historian of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints, who ' treat ly helped jse at the Church Historian's Offices and 
Or. David Miller, Head of the History Department, diversity of Utah, 
and Dr. James L. Clayton of my graduate committee for their helpful 
suggestions and constructive criticisms.
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Orson Jpencer, one of early Utah’s most outstanding scholars:, stimu­
lated education among the Mormons. He served as Chancellor of both the 
University of aavoo and the University of Deseret, while they both were 
in their early stages. He supervised the common schools in both Kauvoo 
and Salt Lake City, and he helped then to grow. He was active in poli­
tics in both areas, and his political life and hia educational career 
were both influenced, by his religious nature, which at times became the 
determining factor of his life.
Massachusetts has been the birthplace of many >merican scholars. 1 
’his was not an exception with Orson Spencer, as he was born at West 
Stockbrld e, March 14, 1892. He was of Puritan stock and his grandfather 
had fought with the ■ assachusetts Millta during tne Revolutionary ar.
That his parents, Daniel and Chloe spencer believed in large families 
is evident since he and a twin sister, Chloe, were horn the tenth and 
eleventh children in a family of fourteen. Shortly after their birth, 
Chloe was given to a nurse for carc. while the nurse was sleeping soundly 
one night, she rolled on top of the baby and caused her death.
Little is known of Spencer's childhood although at the age of 14, 
he became lame. He had contracted a case of typhus fever which settled 
in his leg and caused permanent lameness.
Although physically inactive, he early showed his proficiency in
-^Samuel 5Hot Morieon, .Builders of the Say Colony. (Bostons 
Houghton Mifflin Company, lOoVJ", p."53*
2learning. At the age of 15» in 11?, he entered Lennox Academy, which 
was located near his home. Two years later, he graduated with highest 
honors. His family lacked the means to send his to college although his 
mother spoke many times of wanting to send him to Harvard. In 1819* just 
prior to graduation from Lennox, a public examination was held in which 
Spencer showed a proficiency in knowledge. Henry C. Brown, the high 
sheriff of the county, was in attendance at the examination; and learn­
ing of the family*s lack of funds, he offered to loan the money to the 
young scholar which was necessary to complete his education.
He entered union College at Schnectady, flew lork, in 1 19, and five 
years later he graduated with honors. His course of study included math­
ematics, Latin, Greek, and logic. Following his graduation, he moved to 
Washington, Hikes County, Georgia, where he taught at the local academy 
during the next two years. Much of his free time in Georgia was spent 
studying law, but he never became an attorney.
In 1327, Spencer began to feel a need in his life for religion. The 
more he thought about the subject, the stronger his need grew. He felt 
that he had received some religious manifestations, and shortly there­
after he joined the Baptist Church. His religious experience if isolated, 
might appear peculiar; but when considered as it must be with other ex­
periences of the day and in the light of one of the most extensive reviv­
als in religion which the Mew orld had seen, it is only one of a great 
number of experiences where men turned to God. It was during this revival 
era that many new religious sects ©merged including Httmmalm with which 
Carson Spencer would later link himself.
Re returned to ar.sachusette in 182?, and 'because of his great desire 
for religion, he entered the Ideological College at Haailton, lew York, 
during the saae year. In 102$, he wat graduated with honors, fully qual­
ified as a Minister.
Immediately, ho be ran his work as a Baptist .sinister, vtiioh continued 
for over a decade. Catharine Curtis became his bride on April 13* IS30• 
and the newlyweds moved to Caybrook (Deep Elver), Connecticut. This par­
sonage Cpencer occupied for seven years. Three children were bom to the 
minister and his wife in this ares., i.e. Catharine, lien, and Aurelia. 
Catharine, the first-born, died in 1833 two years after her birth.
In 1 3?, Spencer received an app&lntawat to a larger parsonage located 
at iddlefield, ! assachusetts. It 1# assumed that this is partially a 
reward for his excellence as a minister. He was the fourth pastor of the 
iliddlefield aptist Church, and he became very interested in the educa­
tional system in I'iddlefield. the number of independent school districts 
in the area had been increased by a nuaber of new schoolhouses.
In 1838, however, the independent district system was 
superseded Vjy the policy of having a general examining 
oonmitte* rrf three members, which brought about a greater 
uniformity and economy of supervision. The first members 
of this coaaitte® were two ministers, Rev. John H. .is’ ee 
and Rev. Orson .Spencer, and Samuel Stetifch.
This interest in education was to continue and grow throughout his life.
A generous nature characterized th© minister, particularly when 
dealing with either religion or education. He was the pastor in .iddle­
field while the nation was experiencing th© fanic of 1 37.
Elder Spencer was pastor from 1537 to 1341. He was 
greatly estemed and seems to have been exceptionally 
devoted and conscientious. He voluntarily reduced his
3
^Sdward Church Cmith, History of -the Town of : iddlefield. Massa­
chusetts. (privately printed by the town clerk of lac le fie Id, Massa­
chusetts, 1. 24), p. 1C4«
own salary $100 during the hard times of that period., 
saying that he had no right to a larger income than his 
parishioners generally received.-
It m&y be reasoned that since the Panic had occured he saw that he would 
not receive his salary anyway and wanted to impress his parish; but it is 
Most logical that ho reduced his salary voluntarily, judging from the un­
selfish attitude which pervaded the rest of his life.
Spencer and his wife increased their family by three more children 
in >iddlefield, i.e. Howard Orson, George Boardman, and another daughter 
named Catharine. The minister provided for his family by his religious 
activities, but he enjoyed cutting wood and always had a large stack .near 
his home. e did fthis not to make money, but rather as a form of relaxa­
tion. "is daughter Aurelia reports that although he was lame, he always 
had the wood-shed filled to the brim.** He was a strong-willed man and 
would never allow his children to use nicknames.
%■ 1840 Orson Spencer was an established \(ew Englander and a promi­
nent minister. Fie was well acquainted with the Reverend William Crowell, 
editor of the Christian atchman, a Baptist periodical published in Boston. 
Mr. Spencer was also intimately acquainted with the Governor of Massachus­
etts, as the preface to Spencer1s Letters, published a short time later, 
indicated.
rh© Author was extensively known in the Sew England 
and Middle States, as a Preacher of the Baptist de­
nomination. Reference for his character is given to 
his xcellency George M. Briggs, .ovemor of the State 
of Massachusetts, by whom he was once invited to take 
the pastoral char-re of the church where his excellency 
resided, and of which he was a member.-5
He wat well known and respected in the cormmity of iddlefield.
^Ibid.. p. 286.
^Aurelia S. Rogers, Life Sketches (Salt Lake City: George Q. Cannon 
and Sons, 1898), p. 13.
3Orson Jpencer, Letters Exhibiting the Most rro?lnent ’Ooctrlnes 
(Liverpool: illiam Budge, 1B79), p. vi.
CKAPTSJ, TWO 
GORVBMIOV TO MOHMOHISM
After twelve years as a Baptist minister* Spencer became a Mormon* 
This occurred during the spring of 1841, and was a year of great change 
for the minister and his family. His brother Daniel had been converted 
to the Mormon Church and he traveled to Kiddlefield to tell Reverend 
Spencer of his conversion and also of the principles of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Daniel explained that the Mormons 
believed Joseph Smith was a prophet and had received several visions fro® 
God. The L.D.3. Church had been organized in Mew lork in 1830, and the 
•ambers of this group were nicknamed Mormons because of the -Book of Kor- 
aon which they regarded as scripture.
Orson Spencer had undoubtedly heard of the i.orraon Church, but he had 
not been interested in it until his brother talked about it with him. 
Finally after a number of discussions, the minister was converted to the 
new faith. He underwent a tremendous ©motional strain in accepting Mor- 
raonlsBs.
'The Spirit of icd wrought jaightily in me, comsaending the 
ancient gospel to jay conscience. I contemplated it with 
peaceful serenity and Joy in believing. Visions and 
dreams began to illuminate, occasionally wy slumbering 
aments i but when I allowed jay selfish propensities to 
speak, I cursed 'l.orsaonism* in jay heart, and regretted 
being in possession of as Much light and knowledge as 
had flowed into say mind from that source, . hen I preach­
ed or conversed according to ng? best convictions, peace 
reigned in ray heart, and truth enlarged say understanding. 
Conviction and reverence for the truth, at such times, 
seemed to reign in the hearts of those that heard me; 
at 11*363, however, some were ready to gnash their teeth, 
for the truth that they would no* receiva and could not 
resist.
6I counted the cost, to myself and family, of embracing 
such views, until I could read it like the child his 
alphabet, either upward or downward. The expense I 
viewed through unavoidable tears, both in public and 
private, by night and by day? I said, however, the Lord 
He (sic) is God, I can, I will, embrace the truth.
He goes on to say that this was a crisis he would never forget as it was
an exodus from parents, kindred, denomination, and temporal supports. H®
astonished his congregation in riiddlefield by resigning, and by stating
in his farewell sermon that he had become a convert to Moiwenlsaw On
August 29, 1841, the members of the Mlddlefield Baptist Church
voted to withdraw fellowship from 2*v. Orson Spencer 
and his wife Catherine Spencer in consequence of their 
embracing Mernonism and joining that sect, which we 
consider is herisy.2
This exeonH&unieation took place several months after the Spencers left 
iliddlefield, for they arrived in 1-iaavoo, Illinois, on 3eptesiber 4, 1841.3 
Reverend Spencer had sold much of his personal property before leav­
ing iddlefield. He retained only a few books from his lar. e library.
The newly converted faaiily moved first to est Stockbridge. Orson 
Soencer's parents and brothers lived in that area. .is parents and his 
brothers Daniel, Hyma, and Augustine were jSorrcons* After a short visit 
in <ast Stockbridge, it was decided that Orson Spencer and his farrilj 
should go to Sauvoo, Illinois, and secure land for each of the brothers 
to build their homes on. fh»y left . assachusetts during the sunsaer of 
1841, and arrived in Illinois in September of that year.
^Edward Church Smith, oj>* cit., p. 288.
^Joseph .vnith Jr., History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- 
day Saints (Salt Lake City: published' by "the ihurch, i960), olume 3. , 
p. 414.
1 I b l d . .  p. 3 .
CHAPTER THESE
nauvoo Piaicoi prior to Joseph smith's death
Sauvoo, Illinois, had become the headquarters of the i-lormon Church 
after its exodus from Missouri and by the early 1640's auvoo, the City 
Beautiful, had become the largest city in Illinois. The city was popu­
lated almost totally by Mormons, Lissionary labors had been concentrated 
on Sew England and Canada at first, but later the rest of the United States 
and particularly the British Isles were proselyted. lost of the residents 
of nauvoo looked to Joseph Smith as both a religious and a temporal leader.
The Spencer faaily reached ’auvoo on September 4, 1841. They had 
traveled by tea® and wagon to Albany, by canal boat on the rie to Buf­
falo, and then by steamboat from Buffalo to Chicago. The last part of 
the journey from Chicago to Nauvoo on the Mississippi was made fey team 
and wagon.
Soon after arriving in Nauvoo, Mr. Spencer purchased a lot from 
:)aniel H. Jells fro $8?*60* This transaction was recorded on Septem­
ber 13,^  and the land which was purchased was located north and east of 
the temple lot, on the north side of Young Street. It was designated as 
the west half of lot no. 4, block 5 in ells addition.
On this lot, he built a one-story brick structure and he later 
added another story. The original home had a large room in the front 
which was used to house a store. Since Mr. Spencer had left the ministry 
for a religion without a paid clergy, it was necessary for him to find
^Hancock County iook of Deeds, Book I, Hancock County, Illinois, 
p. 4?6.
other means to provide for his family; and for the first few months In 
'aovoo, this occupation of keeping store was his means of providing.
With his intellect, he could not remain a storekeeper long. He was
interested in the education system of 'auvoo. In a short while he became 
associated with the city officials of Nauvoo and the officials of the 
Morsion Church, which in Ifauvoo were almost always the same men. He be­
came intimately acquainted with Joseph Smith, the Prophet of the Church, 
and a city counseliaan.
There is no doubt that at this time and until his death, Joseph Smith 
was the most influential man in Kauvoo. He explained many principles of 
the Church to Speneer, as well as a number of scriptures. This was a 
unique situation for a relatively self-educated man like Smith to explain 
the weaning of scriptures to a learned sinister. Yet the new convert's 
belief in -orwattia® was so Strong that he accepted the explanations, sub­
jected hir.seIf to the decisions of the MOrw&a leader, and soon became a 
stalwart of the L.D.S. Church in the ;iauvoo area. Cn many occasions, 
Joseph Smith proached at the Spencer home, not only on Sunday, but during 
the week.
Almost immediately after arriving in hauvoo, Hr. Spencer was chosen 
to be an alderman. The City government had been chartered by the Siata 
Legislature,2 and the organisation included, a mayor, four aldermen, and 
nine councilors. These officers were elected every other year by the 
whit®, male citizens of "'auvoo over 21 years of age. >. John C. Bennett 
had been elected in the spring of 1841 to be the mayor. A vacancy must 
have occurred among the aldersen for Spencer was chosen during the winter
%oseph %ith Jr.* on. cit., Volume Iv, 239-249.
9of 1841-42 to fill that office. Rio religious fidelity qualified him for 
this office, perhaps even rsore than his intellectual ability.
Isis first official act as an alderman is recorded on June 23, 1642, 
when fourteen city officials signed an affidavit certifying that Dr. John C. 
Bennett had publically stated that Joseph Smith had taught hira nothing con­
cerned illicit intercourse.
For several years the Harmons had been accused not only of practic­
ing illicit intercourse, but also polygamy. Illicit intercourse is differ­
ent than polygasny for the latter involves being married to more than one 
wife, while the former included all extra-marital sexual intercourse. As 
3D . Bennett used the terras, they were synonomous, and he had. recently been 
spreading rumors concerning SirAith,s behavior. Alderman Spencer was as­
sociated with Dr. Bennett in an intellectual capacity for Lennett was the 
Chancellor of the University of .'auvoo where Spencer was engaged in teach­
ing classical languages. The mayor, although publically stating that 
Joseph Smith had taught him nothing concerning illicit intercourse, still 
continued to spread rumors that the Korraon leader was teaching more doc­
trines.
On July 22, 1842, a special meeting of the citizens of .’auvoo was 
called by th© City Council to correct the reports put forth by Bennett.
Orson Spencer presided at this seeting which was an indication of his 
growing stature as a leader in llauvoo.
The activities of the City Council did not always pertain to secu­
lar affairs, but rather on a majority of occasions, it was involved in 
religious matters. On June 2d, 1642, a document appeared in The asa
which stated that no secret society such as the Danites existed among the 
Mormons. This document was signed by all the members of the City Council, 
axcapt Mayor Bennett. The Danites were said to be a group of -ormorts who 
carried forth vengeance to those "who opposed the church* The council 
denied this charge by their statement, A closeness of church and state 
in Nauvoo can be seen in this instance, for the city council acted for the 
Church In asking a specific statement in relation to the actions and in­
tent of the Members of the Church.
The members of tha City Council ware not through with Dr. Bennett, 
nor was he through with them. He war. discharged as mayor and as the Chan­
cellor of the University. ->e wrote several articles against the Mormons, 
and he later was involved with James Stran? in his religious efforts on 
Beaver Island. It is interesting to note that, it was not the City Coun­
cil which discharged ~>r. Bennett, but rather the Council of the Twelve 
Apostles, an ecclesiastical organization of the !»»<>.$, Church.
•The Council of the Twelve met in council. . . John C.
Dennett was declared unworthy to hold the office of 
Chancellor of the University and. was discharged. Orson 
Snenoer was elected in bis stead and received the oath 
of office.-’
This particular meeting occurred on August t 1642.
The University of llaavoo had been chartered since Ifeeeaber of 1-URj. 
’» »  then until the exodus of the I’oraons from lauvoo, when it ceased 
©Derations, it functioned only spasmodically as an institution of higher 
learning. It had neither a regular schedule nor any buildings. All of 
the University officials were members of the Church, and missionary act­
ivities anti other church responsibilities often took precedence over the
fJournal ‘;i story (urpublisfcod. manuscript of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints).
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school, .-Ml* Bennett was chancellor, James Kelly a graduate of Dublin 
College, served as the President of the ins titut ion. ^ lie was only associa­
ted with the school for a short time for no record of his association with 
the school is found after Spenoer became chancellor. The professors who 
sertred with Spencer included Orson Pratt, a self-taught mathematician, who 
taught his speciality; Sidney Ridgon, who taught history, belles-lettres, 
and oratory; and Gustavos Hills who served as professor of music.5 Th® 
new chancellor taught languages and sosae history.
The planned curriculum of the institution was patterned after east­
ern raodels. Its courses were listed as fsatheaatios, chemistry, geology,
£
literature, history, i-msio, ~orm«i» F'rench, Latin, Greek, add Hebrew.1'
Those courses were not all taught, and those that were taught did not have 
a regular schedule. 'hen a professor decided to teach a course, he would 
advertise the tiro and place in the :auvoo papers. The lectures were usu­
ally riven in the instructor’s home and they were the backbone of the Uni­
versity . There were evening lootures given which were attended by as.any of 
th® Mauvoo residents. ?lan*. were often made for construetinr buildings 
for the University, but these plans trere never realised,? for the dauvoo 
retaple and. other religious buildings were designated as being the aost im­
portant. They w ®  given top priority for construction.
Tuition varied from $2.50 to $10.00 a term depending on th® course 
taught.-- The only degree granted by the school was a faster of Arts degree
^John Taylor, Times and Seasons, January 1, 1342.
>T»®v.l Edgar Young, Th?.."'oundlnp: of Utah (San IVanoisoos Charles 
Scribners and Sons, 192,3)# p« 317*
Mauvoo ffeiydtbor» August 20, 1645*
?The -aso. September 1?, l'*42.
Ibid.
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given to Orso.n Pratt, V this was probably thought to be advisable so that 
Pratt could teach at the institution being not only qualified, but also 
certified #
The role of the chancellor included teaching languages and supervis­
ing the activities of the university, which included supervision of the 
cosasion schools of :iauvoo»
The American university was in transition at this time. Concerning
its status, the "’resident of Tale University said in
College is not a trade school any more than it is a pro­
fessional school* Here education is 'begun, but not com­
pleted. • « It is not a European university. Here there 
is no nonopoly of higher education as in England, nor have 
we the resources and qualified students of Germany.*''
The colleges of the United State# were a step between the academy and the
university as it ©merged after the Civil afar. The Mauvoo institution with
its irregular schedule and no facilities ranked far below the level of the
eastern schools. It© greatest contribution was to stimulate education in
that city*.
Jpencer -asm concerned with supervising and stimulating education in. 
the l-onsen settlement. It was in the ccstmon schools where most of the 
educating occurred. Mauvoo was divided into four districts or wards, and 
each district had one or more common schools within its boundaries. 'These 
schools were very similar to the wmtwm or grammar schools throughout the 
United States.**- They were designed to teach the basic fundamentals such 
as reading and. arithmetic.
9Joseph Smith Jr*, o£» cit., olume !V, 414.
10Louis "raaklin Saw, The College Curriculum in the united States 
(’-Jew York; Columbia University* l')Q?), pp. 147-48*
Edward *?. rosiner, T'hs Evolution of the Common School (I;ow York:
The MacMillan Company* 193©)* pp. 3tT>-3C'-*
Ten of tbes* awiman schools vere functioning in •:auvoo in lvh2 ,^-' 
and fegr the number had increased to fi.ft.ocn, /bo teachers war© not
university --yradufttes, but rather they had some knowledge of th© subjects 
to bo taagbt* and they were certified by the trustees of the area where 
they taught* The trustees were two or three responsible persons frets the 
area of the common school, These trustees were also called wardens and 
it was their responsibility to see that effective teaching was done in 
their area. Usually* they were sore interested in the attendance of child­
ren at the school than in the quality of teaching done. Supervision of 
the trustees and the teachers was done by th© regent® and the chancellor 
of the University. *3 The hoard of Regents (which would include the chan­
cellor) choose the books to be used in the cossnon schools.-1-4 Since most 
of the regents were not formally educated* Spencer provided most of the 
professional advice for the schools of Nauvoo. At times he taught in ? 
cession school but he was wore responsible for the supervision, and this 
took up the majority of his tl-ae.
Although the University of n&uvoo did not function regularly or effec­
tively, the eotsfcon school systea was organised and supervised as well as 
rsost in the country,^5 The Vlauvoo system vas only a copy of the eastern 
schools, and. although ameh was said concerning education, there were new 
ideas put into practice. The »ajor emphasis was placed on religion, and 
this took much of the time of both teachers and. supervisors. As an
"•-/auvoo School Records!unpublished, L.D.S. Church Offices), Append­
ix 1.
^Joseph Smith Jr., 0£» oit#, 'olume IV, Z6\ .
^tlohn lav lor, oj>. cit., January 1, l-'fS.
^leisner, od. cit. g pp. 308-312.
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educator, Spencer must be ranked aaeh lower than such contemporary educa­
tional leaders as Horace ^ann of FaaaaohuMtta and Henry Barnard of Con­
necticut. the foremost goal of these famous educators was to improve the 
educational, syste®; in their respective area*.^' Spencer had this desire, 
but it was often placed behind his religious motives. Education in Kauvoo 
«as stimulated by the chancellor for both religious and educational motives, 
and the schools were modeled after those in the east with some L.D.iS. teach­
ings included in the course of study*
Hr. Spencer was involved in the City Council which saet regularly.
As an alderaan, no was qualified to act as a Justice of the Peace of Han­
cock County, His knowledge of histor- and law were pat to good use in both 
capacities» On August 5* 1342* ho was chosen to be on a committee to study 
a bill involving the use of habeas corpus proceedings in "'savoo. :itl< mess 
added responsibilities he no longer had to keep store to support his family. 
As a judge, m  unusual case was presented before his on August 2</»
1W ,
Personally came before me Orson Span ear, on© of the Uder- 
men of the City and acting justice of the aforesaid county,
Fary Clift, an ..ymaarried woman of said county, and made 
soleran oath that she was pregnant with child which, if born 
alive5 way be a bastard and that Ouetsvus tiilla was the 
father of such child, the said Custavus Hills about 4 or 
5 weeks sines requested deponent to remove to Columbus 
(A Aegis County} 'ontil after her confinenent and he would 
assist her with support as far as his means would pewits 
and that such illicit conduct was practiced by the heads 
of the Church and that the tlae would come when men would , 
have more than one wive, and he wished that tiae would oome.^'
Hills was disfellowshipped by the hauvo© High Council on September 4. '.’here
is definite evidence that the officials of the Horaen Church were practicing
1U£’. i--'rees«an Batts* A, Cultural History of ••-estern Education (hot* lor St: 
■‘.cOraw-Sill :jook Coiaparr/, Inc., 1955)# p?u%55-457«'
Journal History, og» cit., August 29, 1842,
polygamy at this time,l' and Crson Spencer imst have known about this doc­
trine and its practice since he was intimately associated with the leaders 
of the Church. There is no indication that he practiced polygamy before 
he arrived in Utah.
On November 2-,., 1842, another caae was brought before Justice Spencer 
in which a Mr* Hunter had been charged with slander against Joseph Smith. 
Smith appeared and said that he forgave the man, but in the proceedings 
of the hearing. Hunter had been found in contempt of court. He was fined 
1C and released. It is interesting to not© that in all of the cases pre­
sented before Spencer, both as a judge and as a member of the City Counnil, 
Joseph Smith never once appeared as a defendant. The council upheld all 
of the actions of the iorraon leader.
Chancellor Spencer continued his activity in Nauvoo during the winter 
of 1842-43. On February 6, 1843, the regular election was held in Nauvoo, 
and Joseph Smith was elected mayor. Orson Spencer, Daniel H. Wells,
George A. Mlth, and Stephen Markham were elected as aldermen. The coun­
cilors elected were ffyrum Saith, Crson Hyde, Johr Taylor, Orson Pratt, 
Sylvester ' rnmons, Keber C, Kimball, Benjamin Barrington, Saniel Spencer, 
and Srigham loung.1-' "hese men were all active in the hormoa Church, and 
many were leaders; the spencers, ■mraons, and Barrington were not church 
authorities.
.or c^son Spencer to be a typical member of the L.D.3. Church was 
improbable. Prior to becoming a ’"ormon, he had been tha center of attention
3£&i*bali ibung, i^i ^ .h.q y.^-* j. - ox* k * Henry i- oXtif 1 /^ 5^ ^ #
ppe 88~10Ge
^Journal . istory, 033. cit.. .obru&ry 6, 1  43.
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In nearly all of M s  religious associatier.s. ft* a 'Utterly Saint he 
was T©ry actiw and he was often sought for his ability a# a scholar,
•#dla in fiaWGe, he never occupied a position of leadership» yet his belief 
In his newl •; acquired faith was so strong that he was always diligent and 
faithful fce th«; '•‘oraen leaders, particularly1 Joseph Sa&th«
This give® se*e insight into the character of the seam for he- alway* 
subjected his feelings to his religious convictions. This was a pattern 
which he would fellows throughout his life.
Uc continued to act as a judge, and. ae reviewed acaty oeses. On \p» 1 5* 
18^ -3, he dismissed a esse concerning a writ of habeas corpus, and or; ipril 19, 
hr judged a ease which concerned a physician producing {premature birth.
fr. Spencer and the other City officials acted in m a t  instances as 
figureheads while Mauvoo was directed both civilly and religiously by 
Joseph Ssaith. An instance 3 Host-rating the relative usimportance of the 
City officials took place during April of 1843* At the General Conference 
of the Church held during that .itenih, ;aany of the citisens of Mauvoo were 
called as missionaries, including re any of the City officials. Orson and 
Daniel .ioenser were assong those called, and the former was sent to the 
Connecticut area while his brother was sen1 t© Canada, .'he Mayor was left 
to run the city.
It was an unusual experience for the former Baptist sinister to be 
a or-ion missionary# Part of the usaiouenesf? he experienced, was that he 
was sent to his former areas of Baptist labor. But as always, he was eager 
to do his part. Gilford -oodruff wrote of his assignment:
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I $bl happy to Xmam the work has commenced in New- Haven,
Conn. I have felt anxious for a length of time that some 
faithful Elder should assist both in Mew Haven and Hart­
ford. -hat ha* increased ay anxiety on the subject is that 
it has been visited least of any state in Sew England by 
the traveling Slders, and I feel desirious that those of my 
own native State as well as others should be benefited by 
the fulness of the gospel, Brother Pell will learn from 
, the minute® of the aiders Conference in :iauvoo, printed in
10 of the Tints and Seasons that Orson Spencer Esq* is 
is appointed to go to ;-<w Haven. Brother Spencer is fully 
competent to set forth the work before any people, and w® 
trust and believe that he will be blessed in his labors 
there.^
Elder Spencer was well thought of in the Church not only because of his 
faithfulness to his religion but also because of his intellectual ability.
He labored as a missionary in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Sew York 
during the sumer of 1 -f3* On returning to Middle field, Massachusetts, 
he received 3 cold reception. This was understandable for he appeared to 
his former parishoners as a heretic. On© of his former friends wrote of 
him;
Just why Elder Spencer a Mormon became
I never could tell, though his story I heard.
<ut his arguments seemed to me very lasie,
Agd tho} neither my reason nor sympathy stirred.^*
During this period his labors as a missionary were unsuccessful. He nreached
to his wife*s family who lived in ’lew fork, but they rejected ;:orraonisn. As
fall approached, hs left for Mauvoo, taking with him his elderly parents.
His earents lived in Katnroo the rest of their lives; both died b'~\for^  the 
Mormon exodus.
On his return to the ; orison capital, Chancellor Spencer assumed his
£®T4j®SS and Seasons, talmas IV, 167»
^Inward Church Smith, oju cit.. p. 2-33.
previous responsibilities. Hg was active in *«any phases of /'auvoo life, 
including the social aspect, host of the social life ®i' Isaavoo centered 
around the Hauvoo hansdon which was owned ay ■">*&'** dsaith* and t&is was 
the scene oi many parties and dinners. One such dinner was heirs on Octo­
ber • and as «* part of the entertain&ant.
rfofessor 0* spencer <aa then called who arose and in 
bis easy and eloquent manner highly entertained th© 
m apm y lor nearly a half hour.*""'"
Mas well liked and always accepted. This reflects his positive attitude 
toward the Church, as one who was favorable to the Church was usually 
accepted in 'sauveo. The reports concerning his behavior in hauvoo were 
a Iw ay s f a v or a b 1 e.
Daring the Gionth of :s©v»»ber, the (Chancellor contributed $? 5 to the 
temple fund. This was another way of showing his dedication to the Church,
On I'eeawbar 2 t l&k jt a mating was held in the. assembly roans over 
?1&yor pith’s store. At this time endowment was given to Orson Vyd#,
Parley ?. Pratt, Gilford '“oodruff, Georg© A. Oalth, and O^son Spencer.
> his was the first recorded instance of th# endowment baing given to mem­
bers of the Cnureh.^ Th© eR&owment is an ordiasnce in the Church* where­
by aawabara are endowed with blessings which they are to receive both in 
mortal and isasortal axistanoa. Spencer was ana of the most faithfal mem­
bers of the Church* and this is evidenced by lii® receiving the endowment 
at this Ihm  *
Os '.l-c-o busy as a eoiwia.il m@rtb®r .-it this seine On Dectsmbsr »
the council passed, several ordinances including one for the building of
'•^ Journal V istory, o*>« fit,» October 3* 1^3*
23jos€ph %ith Jr, 8 ©E* cit., oIto© : 1, 96,
* d m  in the Mississi|sfl, and several which provided for the protection 
of the citizens of Nauvoo, particularly Joseph SMith* Ther© \ms still 
nuefe contention between the Mormons and the Missourians, and son© kid- 
mappings had been charged to the mer> from "issoiiri, Or in Porter Rock­
well had been charged with shooting at Governor Boggs, and he had boon 
abducted 1 w the Missourians, Be escaped, but his experience caused the 
:’itv Council to take protective measures.
One of the measures passed by the Council allowed only Jauvoo-issued 
warrants to ho valid in that city* All other «ar#ants issued in other 
•areas were not valid in ft auvoo* The Council Had the authority to pass 
this lass, for the charter they had been given by the legislature confer-
pu
red uoon them almost all of the privileges of a sovereign state. As a 
result of this law, the E&rmon capital became a haven for criminals for 
they could avoid the law officers froi* other areas, .Because of this in­
flux of criminals, whenever a crime was conssitted in Hancock County, the 
guilt fell the easiest to Nauvoo and the Persons were blamed for many 
crimes *
Joseph Smith suggested that the Council should draft a petition fhich 
r4ould be sent to Congress, which would place Mauvoo under the protection 
of the Federal Government if accented, Under the petition, the .auvoo 
Legion would be classified as United States 'troops, and the national gov­
ernment ifsuld assist with the fortificat 3 m & of Nauvoo, Orson Spencer, 
Crson Pratt, and loan Taylor wore appointed to write the petition accord­
ing to the Mayor's suggestions. It tie* w.- *;ten and presented to the
'-%;acil A, Snyder, A dyllabus on Horaonlsa in Nauvoo from the An^le 
of the Press (unpublished and beund, university of Utah Library/, p. kO,
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Council on December 21.25 tfcls petition was an attempt to make lauvoo 
more nearly an autonomous state and not a part of Illinois for the r.or- 
rton leaders felt they needed to govern their own society for their relig­
ion to spread at the fastest rate.
In writing the petition, Hr. Spencer is classes with two other schol­
ars, the best the Latter-day Saints had. Pratt was designated to take 
the petition to Congress but nothing ever came of it.
Tfce Payor continued to run the city and on December 29, he chose 40 
policemen. The Council accepted all of his appointments and objections 
were rarely mad©. In most instances the Council could fee termed a rubber 
stamp.
WiXltaa . arks and dlliara Law appeared before the Council on Janu­
ary 3 and 5. They had recently disagreed on several points, and. they swore 
before the Council that the policemen which had recently been selected and 
appointed by the Jayor, had been ordered by him to kill the®. Marks and 
Law stated that several attempts had been made on their lives and they de­
manded protection, i'he Council investigated the case, but came to the con­
clusion that the complaint had no grounds. All 40 policemen were inter­
viewed, all were coamended, and Smith was exonerated.
On very few occasions did the Council ever go against Smith. Ail of 
the aeabers re arded him as a prophet, and most including Spencer- 
that his inspiration was also carried into his secular life. .hen the 
Council would disagree with Smith, it would 'be on some very minor issue 
such as a nog law. - •
25Joseph Smith Jr., og. cit., Volume VI, 130-132. 
Journal history, oj». cit., ..arch 9» 1344.
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The value of Chancellor 3pe»«er to Matsvoo and particularly to the 
/owon leader was underlined in the month of '.'arch, Smith had been
leaking a number of enemies( and during this month a conspiracy was dis­
covered which had been plotted to take his life. This conspiracy was re­
vealed at a public meeting on March 24 as the ’^ayor spoke bri f^l; re­
vealed the leaders of the plot to bet Chaunoey High bee, tobert -oster»
Joseph Jackson, and "ilHam and -llson Law. After this short- Introduc­
tion the floor was given to Chancellor Spencer who opened by expressing 
his belief in -Joseph Smith as a prophet of God.
I once heard a man say, who had opposed the work ‘That 
it might be true, but it gave Joseph Smith power.® True, 
said X, but if his power be subordinate to the power of 
God, it is right. If a man sot up a kingdois by the power 
of dod, then let others seek power fro® the same source.
God sets up kingdoms arid pulls down kingdoms; this makes 
men made who will not submit to the kingdom of God. ' & 
all know the power of M®ses» who was the representative 
of God. . .‘-e should lift up our voices against wicked­
ness of all kinds, dut will the rulers of our land do it!
"o, they will not? they will be cowards until there is no 
man to fight and then be brave. hen will not
do it, some man should take the helm of government that 
ic3.ll do it. -.'ill it be called tgeason, if the God of 
■■■leaven should set up a kingdom?^"
Hg then concludos his speech by asking God to bless the people of dauvoo 
with unity and love. His ideas concerning God*s relationship to msa are 
moat important for he feels that God has His hand in all history, parties 
ularly in covernraents. .To Spencer the revealed purposes of God take pre­
cedence over the established purposes of governments, and if necessary, 
treason is acceptable to aid nod’s purposes. The true character of the 
Chancellor is seen in this statement as he said that there should be <-5. 
complete subjection of both men and governments to God. i<* is speaking 
of %ith when he told of the need of a wan to take the helm of the goverrwent
'--’Joseph Smith Jr., op. ©It., "olume VI, 272.73.
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when it would not act in accordance to God9s revealed plan. It 'as dur­
ing this period that Joseph Smith campaigned for the presidency of the 
United States and Spencer put into his speech a vote of confidence in this 
endeavor. For he felt that Stoith would pat God’s plan into action.
l'ie reaction to the M§yor grew in Mauvoo. On April 3a Ohauncey llig- 
bee was charged with disorderly conduct and ordered by Judge Ipencnj to 
pay the court costs. Higbee and his cohorts disagreed constantly 'with 
the Church leaders.
A^pistine» the oldest of the Spencer brothers, became antagonistic 
toward the Church. Sharing the month of April, Daniel Spencer was sent as 
a missionary to ■'•^sachusetts. Chancellor Spencer was quite concerned 
about his brother, Augustine, who he felt had left the flock. ’% talked 
with him and tried to persuade him to return to good standing in the 
Church, "5’|p elder brother continued to drift away from his previous posi­
tion as a <*or*-ion and on Friday corning April 26, h© s*ent to Cfcpson's home.
A disagreement occurred and Augustine assaulted his brother. Hris must 
have been the culmination of their disputes concerning "ormenlsK. Orin 
Porter tiockwell reported the -assault to the Marshall, J. P. r-reene, and 
accompanied him to the victim's home about 10:00 a.m. .Augustine -Spencer 
had fled and he m s  shortly apprehended in the office of </.r. V.arr, an 
attorney. The "-Mrshall told the prisoner he was going to be taken to the 
Mayor's office and he refused to go. The marshall described the incident 
as follows5
I then called upon iobert D. Foster, Chauncey X>. Higbee, 
and. Char3.®s A. Poster to assist me in taking said Spencer 
to the hgpror's officei but they swore they would not, and 
used many threatening oaths and aspersions, saying they 
would see -the . :ayor and city damned, and then they would 
not; but they soon followed im and Hr. Augustine Spencer 
to th© office door, when th© ;'ayor ordered me to arrest
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these three <mn for refusing to assist ms In the discharge 
©f ray duty} and when attempting to arrest the®, they all 
resisted* and with horrid imprecations threatened to shoot.
I called for help, and there not being sufficient the ?l«y- 
or laid hold on the two Fosters at the same tine* At that 
instant Charles A, aster drew a double-barrel pistol on 
Mr* Smith, but it was instantly wrenched from his hand; and 
afterwards he declared he would have shot the K&yor, if we 
had let his pistol alone, and also He would thank God .for 
the priviledge of ridding the world of a tyrantt Chauncey L. 
•agbee responded to foster*s threats, and swore that ho 
would do it.^
411 of the assailants were fined, and the opponents to the Church grew in
numbers. Augustine Spencer became a bitter opponent to Smith, and the
Church. He had outwardly opposed the Church in Sew England prior to his
fight with his brother. On May 3* Parley P* Pratt wrote a letter fro®
E^ohmond, Massachusetts, to Orson Spencer and Joseph Smith concerning
A^rustine Spencer.
Bear Djtother Jgseph and Brother Orson Spencer, or who it 
way concern: **
This is to forewarn you that you have a snake in the grass—  
a base traitor and hypocrite in your midst, of whom perhaps 
you may not be fully aware. You may think these harsh terms, 
but I speak from good evidence and speak the truth.
■•ir. Augustine Spencer, a brother to Eider Orson Spencer, 
has written a letter from .Tauvoo, %-Jhich is going the rounds 
in this neighborhood, and is fraught with the most infamous 
slander and lies concerning Joseph Smith and others, and 
which is calculated to embitter the winds of the people 
who read or hear it. It affirms that Joseph Smith is in 
the habit of drinking, swearing, carousing, dancing all 
night, -%e,t and that he keeps six or seven young females 
as wives, <lc,, and many other insinuations.
At the same time he cautions the people to whom he writes 
to keep the letter in such a vmy that a knowledge of its 
contents may not reach auvo®, as he says he is on intimate 
terms and confidential friendship with the MProphet Joe4' 
and the Mormons, and. that he hopas to get into office fcgr 
their Keans. This is his own acknowledgment of his own 
baseness imposition and hypocrisy. X have not seen the 
letter myself but have carefully examined the testimony
Told., Vol-one VJ, 3^S-3^.
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of those M o have, and I have also seen and witnessed 
its baneful effect upon the people here* . . ;
Jf Augustine spencer did. have any intentions of prospering by wav of his 
Mormon friends, he was fey this tlwe ■well aware they would do him no good. 
Yet this was not the last to be heard of Augustin© Spencer for he played 
a vital role in the death of Smith*
The tension in auvoo continued to grow, Oyson Spenoer continued to 
act as a judge, and almost daily cases appeared before him in which the 
defendants were opposed to Smith, th® Mormon leader had been pushing his 
eawpaign for the presidency. Straw polls -fere taken daily on the steam­
boats which were both cowing to and going fro® dauvoo. The results of 
the polls were published in th© i-ia.uypo -Neighbor» but as usual xtben taken 
and eosspiled by the Konsena, they were very pro-^ orraon.
faith’s opposition in r?auv»o finally decided to expose him, and to 
do this, they started to publish a newspaper called the Kauvoo Expositor. 
The reasons for publishing; this paper «ern set forth in a prospectus oa 
Hay 10 by the publishers—  .illiaw and Wilson Law, FrmsXs and Chauneay 
digbee, U0bert and Charles Foster, jwd Charles Ivins. Tha prospectus 
stated that the Expositor was to be published to give a
knowledge of the many gross abuses exercised under the 
oretsndod authorities of th© Charier of the City of 
-■auvoo. . .and the insupportable oppression of the Min­
isterial powers in carrying out the unjust, illegal, 
and unconstitutional ordinances of the same. 3®
A repeal of the Charter was called for and a restoration of constitutional 
rights was to be sustained in Mauvo®, particularly the freedom of relig­
ion. Thase stan fait that Smith had been 'tolerant only to the Mormons,
2vTbld9, 'aim v*I. 35^355.
^Joseph i^ith Jr., on. cit., 'olume VI, 443*
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Phi® is no doubt true for although he claimed to b© tolerant, h« felt 
his work stas the most important, on the earth and tend ad to set aside the 
religions of others as not being true, and, therefore, in opposition to 
his work.
The first issue of the Ixpositor appeared on Friday, June 7, tinder 
the editorship of Sylvester '.'muons, Emasons had been elected to the City 
Council .in •"‘ebrusry of 1-43, but he *«ti«t have fallen out with Saalth. On 
June 10 the Monday following the first issue of the ant i-u orators paper, 
the Council m t to discuss the newspaper, Xhe June 7 issue was the only 
one published and in its columns it closed that Smith was an adulter and 
was teaching teaorality to the members of the L.Q.S, Church. It also 
stated that tho Church leaders had advocated treason against the United 
States, Spencer’s speech on -farch 2k- could have teen in tbs category of 
ttdvocating treasen.
After a brief discussion of the paper, the Council termed it a "nuis­
ance* and very !!scandalous." •Jpencer was very much in accordance with 
the views expressed at the meeting and he said:
that the nauvoo Kxpositor is a nuisance* Did not con­
sider it wise to ?rive them time to trumpet a thousand 
lies. Their property co&ld not pay for it. If we pass 
only a fine or imprisonment, have we any confidence that 
they -Jill desist? ‘tone at all. ® have found these nsen 
oovenant-breakers with Ood, with their wives, &c , Rave 
’v® any hope of their doing better? Their characters have 
gone before them. Shall they be suffered to go on, and 
bring & mob upon us, and wurder our woaen and children, 
and bum our beautiful city! -of 1 had rather my blood 
would be spilled at. once, and would like to have the press 
removed as soon as the ordinance would allow; and wish 
the at ter night be put into the hands of the r.ayor, and 
everybody stand ferjr hira in the execution of his duties, 
and bush every murmur.31
31 ibid.. folaae ••"I,
An ordinance was accepted by the Counoll which gave Smith authority to 
remrm the paper without delay. Smith Interpreted his authority and the 
ordinance broadly for her ordered the Marshall to destroy the press, 
scatter the type, demolish the printing house, and arrest all persons 
hindering the Marshall’s actions. The Mayer aAso had the fauvoo Legion 
offlse to a state of readiness to assist the Marshall if necessary. The 
law officer proceeded to destroy the press, and be carried out the rest 
of his orders.
Governor Ford writes of these proceedings!
hiry was called or sworn nor were witnesses .required 
to give their evidence upon oath. , . f.t was altogether 
th® most curios and irregular trial that ever was recorded 
in -any civilised counfery; and one finds difficulty in 
determining whether th® proceedings of the^council wore 
»ore the result, of insanity or depravity. >*
In this situation, Spencer placed his religious feelings much farther 
ahead of his reason. He had been taught that violence was not necessary 
and as a college graduate he certainly bad learned to recognise the free- 
dcaa of expression which should be given to all. The Ch&aceller in his 
speech had no regard for freedom of the press guaranteed in the Constitu­
tion* Eis only regard was that the threat to the safety of the K-ormons 
be removed. The Expositor was -scandalous, yet the method which was m.- 
ployed in its removal uras in violation of the highest law of the land*
The expositor had not advocated treason against Illinois or the felted 
States, instead it had disagreed violently with the leaders of the Kor* 
mm Churoh. The leaders of the Church, including Alderman iSponoer, had 
acted thinking only of their religion and its success. Ote Chancellor
>• Thomas t'ord* ?- History of Iliincls (Chicago: '■<* K. :>on.ne.Uey and 
Sons, Milo diltfc -.'‘uaife, ed., 1946), Volina IT, 162.
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had been blinded in his? actions by his religious seel which actually con­
stricted hie vision so he could only see % narrow course of action. Pe 
along with the other members of the Council could only see force as an 
•answer to their problem.
T|© action in ,:auvoo against the ^xpoajtor raised a cry against the 
1'Ormn leader throughout the area and eventually resulted in his death* 
Shortly after the destruction of the -press „ the tension gw»w in ,'!euvoo. 
Opposition to the church leaders increased rapidly and the !€ayor declared 
martial law m  Juno IB. Shortly after this date warrants were issued for 
the arrest of both Joseph and Hyrum •'.’with. She warrants were sworn on 
the testimony of Augustine Spencer and H. 0. or tors on the grounds of 
treason. "I|» warrants were served on June 25 and the two faiths were 
taken to Carthage and incarcerated in the City .fail. The next day, sev­
eral pfoainent Montana were ordarad. to appear .In Carthage as a change of 
venue waa to be considered* Cirson Spencer was m cng thoa© ordarad to 
ap-oear at Carthage.
Governor Vord was at Carthage* and he promised the Smiths that ha 
would provide protection for them since the surrounding peoples ware very 
antagonistic. ':'h© Governor left Carthage for dauvoo on the morning of 
June 27 and the nan concerned with the change of location also returned 
to -iauvoo. On the afternoon of that day* a aob gathered in Carthage arid 
the Smiths were shot.
CHAPTER FOUR 
F1MAL NAUVOO PERIOD
Many of thos® sew antagonist!* U- til® ^or&aas felt that the 
reli.i.ion wovld not survive the death of the Smiths. In fact so*© pUnned 
to ride Illinois of the I..D.S. element by *hai the., termed a "wolf hunt." 
This uras planned to ejcpell all the Mormons from Har.oock Comity during the 
i « t e  of IGMj.l
the Sfeatjch was greatly shaken by the loss of Its Im &m r, s.id Sa&voo 
was in a state of warning following the mirritere. As 3aith had yielded 
so amah newer in that City end also In the Church both w&r® at & loss as 
to who should replace hi®.
Crson Spencer was almost immediately recogniaed as bead of the civil 
gowraoent i« Natxvoe* Or, the evening, of June 2?, M. K. Ooiaing;, Brigador 
Deneral of the Carthage Greys wrote the following note to hi».
**r. Groan Spencer ~ Dear ’Sir:
’■"'lease deliberate me on this matter; predeaee may obviate 
material dostruction. I m s at ay residence when this 
horrible crime was ©omitted. It was condes»nod by three* 
fourths of the citizens of the county * be quiet or you 
sill be attacked, from Missouri.
M. a. Dooinjg2
It was known that the Carthage Greys had been designated to protect the 
Smiths and basing fcares? that the Mormons wight avsnge their deaths as 
there was ;/ood reason to believe the Grey? had collaborated with the nob.3 
Doming recognised the prminonce of Spencer in the coasannity and plead 
with hie and triad to scare his away frost any retribution which the -torwons
^Snyder* ©£. olt.. p. 85.
2Journal History, og> clt.. June 27, 18¥*.
3ford, oo. oita, p, 212.
2wight make. The citiaens of • 'auvoo did not openly make any acts of re­
venge but they vere sorrowed by the death of their leaders.
Chancellor Spencer was appointed to be acting’ Mayor of r-'atwto 
following Smith*s death. On July 2 ;-,e signed an ordinance which Initi­
ated aid for the poor in the city. The tfauvoo Jei^bor published almost 
exclusively article® which dealt with the death of the Smiths, hany at 
the article# were outlined in black. Qn July 3 an article appeared 
vhich listed \U 0. Cotton and Augustine Spencer as the ?aen responsible 
for the warrants which had jailed the Smiths*
hob action against the i'ortaons bscasao vmry extensive throughon* :-!aa- 
cook County and many times the Mormons retaliated, -'-'any of the eitisens 
of :'aw0O wrote letters to ~*ovemor .Ford asking for his assistance gainst 
the persecution and also in finding the .assailants of the June 27 aurders. 
On July 22 ‘fayor Spencer traveled to Carthage tu discuss the death of 
the 3pith brothers with Covemor Mord* The -;ayor ’returned to hauvoo that 
night but left again on the morning of July 23. At 10:00 a.m« in the 
morning ho departed era the ’Osprey* for Quincy, which was downriver# to 
again talk with, the C0vemor. He explained the situation at .-lauvoo, and 
discussed the robbings which had occurred* ihe Mayor returned to tauvoo 
on the same boat on. J]|5y 25.
On this sease day Ogvernor ford issued a proclamation to the people 
of 'Warsaw, Hancock Cgunty ir, the fens of & handbill.' This proclamation 
asked the people to be tolerant of the Hcraons as Spencer had told • ord 
that ho felt the center of the »©b action *ms Warsaw and his efforts with 
the chief official, of Illinois '»r® of som  affect as seen ty the issuing
‘^Synder, op. cit., p.
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of th* proclamation. Prior to June 27 the kjv^rnor had dealt »ost ®x~ 
clusi^ely sith Joseph .'>aith. Mow Orson Spencer was acting as the media­
tor between -laavoo and the Governor.
At the City Council meeting on August 10 Daniel Spencer was appointed, 
to be the "layer for the remainder of Smith*s term. 4s ordinance was also 
passed which provided a salary of 1100 for the major nnd a salary of "1.0-0 
a day for each of the councilors and aldorraen while in session, '••'he police 
was enlarged and store money was provided for it. This must have been done 
as a protective ’measure. An ordinance wms also passed which prohibited 
brothel* and disorderly characters.
'The Church v«s slow to recover from the loss of its two foremost 
leaders* Daring the month of August (August o), tho leadership of the 
Church was -riven to the Quo?m  of 12 Apostles with Brigham Sfoung as the 
president of the body.
On August 2? Governor --ord visited Hauvoo with two of his aides. He 
observed the city and appointed Brigteaa Young to <.* Lieutenant General of 
the Manvoo Legion. 3pencer conferred with the Governor at this ti»e con* 
ceming the relationship of Sauvoo with the other towns in the vicinity,
''he ro m m  population in hauvoo was increa si arid the loaders were 
havino a difficult time providing work for each of the new emigrants. On 
Septewber * weeting was held of the trades and ejsaftssmen of • auvoo to 
discuss the possibility of making 'Sauvoo a nanuf actor in:* center. Orson 
Spencer vas in attendance although in no way a craftsman, and he was ao*ced 
to be on a co?e®S.ttee with John Taylor and Phineas Bichard* to devise plans 
for expanding the .manufacturing of dauvoo.
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"f’he position of Sawroo on the .'Mississippi *ade it possible to produce 
some viater powered industry* bat the raw materials were lacking. The cow- 
raittee of -iichards, Taylor* and Spencer reported on September 15 that they 
had done enough, research to determine that iiauvoo could 'be a great manu­
facturing center. The members of the coaaaltf.ee were obviously biased for 
although ftauvoo has never become a great center, its potential was far less 
than many other cities with more accessible raw materials and -aore advan­
tageous geographical positions* i.e. St. Louis and Chicago*
the o-.\rpose of this trades organisation although stated, to foe improv­
ing manufacturing was chiefly used for strengthening the Church. On Tues­
day, November 10, a meeting was held in Masonic Hall for all the trades­
man of the city. The general consensus of feeling at the Meeting v?as that 
•iauvoo should be built «p. Spencer spoke at the meeting* ssyin^
fhat it was to the interest of every Latter-day Saint to 
use their influence (both pecuniary and in labor) and to 
come forward and assist, to build us all up as one— to 
secure to as a home* a resting place from the impending 
storm that is gathering to burst over the world, -e are 
identified as one and ws ought to fael for the interest 
of all— w© must support on© another. . ,-
Spencer’s religious convictions alwavs influenced his actions.
the City Council seemed to be more active in Church business than in 
City business. The Council did pass an ordinance on ":ovo»ib®r 10 vshich out­
lawed selling any liquor in a container under one gallon. A $20 fine was 
also to be invoked for anyone convicted of drunken©ss.
■■be Council was confronted with a more vital problem during . overaber 
and Deoember* All of the early opponents of Hauvoo* including the supporters 
of bhe ’’xposltor had claimed that the r-'auvoo Charter was too lenient and
^auvoo :neighbor, ovember 10, 184*>,
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allowed the '^ ovmons too s»ch freedom in Savw. During the last part of 
l.-Uhg the Illinois legislature began to consider these claims and to re­
consider the Charter. /any numbers of the legislature had observed the 
nobbing® end lawlessness whicb were prevalent in western Illinois, and 
much of this had bean attributed to the Mormons.
Orson Spencer was placed in charge of a eossfmittee which had been 
studying the ^suvao Charter. At a meeting of the tradesmen of Hauvoo on 
■. ’ovenber 261 1344, he spoke at length on the document. He stated that the 
comities considered the charter a good one for it agreed with the Con­
stitution of the ‘Jniied States and also the laws of Illinois. 0
'»s early as January of 1843,* the «e»bers of the legislature ware 
generally of the opinion that th® Yauvoo Charter was too broad, and that 
it gave the Mormons too such authority, by the winter of 1> *J4» they were 
ready to repeal thedocmaent. Alnon "h Babbit who was representing ‘iauvoo 
in the legislature wrote to Arighast Young, advising him of the hostile 
feelings of the Governor and the legislature toward the charter, and 
•asking Young for instruction concerning his actions in the legislature*
It is interesting to nota that ». babbit addressed his letter to Xoung 
although Oaaiel Spencer was the Kayor of Mauvoo. ‘.‘his was another example 
that the civil government was only an appendage of the Church.
Babbit’s letter was read at the City Council meeting on December 14, 
ld44, and Aide wan Spencer was appointed to write to him and give hi* in­
structions. (’he lot ter, written from Yauvoo on December 14 is a mixture
■’Uauvoo -neighbor, r'ovenber 26, 13**4»
■Snyder, od. pit., p. .-Y.
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of ©r.atioi. and reason* with store of the former than the latter.
. , , Ke shall cftasider a repeal of oar charter highly 
oppressive and we believe the like unheard of. If we 
have infringer' the charter in any way or .neny ways, a© 
refuse not to submit to any penalty prescribed by the 
laws of land where properly adjudicated. And now to ©on- 
el-ode; unconscious of the least disloyalty to the .state 
of Illinois of a«c; infraction* of her charters and know­
ing that we have contributed liberally to the wealth and 
prosperity and good order of the State; and knowing that 
a repeal of our charter would he no better than lathing 
loose a horde of wolves and carniverous beasts upon a*? 
unguarded flock of sheep and tender lambs, and being 
assured that the legislature of Illinois also knows per­
fectly that we above all people need the aegis of chart­
ered protection, because we have already been kidnapped, 
whipped, robbed, and one of their own senators stands 
indicted for the murder of two of our best mmi.
Therefore they cannot east us into a den of lions without 
"State arms, laws, and ordinances and be ignorant of the 
natural consequences of such m  act— And the sin be upon 
their own heads and the head of their abettors if they 
will do it. ’Th® Lord is our light, whom shall we fear* 
therefore let us be as bold and steadfast as Daniel, 
and peradventure the fury of the lions will be stayed 
•intii their fangs rest upon our ungodly enemies. ,
His reasoning is written in a religious vernacular} and his judgments are
based on his religious background. Spencer*s knowledge of the lay ana of
the constitution of the Ifni ted States is very good., but his Judgments are
always shaded by his religious Mas. He is opposed to any action which
will Ubdt ftauvoo which is in essence the L.D.S. Char eh.
Fief ore Babbit received the letter, 'overnor ord delivered a speech 
before the legislature on ifcec’sbnr 17, In the speech the • -overnor defend­
ed his actions in the case of the Mormons. Be gave the entire background 
of the Church in Illinois, Including the recent murders in Carthage, he 
accused the Mormon* of being almost entirely responsible for what had some
-'rauvoo i-ei.c-hbor, December Z %  184*f, Appendix II.
upon them. Pord concluded his remarks by a w  Inf.;
I r.&& very strong indications on ths part of both Houses, 
to males an entire repeal of all these charters. I do not 
see how, ion or twelve thousand jpeople, can veil do in a 
cit.v, without some chartered privileges. I would advise, 
that all obnoxious parts, of these charters should 'be re- 
oeeloc: and an aaple provision made- against an.y future 
abuses e.f power, thus leaving all the really useful parts 
of their city charters} and placing the® upon grounds of 
sow© equality with other ciiisens. This is republican 
and cannot be denied without injustice.'-'
■"he governor was right in ascertaining the feelings of the legislature 
for on January 21, 1P45, the Nauvoo Charter was revoked.L'-' Babbit*s 
speech in the legislature had very little effect on that body.-4-*
At th© sheeting of the City Council on December i4, it was su^-ested 
■that the Payor appoint men to fill tha vacancies in the Board of Regents 
and the Registrar of the University of 3ao*o»« The 
University, Orson Spenser, was given the following men to wofck with by 
appointment from Mayor Daniel Spencer? John ''"aylor as Hegietrar and the 
follosin-' Regents, Daniel H. wella, 10. ;i. Vliitaey, '--'illiam Sharks, Geor>?e 
Hiller, Bright Xeang, Amasa Ifisaii, Jehn T* Barnett, Charles C, Pi oh,
;feber C. Kimball, Professor Orson Pratt, Orson %de» Pi Hard .'Uch&rds, 
Daniel Spenser, George 4. Smith, ^ustavas dills, Jonathan B. Hale, Reynolds 
Crihoon, Parley P. Pratt, Jonathan C. Wrifht, Phineas Richards, Pdware 
Hunter, -"ranklin ■Richards, and James v», Ponro®. These men were appointed 
as Refer, is to supervise the system of common schools in 'auvoo. the num­
ber sf schools was increasing and so it was necessary for the number of
■•"•-auvoo MeitthS::>or. Januaify 1, 1845.
-lauvoo Jeighber. January if, 1845.
1^'j'bjd.. January 2^ , 184$.
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la gents to be increased. As chancellor, Spencer had. the obligation to 
supervise the Regents in their relations with the eemtm schools*
41 thou# the ©lasses held at the University wear* not regularly schedu­
led, many were held. Evening lectures attracted the largest crowd** -‘air­
ing the first part of April* 1845* Chanool'lor Spencer vas asked to speak 
to an evetmu- ■'asio class*
Cirethmi and diater— In compliance with the request of 
S.lder /Oitdard— your instructor is «»sie-~*I arise to make 
a very few remarks upon the preseat occasion. Some of 
the Twelve ■were expected feero— they have act arrived.
It would have been a higher source of gratification to 
you not doubt, to have heard frow them than your humble 
servant; but in the event of their non-attendance, I 
have been solicited to offer a few reflections* I will 
not intrude ay self upon the patience and time of the 
singers but a very few mo&onts.
I consider anisic to be a science, and one that has a 
foundational point in the nature and minds of every in­
dividual. 5ome persons possess art ability for music to 
a woch greater extent than others, but the mind is sus­
ceptible of cultivation in this delightful science. Music 
finds a response in every human mind. It fans into a 
Hajse of extaoy (sic) ev*ry lofty, enabling, refined, 
virtuous and holy feeling and emotion of our natures.
It ia a science to be studied and practiced in order to 
bring it to perfection as raach as the study of ethics, 
or any other branch of refined education. Music will 
not only delight the car and charts the sensibility of 
the human mind; but aarty instances have been recorded 
upon the history of men’s experiments and observations, 
where the animal creation have evinced a strong propen­
sity for music. One instance I will mention where a 
nouse was so delighted with the ^Laying of instrumental 
m»sie, that it was thrown into an exfcacy to such an ex­
tent that it actually began to caper about to the 'ausic 
of the notes and continued, so to do until the playing 
ceased, when it iaeaediately became still and docile as 
ever. Upon the music being struck up the second time it 
sejain beOffiP enraptured as before, continuing in that 
state as long as it lasted. The steeds of mlphty con­
queror", while marching on to bat hie, have becosse furious, 
until they have .--een made to neigh and dance to the ani­
mating notes of field smsic, eager to dash themselves 
ini© the Midst of the bloody conflict. The feathered
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throng marble forth songs of music, natural to th«s©lv®s, 
and fill the air with notes of sweetest melody. 411 nature 
is rife vrith music*s sweetest sounds, and the eatbar of the 
Univwrsa caused the josts of heaven to strike the high song 
of praise and thanksgiving, »*h®n was tom to the world the 
;febe of BetMifows*--'the Savior of the world. "he science of 
music is not confined to this w M ;  anthww, in praise to 
the 'Host High yeverbarates heaven*s vast conclave. Here, 
the science of waste exists but in mi/xy®i there, it has 
reached the sublias ateuUvd of celestial perfection. It 
is a refined and digcsifying embellishment; m & should we 
not become eager and emalous that our sons and daughters 
should understand the science* want the educational 
adorssMKits to surpass thosa of kings and queens and the 
r;ot>ilit;y of the earth* f«od designs t© exalt the® t© thrones, 
honors and dimities, in the ki&dg«» of the Father. Than 
should *e not be desirous to cultivate their minds -ith 
avary grace asiri quality to adorn and fit them for the hir.h 
destiny that awaits thea? Let these considerations stimu­
late this choir, and the saints of God generally, to energy 
is cultivating this exquisite, beneficial and delightful 
science*
This sneech is an indication of Spender*s Icaowledge and his taohivea in 
education, nis kavtiLed^ e m s  in both the religions and historical fields* 
although he related, all learning to religion in bis speech. In the last 
f®M line® of his speech, he gat® the reason 'sfcy be was stimulating educa­
tion in S’auvoo* He said that since the sons and daughters of the citiaens 
of .'auveo *t>uld eventually be exalted in the kingdom of God, it was essen­
tial for thorn to cultivate their wands sc that they might be ready for 
this high destiny, j the real purpose of the Chancellor's educational 
efforts wee religiously oriented rather than educationally. He spent 
much of his tlise fostering aducatioc so that through learning tha stu­
dents uoulci be prepared for their final reward.
The City Council continued to a#at oven though the fauvoo Charter
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had been repealed by the Senate on .'teeamher 26 and by th© siouse of the 
Illin©!.5? Legiisl&tm*® n mmtfe later. On January i'^5* Brigham ieung 
was given a license to operate a x®rry th® ■.isglssi.ppi* ll;is x.icons© 
had toaaw previously given to Joseph Saiith.
fe Jtm&ry 13 a Preamble vas bitten by the City Ccweioil aiwl a proc- 
lareatien fev the eiiisetts of >"auvoo» .’©th of 1ift#so domaftaut-B tiar© written 
to inform the people of the Halted States arid abroad, of th© Morion vt««r 
of what had transpired in the H&uvoo area and the injustice of repealing; 
the charter, both cJoetistcals wore very raach alike and their style was in­
fluenced by Chancellor Spafeaer.^ 'He was in demand to write letters, 
documents, etc# ■because of his intellect. ..loth of the declarations adopted 
resolutions ’^hidi wo aid help ?bamp oat lawlessness In the Matsvoe vicinity, 
the Council and eitiaens felt that if th® lawlessness and mobbing® were 
stopped in their ricinity, the Legislature would reconsider their charter.
’She charier was never renewed* The citissons of .Xauvoo were desperate 
without it. On "‘ebr .ia.ry .1 Orson Spencer, John Taylor, billard Richards, 
George filler, b» W, Phelps, L. li. Foster* and Brigham Young m i  to write 
letters te taportant jurists throughout the country, concerning the le,;-ality 
of the repealing- of the ?‘au?oo Charter. Spencer's sdiolarship was again 
useful to the borson causa.
bltb the repeal of the charter, the author!ty to operate the univer­
sity was also revoked; but the common schools of hautfoo continued to operate. 
Chancellor Spencer was still th® supervisor in charge of the entire ayston, 
although nany of his interests were in other areas including the repeal
■^Joseph Smith Jr«.» 2E« ‘olwe .tt, 332-356.
of the charter and 'th© promulgation of ^m em nim *
It was «t this aa%» tiras that the t.¥o-year tern for the city officials 
expire - nth*'. 2 «o oJt.y cfeerter *?as in efifoet, city official?; were elect­
ed on Febsmrr 3, **» retard# x^m that : 00 votes mm east artd the follow­
ing vere ^  wit’;out, $ disfenUn;; -vote:
Orson Spencer
Alders-. Daniel spencer, ■',. ... !^>itneyf George •.., "arris, 
m d  Charles C. Rich 
CotancHors: Oavif ft&btair* <Mffi rack* Ccorgv Hiller,
V, VI. Fb&lps, Jonathan C, Wright, Sanuel 
Seat, Vhimm ?A.obard»» Ja®»s Sloan, and 
r dw&rd Easier. 3 '^
"hi® org8ni2^tioi-> exifcfedd is nns only for their authority hid been re­
pealed with the charter. ?b®j continued ir. office and in soon sinor ways 
they inilneneed the affair® of Hau'voo.
"'he loaders of th© •"-torwon Church saw the need for a governing bod«, 
and a Central Council m s  1'onsod with 50 of tfe* loading eitiaena of fiauvoo 
®& members. '-‘'his group ..-oirsrmd 'dauvoo until th® exodus of ther-orsaona 
be^ inni/i;-; in I’ebr ;;ary of Vlk&, It Kad® mtey of th® decisions concerning 
the City although :iost of the direction and motivation for the decision® 
ensue from th© leaders of the Church, ?h© 53~A9aber oody did not meet 
regalarly bat rather a smaller organia&tiea of $huroh leaders sad those 
who ^re elected a® City officials wore chosen frees the General Counoil 
to fomilate policies. S^ syor Spencer was always included in this select 
group.
The entir« body of the General Council net first on February 2?, In 
this meeting they considered a group of people #>.o had left Mauvoo -inder 
the direction of Jaaes Sisaeti and had also left the Church. 3pene*r* s 
letter-witing ability ■■••as again used -and he and Orson Pratt were chosen
^Journal History, on. cit.. February 3* 18^5*
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to writ© a 'fatherly epistle” to the group mid try to persuade them to 
come baek into the Church. The Utter was to be delivered b> Arnsa Xysan 
and. Oasiiel spencer.^
On April • Governor Ford addressed a letter to 'irisjha«i whioh indi­
cated that at least twelve separate incorporations wore necessary in
"''5 -. !/?• _.♦auvoo to cover the whole eity, wider as »any now charters.* ' ’'.'his let­
ter was read, to the General Cornell on April 15 and on the following day, 
a small portion of the original City was incorporated into the town of 
nauvoo. A.Xph«tt* Cutler, Orson Sr«ncer, Charles C. ttich, Theodore Turley, 
and David *ull*er were appointed as trustees for the new town. These 
trustees appointed '.ossa. Stout as the captain of the police force. Sev­
eral other offices were filled by appointment of the trustees such as 
policemen, assesors, collectors, etc. Host of the mm appointed to fill 
these offices were simply transfers from the City of Brnxmo to the town 
of fauvoo.
The Uener&l Council met in session again on April M ,  24, and. 29, 
and a cowwittee was assigned to write letters to {.'resident Polk and. to 
each of the state governors except' Illinois end Missouri, The letters 
were written and signed by l<righaa Toang, Uillard Richards, Orson Spencer,
VI. Phelps, k» u;. Babbit, and «J. .. Bernhisel* These «®n were listed 
as a cowaittee in behalf of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints. The letters were very similar and they asked each individual for 
positive support for the Kormons.*?
Chancellor Spencer was not only busy supervising the education and
Joseph Smith Jr., gj*. pit.. -II, 377-37?:»
16Ibid.. Volume 'II, J>6~y) :.
1?Ibld,. oliane /II, toZM*,
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nesting it' tb« council votings, but h» aiao u u  in contact vitb,
$ovemor -ord. Iw&rds the and of Kay# 1^5* fee travalod to dpringfiald
?ihof* he confav*«i with Qovovnor s»'ord and ox~".oue*nar leynolds about the
t'savoo situation and tits faXlos&ng is a report of that costing*
;?y the appointment of the ftaalw .«. m nt to Springfield, 
Illinois about the middla of Jum (a not® in tha !?anu» 
script changas this to *tha last of tfay *) in nampany 
with Brother Sm m l ■•rmmm in order to se© Qovmrtor 
Ford* Twnedist^V on our arrival m  found his r«o&ll-» 
onoy «ho recoivad us politely and introduced us to the 
secretary of state, Kr. Campbell, and to ©x~iovor«or 
rieynolds. &ftar dinner n» ail repaired to tha governor*s 
office in the state house ©accept ‘;r« Campbell* ’"hare 
m  held a fMillar intorvttft for savafal hours; dur- 
in;- which bath Kovaroora spofc* fra&ly of the unrassansbla 
prajadioa of ih© paopi© tbrou/»h the stab© ©specially in 
the southam part of it. They wore requested to use 
their influence officially and .oarson&ily to allay preju­
dice and rebut slanders that «i#t ultimately endanger 
the safety of this jtfsopleunlass counteracted, ’-ovenjor 
•Reynolds said that he had attempted to speak in extern** 
ation of the supposed faults of the saints at public 
.'••iocti-vs, but the people rudely resisted his efforts 
m & accused him of being a ‘Steithite* and a *Korns©n*f 
and ho was seriously afraid they would mob us by aunklng 
an attack by the cooperation of steamboats upon our 
city. Both governors strenuously ur^ed the necessity 
that the saints should oeaa© to gather in on® place and 
also apposed tty suggestion to bay out the antWIoraorjs 
in the county. fhty alleged that ms »i|:ht spread through 
other counties as *m had done in banooek, which voulri 
increase the alar* Into other counties and in the state 
generally* They said that oar politic*), influence was
i hat tdtioh ©*asn©rat«d the people.
overnor :;ord said he durst not trust the host militia 
in the state to defend the MorwcHss. They would -go over 
to the side of the saob in the event of a collision. ■% 
said that oven • i-ooora! Bardin oould not b© trusted in 
our defense against the mob* Pa farther said that the 
conduct of Oovernor Saggs of Missouri was ualawful am?! 
barbarous and plod gad himself never to set Hke him in 
driving the saint© and confirmed a for-aer p M | *  that he 
would never demand the leaders of this church on criminal 
writs to expose titers to assassination as the ;>&th« had 
!»e©n, and to use his utmost endeavors to suppress all 
«*•». ??e said lwwem that his official infiuenco was 
only nominal, there was really bo force in the govowmnt*
Largs masses of people that sight assemble for violent, 
and tumultous purposes could not be restrained, by any 
law or government.
lie xf&s then assured that it m s  our intention as soon as 
we could finish the Temple to send off many of our people 
to distant parts of the earth and In the course of eight­
een month# w r y  many of our people would colonize distant 
part#:; and we were ready from that tiwie forth to sell our 
property as soon as practicable and coossepoe removal®, if' 
the people round about would buy us out.1'
Specreer returned feo Heavoo fallowing the meeting satisfied that he had
reined so»e tine for his people; tiae in which they might proper© to leave
Hauvoo. During the g « » r ,  violence increased in the area of d&ncock
County.
Soth Poraon and non-Horton mobs were active. ?heae»us letters were 
written to the Governor from the dtisens of I&mroo* asking for assist­
ance ( blit no definite action was taken by the officials. 'The Hormon lead­
ers called, all of the Karmens in 'Hancock County into ':&uvoo 'to settle for 
it was felt that by being together* the attacks fro® their enemies would 
be decreased. ’hey continued to hold to their religious beliefs includ­
ing polygamy although it was not announced as a church doctrine 5 those 
beliefs in part antagonized the non-Moraons in Hancock County so that the 
intensity of the conflict increased.
The owner® of the ;auvoo Expositor had been pressing the City of
• cauvoo for reimbursement for their damaged and destroyed equipment• On 
July 12 Brigham Young* Alpheus Cutler, Hire® Kimball and Orson and Saasiel 
:»pencer wet to discuss the claims, irighars foung and the Spencers were 
members of the City Council which had voted to rid tlaavoo of the txnosltor. 





As the violence increased, th® Mormons sought m m  mans ox relief.
K group of Uaavoo eitiaens declared that it was the intention of th® :',or«
.•nons to laava that area in the spring. Tm proclamation was issued to
Colonel Levi '•••'illiams who vat thoaght to be the leader of the 0pfj0s.ition.
those that signed the document were leaders in both the Church and City
governments in Mauvoo.
•=ia» the tuaclorsignod, a coennitte© of the citizens of the 
of Kauvoo, have selected a co®»ittee of five. • • who will 
be the hearers of this to you to confer with and Inform 
you, that it is oar intention to leave :&uvoo and the 
country next spring, provided that yourselves and all 
others will cease all hostile operations, so as to give 
us the short but necessary time for our journey and. m  
want you to return an answer in writing, by our said 
ccraaittee d^iether you will cease your destructive opera* 
tions, and vexatious law-suits, and give us the opportunity 
of carrying out our designs peaceably.
£righa» Young, teas a H. Igw&an# John Pago, Dillard 
Richards, Georg© A. Smith, Charles C. llich, : arley F,
Pratt, Isaac Corley, Orson Spencer, John Taylor, Samuel 
Bent, Haber C. Iteball.1^
fot only as a result of this proclamation, but also because of the impend-.
ing winter, the laob action decreased on both sides.
On September 23 Brigham twang received a letter fma Colonel Stephen 
•>;arkhsc’} that- contained a list of several Mauvoo citissens who were '.vantad 
in Carthage to be tried for treason. Orson Spencer was araong those listed 
Tor trial, the .torsions were no doubt filled with apprehension for this 
was the sm© charge ^uieh had taken the faiths to Carthage 15 wonths carl- 
ior. The trial was held on September 24, but it was held in .'aavoo. All 
of th® men were acquitted.
On this same day in Jeptcaber, Spencer me appointed to the oomitte©
•^Journal History, og>. oil.. September 16, 1845.
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to move all of the remaining Homans froi the outlyinr areas Into Nauvoo. 
i'hls was an attempt to ;/abher all of the stragglers Into the Mormon capi­
tal to prepaid for the winter and for the exodus.
On Cffeobor 1 the General Council foraulated plans for a migration of 
t^oawons to either Oregon or Vancouver. This group of «  appointed Farley ?. 
Kratt* Orson Spencer, and VI, H!» Phelps to write a pointed document as te 
the treatment which the ■ -arsons had received frees the United States. On 
this same day OctoL^r 4 they m m  also told to select and preserve all the 
stateeonts of the press t&ioh dealt with the Latter-day Saints. Again 
Spencer was used by the Church as a scholar. The nsmbershlp of the Church 
had :>®come very adamant toward the govsmaoats of both Illinois and the 
United States.
Chancellor Spencer was very angry with Governor Ford for he felt that 
h« had not kept his promises of protecting. tha Mormon®. On October 23 
Spencer wrote a long antagonistic letter to the Governor, This letter 
was very vltrolie toward the executive and it showed a ”ortaon view of -«hat 
was hapening in Hancock County, as well as Spencer*s colorful and descrip­
tive style of writing*
Nauvoo, City of Joseph 
October 23d, 18^5
To His .^xoelleney Thomas Ford.
Sirs The familiar interview I have had the honor -to 
share with you and the portentious state of affairs in 
.Hancock county induce me to writ© you. Hot, however 
without the impulse of President Touag and his council, 
after our interview in June last (Hay) in.presence of 
ex-^vernor teynolds and. Samuel ..irannan, Esq., I vsn- .
t'ared unequivocally to assure the authorities In this 
place that you. Sir, would never, no never, lend your 
official influence to oppress or exterminate this people.
tils was the prominent and emphatic objoei of my mission to 
Springfield, and mad® uopwrnost in our whole discourse, as 
you well recollect. The result of that interview was per­
fectly satisfactory to ae and in the strength of your gener­
ous, noble avowal never to walk in the stops of Governor 
Boggs of Itissouri, and never to Jeopardise the lives of 
our leaders under writs and arrests as the Sa&iths had been,
I aade the most sanguine assurances to the council of your 
high-minded and patriotic hearing towards this people, tou 
will also recollect that I labored to apprise you that by 
misrepresentation, and falsehood they sight endeavor to 
array th© state executive against us, before a full dis­
closure of facts ©ould cosio to your knowledge, And* Sir, 
contrary to all these assurances and pleasing ground of 
Joyful hops, that th© high authority of the state would 
never be wielded against law and order, and consequently 
against a long persecuted and unoffending people, we find 
your troops, has your troops* clothed with the power off our 
own signature, and all th© potency your official nmm can 
Impart, right in our midst* And for what purpose have they 
been her© the last six attics? Let the facts speak, and 
what have they done?
Have they stayed the progress of crime? and spliced up th© 
frtgptAts of law and order? Have they looked with paternal 
charity after the fugitives that have been compelled to run 
for their lives, before the lurid flaaes of the incendiary? 
Pave they administered to the sick, or afforded them shel­
ter, when precipitated on the cold ground of axxtunR to die, 
under the excitement of throats, conflagration, and dis­
ease? 15av© they ever shielded those that humanely volun­
teered to go twenty miles and under to gather up scattered 
fragments of property and crops and dispersed cattle, hogs, 
and fowls that the wretched survivors might be protected?
Have they cow® valiantly forward to help the Bdgh sheriff of 
the county in his perilous and arduous struggle to stop the 
marauders in their hellish deeds of robbery, midnight arson, 
and murder? To all these inquiries I answer bafer* all M i  
and before th© Judge of quick and dead ©olesmly— no! but. 
Sir, the doings of yow troops have been not only the nega­
tive, but the very Ingenious and hypocritical counterpart 
of all th© very ingenious and hypocritical counterpart of 
all this. In proof of this, if proof ware necessary (when 
scopes of journals and visiting spectators to these awful 
scones have testified through the land) I askyou Sir, where 
now is the head and right arm of the law in Hancock county. 
Sheriff Backonstos severed; yes, completely amputated and 
several. And for what and by whom, has this noble-hearted 
patriot dared to break the midnight arson and the infuriated 
cupidity of fiends, and roll back th® crimson current of 
onward desolation, and pick up the routed sick, and quench
the .rolling conflagration? la dod*@ nm » and 'with retrib- 
utlve solemnity I ask where is this noble right arm o£ th® 
la'*? Severed indeed but not by th® aaob; ao— >■wo«M to God 
it had boon for the honor of our state and nation, and for 
th© blushing glory of hiaoanity. fiat it was not so, this 
•valiant arm. of the law*, with the firaness and patriotism 
of Jackson, Samuel Ada*t* and ."atrick tauqr had won a victory 
that will ever laurel his brow, or the circle of such worth­
ies as Washington, Marion, aid Howard for all ii&© to co?ae, 
he had rescued the sick from the tusks of the wild boar, and 
boldly ©truck down the aMnight arson, with the torch in his 
hand, arid routed the whole host of inhuraan fiends when your 
troops arrived, Horrible to say, yew troops, Sir, forthwith 
arrested the benefactor and released *B&rr&b&s*. the sick 
and robbed hung aside* their harps and ssourjifully exclaimed;
Hm Governor Ford foeeotae another Boggs? 'lour troops Sir,
«er® immediately a safeguard and shield to robbers and mas. 
ders» who speedily returned to their houses in quiet, while 
the veteran of law and order, with the whole boss© of govern* 
ssent wore exposed, to warrants and recognised for manslaughter., 
Tji no instance has an antl-??oriacn (Malefactor been arrested. 
Posses of state troops continually throng our city and the 
vicinity with attempts at all hours of the ni^ht and day 
to make arrests® The consequence is* that, peaceable, un­
offending eitisens, and those who have yielded prompt 
obedience to the order of the sheriff in authority, are 
filled with fearful apprehension of being ferreted out to 
undergo the like fate of th* assassinated Smiths, and of 
being tried under the trapaneliasnt of the moat notorious 
moboorat as elisor* lour troops Sir, in the estimation 
of the public {soon after they were disbanded) murdered 
the defenseless Smiths in prison and the state force is 
now a perfectly localised eio’u- sweetened arsenic— honeyed 
poison. Th© zaob arsenic and poison when unadulterated we 
are not afraid of. But when they are administered to us by 
your potent arm with all the authority of government our 
condition is appalling, and desperatives aust be used. Th® 
only difference between a keg of arsenic and a keg of choice 
flour fatally flavored with arsenic. The wob we dare to 
resist where they are purely vaobj but the state force 
though equally fatal we are obliged to subnit to beeaus© 
of lo;al authority.
fed now will'you in the fro* of a nation and world that is 
canvassing your acts by their domestic fireside© and in 
the reading roo«, continue to legalise the doings of an 
aawed eeMdery, that are more obnoxious to law than the 
'.sob, Tii©n, Sir, for humanity*s sake speedily withdraw 
these troops, and allow us peace fee attend t.o our sick 
and prepare for a general departure in tha spring.
y© not fore® as to blood shedding or a fatal dispersion 
in th© inclement winter, when multitude© of th® poor rauet 
iaevitafolj- perish, and your ova exalted naae, sink beneath 
that of stero, Boggs» and ’•filliaras. V&thdraw then these 
troops end lend not a listening: ear to aspiring politicians 
or th® cupidity of the cruel but let th® oppressed bless 
your nsm 9 far permissiei, to breath® th© air of liberty 
Ions: enough to ©scape in a w&ra season to the caves of 
th©'aout'itains* or to sow® distant island of th® r&oifio.
\;ith high hopes of your bold pUXanthropic determination, 
in behalf of th® council,
Tour friend and obedient servant,
OttSGJI 3FEMCE#0
Governor Ford felt that Spencer*s loiter w s  very obnoxious, and wrote 
the following to hi®,
Springfield, October 30, 1-45
to Orson Spencer Eaq. Mauvoo, 111*
Sirs 1 return your letter of th® 23rd instant as not 
being cespeotfttis as containing undeserved censor© and 
as being in many particulars false and libelous* V/hen 
were the Mormon people exterminated by jay order?
It is acknowledged on all hands that there are soao 
thieves in your city, as in all other cities. These, 
your people say, you have no power to restrain and pun­
ish for want of a city government and court. If you 
cannot restrain the®, I can and will, -'his is 00* ex­
termination or following in the footsteps of ; Governor 
Baggs, 1 am.
Very re spec tfully, 
tour obedient Servant,
thoaas ^ord,21
Governor ?ord wrote to General (teorge .siller in Ba-avoo on the e«ne date
(October 20, and expressed his feelings about Spencer and. his letter.
dir: Die two letters mentioned by you as having been 
Mailed at Quincy by yeurtalf and }ir. Spencer were
A°Jo»eph Smith Jr., gg» cit.. volume -II, 502-505. 
aiIbld». .-olume /II, 505.
MMiyed the next corning aftftr you left# >!r• Spencer 
is a -an for whoa* I have felt a wsura oersonal esteem, 
but really his letter is a most uncalled for phillippic 
containing the saesi extraordinary charge that I have 
exterminated your people.
The Governor also explained that it his purpose to protect the citi­
zens of Illinois— both •••ormon and ntm-Vom&n. Me was maintaining troops 
in Haneek County for that purpose,
the State troops had been in the area, since Juno of and they
regained until after the Mormon exodus#
)‘he winter of 18^5-46 in lilauvee was a time of -preparation for the 
Hormone bad givm notice that they would be leaving in the spring, 
agons and teons were made ready and food gathered and prepared for the 
journey. <•*> Dtwdber 1 Archbishop Purcell of the Catholic lUocese in 
Cincinnati, tfrote to Brigha® Xoung asking for information about purchas*. 
ing '-Jauvoo, Some correspondence was made but no purchase was ever 
arranged.
Chancellor Spencer was busy during the winter supervising the schools 
and also preparing for the exodus. He had. written another letter to Gov­
ernor Ford on October 26,23 This letter was written with less ©motion 
and was written in 'behalf of the General Council.
i’he .1 auvoo remple was daily the scene of much activity as carriage 
ceremonies and ordinance work were performed. Crson Spencer was very 
active in this type of work as he assisted daily in the tample ordinances.
-ith the ir: pending exodus Spencer was anxious to receive so me money 
for Ms property in •'•auvoo. I<e had originally bought the land fas, SO 
and on November tdb$t it was deed to Esther Curtis, his 'sotheiwin-law,
22Ibid.. Volune VII, 505.
~3jbid.t -ol-.Tme VII, 439-^0 (Appendix III).
for i:l00.2h this prim indicated a rather substantial house and improve­
ments on the property. Mrs. Curtis lived in Coluabift County, Sew York, 
but the deed. we* signed in Mauvoo. ‘fliers is no indicated that she ever 
lived on the land for it m » sold in I'ikk for taxes.
As the new year of V ^o began, the ps.ee of preparations was increased. 
On January 11 the General Council sset and made some r,lane for an early 
start west. On January 13 th® General Council met in the temple and arranged 
to have the leaders of the individual companies report on the progress 
that was being made. The Romans had patterned their traveling organi­
sation much like that of the ancient Israelites leaving I'gypt, i.e. into 
coBjp&nios of one hundred, fifty, and ten with a leader of captain over 
@ach group. Paniel Spencer was chosen to be the leader of a hundred. \l 
this meeting in the tessple, it was reported that there were 140 horses 
and 70 wagons ready for immediate service. ’his was not nearly enough 
for the number of dormons -Mho expected to le-ave dauvoo.
The neighbors of the Latter-day Saints who had beer; in conflict with 
the® became vssry anxious as February cone, The weather was cold, but 
they wanted the Saints to leave, and pressure was exerted to this end*
So the evacuation of Sauvoo begot* the first group left on February '■*. 
they ferried across the Mississippi, and then traveled to Sugar Creek 
where the first canp was made. As .-'sbraary passed the days became colder 
and the next. :<&mtpts drove their wagons across the froaan ice of the diver*
IiS the winter raged about the travelers, many of them died. They 
were accustomed to their wswfts homes in “oauvoo and very unaccustomed to 
hardships of the wilderness and the biting cold ebleh they encountered.
■•'^ 'Hancock County Book of Deeds, ogu cit.. *»ok, C, 2?.
On .yaroh 10 Daniel and Orson Spencer camped ten «iles behind the main 
coiapan'■■« Orson SpaneeP1# viif# Catharine y%$ very sick. ■ wo days la^or, 
on arch 12, she died. Mar husband took her body back to : auvoo for burial. 
Sss was left to care for hia six children, who were all under the ace of 
thirteen years, Mr. Spencer eulogised bis wife in poe t r y h i s  grief 
■was increased when his brother Hyruw died a few days later, Hyru® had 
been drivinr a herd of cattle west from the Kisaisaippi in company with 
Claudius Spencer, a son of Daniel Spencer* whan he died.
The two Spencer brothers, Orson and Daniel, reached the «nain company 
of ;'ornons on April 19* They conversed at length with Brighaw Young in 
his tent and they continued to travel westward! in company with the vaain 
group of their friends. On Sunday, Hay 3» Orson fioencer preached at Car­
dan Grove. On Kay 2o Towns told the Spencers that the spirit had said 
to hi»,
Tell Daniel to •athar up what teams, tools, seeds, and 
nsen ha can and go on, and let Orson.stay and take care 
of th© families and bring them on.2J-
•oar days later, on Saturday Hay 30, .-3righaa Young with a group of elders 
including the Spencers traveled in carriages and on horseback across the 
prairie to a spot three qilea north of the main company. Here the', form­
ed a square vith two tents where th* mm knelt and prayed • After a while 
they returned to the main company, they felt the Lord was with them.'--'
¥)
250rson r‘oncer, o£. alt.. p. 241 (I>4 edition).
' .Journal ?ti story, aj>. cit.. Hay 2.., ] ...
2 ^ Ibid., ay 30, 1 '4k .
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CHAPTER FIVE 
T-G T-hRS U  GHFAT HttmiH
The company of Mormons traveled west until they came to Winter Quar­
ters. "'her© they gathered their numbers and tried to ^ain their strength. 
By July 2&# 1^46, Spencer had been both mother and father to his six child­
ren for nearly five months. On this date, one year later, the first com­
pany of Mormons would enter the Salt Lake valley to begin their empire in 
the west. On this date in L:;46 i-r. Spencer was called by the Church to 
be a missionary in the British Isles. his was an extremely difficult 
calling for him to accept for it meant leaving his children. -3at as he 
had always placed the Church above everything, even his scholarship, ho 
accepted the call.
On September ? ho vas informed that a party was leaving the '.orrou 
enomp.tent and that he could travel with then* to Hauvoo. ;:s declined this 
offer for he felt that he needed more time for preparation. Finally by 
October his affairs were in order and he felt that he had provided to some 
degree for his children. As he was preparing to leave, he received his 




. Ider Spencer had been necessarily detained from his mis­
sion until the present tsoment, and as he may not arrive in 
Cngland until after the departure of 1-lder 0. *'iyde, ?, P.
Pratt, and John Taylor, ft® it known by this letter that 
’•Ider Orson Spencer is duly authorised and appointed by 
our Quorum as above to preside over all the conferences 
and Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in -urope
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and her Islands, and all the printing and publishing 
departments and emigration of said Church from the 
time of his arrival in '.-norland.
Willard Rickards, Clerk 
..irigham Xou&g, President of 
the Quorum of the Twelve 
Apostles^
Three days later on October 28 the Hew President of the European Mission 
in coatpany with Andrew Cfthoon started east for Hew York an* ultimately 
Great Britain,
Elder npe&eer was given the assignment to call on Colonel Thomas L. 
San® •who was living in Philadelphia and who had befriended the "4omno«e«
He visited Kane during the last part of November and on ,:ovestber 2$ wrotn
2 • . a letter reporting, his visit to lirighaos Young. Spencer felt that the
Colonel was a "God-send* to the Eomon people and. he was doing everything 
possible to have the government help the Saints. Spencer's letter illus­
trated hi® scholarly vocabulary; it also showed his attitude to the r.ov- 
ernnent for he felt it was Wwicked,! and *i«*pders«tS6B since it had not 
assisted the Saints but had hindered them. It 'fas felt by the writer that 
th® letter should be kept confidential for the information was not for 
public dissemination.
As the mail was very irregular, the letter concerning Colonel Kane 
did not reach winter Quarters until January 30. The two missionaries had 
departed for iTngland fro® Mew lork: daring the month of December. A© «an—  
tioned in letter of authorisation, Slder Spencer was to be in charge of
1.1 bid.» October 25, l$k6*
~cIbld.« December 31, VM> (Appendix IV).
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all printing for the Church In Europe. As m il as .religious tracts, the 
MilleniaX Star, a semi-aonthty journal, was printed. This asagaaln© had 
been first- issued in V 40.
The January 1, 1:W?» issue of th© Star contained m  article outline 
in nlaek which stated Ik part,
s » r  qhsoi? s m m u  is w m m d  with thi. m m n ^
& letter bad reached the British Isles and reported that th© neu? president 
nad died. This article in the star eulogised hits and mourned his death. 
Orson Hyde who was then leaving England and his position of presiding over 
the .'omen Church in $urop© appointed Elder Franklin D* .tlichards to taste 
the deceased resident’s place.
Th© February 1 issue of the dllleni&I -Star carried the news that the 
letter mentioned in the January 1 issue was erroneousj that Orson Spencer 
was very much alive. He had arrived in Liverpool, the Church headquarters 
in Eiirepe, late in January and fee had assumed his duties as -resident of 
th* European Mission. The article fltsationed that he was one of a select 
few who were able to road their own obituary and death notice while still 
alive.^
the new Mission President became involved ismediately in his activi­
ties as leader of the Eormor* Church -in Europe. He contributed »any schol­
arly articles to the 'illenial 3tar and edited that sagas!ne for a year 
and a half, .'he April 13 issue of the Star carried an editorial which 
save Spencer*s impressions of the world situation and particular atten­
tion was .--iven to the issue of slavery in the United States and the im­
pending civil war was underlined.
-V.illenlal -itar, oloaeDl, 13-1^ . 
"Ibid,, olane IX, 42.
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Hi® editorials were most scholarly when h« was dealing with world 
events but his religious bias often crept into his articles. His vocabu­
lary and hi© knowledge of history were signs of his intellect.
Ue covered a wide range of topics in his editorials. S'or example* 
in the October 1, 184?, issue he considered the Mexican War and on Novem­
ber 15 and December 15* he wrote accounts of the troubles in England and 
emphasised the fa Mine and plight of the Irish and the run on the English 
banks. The Movsmber 1 issue of the Millsmtal Star gave an account of sev­
eral recent earthquakes and other catastrophes and the editor was quick 
to relate these events to both ancient arid modern prophecies* 3e always 
made an effort to show that Sod influenced men's actions and was the 
supre.ee ruler of the heavens and earth.
The l£**o issues of the Star were jaueh like those of the previous year. 
Spencer included a eulory on the death of a fellow Mew Englander, John 
<ouincy Adair,s, The accounts of several western travelers in the United 
States were also contained in these issues, including the experiences of 
Lansford w. Hastings* 5li*se articles were good evidence that even the 
Moraeas in England knew in advance where the L.B.3. settlement was foing 
to b® in the American West.
The Mlllenial Star was a .means of informing all Moments of the activi­
ties of the '■-■ormn Church in Europe. The .-Mission President was the chief 
representative of the Church and he, was kept busy traveling to different 
areas of the British Isles and supervising tha Church in each area through 
the resident official®,
'he July 1, 134?, issue of the Mllenial 3tar carried an article which had 
President Spencer's systea for gaining converts Introduced in it. It was an
Invitation system which was geared to interest people initially and it 
imrited 4Jm»  to a wsettng where they learned wore of the L.D.S, Chur oh.
'Che invitation listed several specific doctrines of the Charch and was 
geared to arr»#t the curieusity of an individual. According to the Star, 
this? system va$ the means of introducing a larger nomber of people t© 
Mearaenists than had ever previously been exposed. This was? the result of 
Orson Spencer applying hteself to the situation and gaining a solution.
Be ased the experience of others in demising th© plan, but-mueh of it was 
his own invention. He was very active in th© proselyting program.
ffe wrote several peaphlets which explained th© religion of the Latter- 
day Saints. The most faweus of the religious tracts published by Spencer 
was tke series of let tars fee published in Liverpool under the title gpen- 
aer8? letter^. * series of 14 letiers appeared in 13%$ under this title.* 
they were written to the Reverend Willi** Crowell, who was the editor of 
the Chr 1stIan .-■•*atehna;;» a Baptist periodical published in Boston. Presi­
dent Spencer bad been associated with Crowell in Massachusetts. When 
Spencer had beccaat a War-son, he had begun this correspondence with the 
-atchyian editor, defending his actions. The first letter was directed to 
Crowell personally, but the following letters, although addressed to 
Crowell, were written to be distributed to the public as tracts.
'The letters cover tie basic beliefs of the L.D.3. Chureh but they 
are written in a asuch different style than any of the other early Harman 
tract®. Spencer8s tiers were written with an intellectual appeal for 
he felt that Horsier, theology should be put forth on a high level of 
scholarship. Rost other early Mornon writers found a definite need to
50rson Spencer, Spencer’s letters (Liverpool: Orson Spencer, I • Wi, 
first Tdition).
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defend and prove th* L.D.3. point of view* ‘Icar spencer does at times
report to the scriptures to illustrate:' and even to solidify a point < jet
his writings arc fall of reason and logic involving the Korwon gospel
whereas each a noted i-.oraton theologian as Orson Pratt relies very heavily
upon the Bible for hla evidence# /‘r» Spenosr not onl> ?jrote a defense*
bat his vary Hr it lags were also m  ©flense for Kormonisau
;h© k was taken to task by the tdlnbuggh P.avte# in l»5^ » 3jn the
first edition of the fetters (the book has goat through eight editions),
he cited Pelsr as the author of First Corinthians in one instance (page
166)» th® nsvlou said of hist in this case.:
;Tr* Spencer, who her®' sites the 1st Corinthians as the work 
of ?eter, was ordained as a Baptist minister, in taterioa, 
anc says that he graduated at ’Hamilton theological College,1 
in 1 29 and held 'the first grad® of honourable distinc­
tion. * ne oom,plains that his character has been much 
•villified; * his spelling arid gram&r could scarcely be 
represented as viler than they are, by any of his *vllli- 
fiers.10
In his later editions* Orson Spencer corrected his mistake, and changed 
the author of First Corinthians in this instance from St. I-:eter to 
St. Paul. The aind of the author of the Letters seas very keen. Bis skill 
with logic and rhetoric was equaled by few Mormon scholars. Although he 
was criticised, and in sane instances rightly so, his knowledge of history 
and of human nature was vast.
Mr. Spencer was an intellect who appealed to intellectuals. His 
approach was aimed at those of M s  own caliber, fie sought the educated 
and the learned for he knew these would help to build the L.D.S, Church. 
Jpencer’s 1-61ters are a distinct work in Momon theology and they stand
•*!.onmzn, H  al,, foe Edinburgh a«view (londoa: 4. Hoottiswoode, 
1854), Volur.8 X.CII, 355. ' ~~
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as a monument to an educated scholar who dedicated hie liie to what be 
believed in— the reliction of his choice.
On November 25, 1847, Bright Young wrote a lengthy letter from in­
ter Quarters t© the President of the European Mission * Xoung described 
in great detail the Pormon occupation of the 3aIt Lake Valley, its |@o- 
gpapiasjri and its potential* ^ He urged Spencer to send as many converts to 
America as he could. Mr# Spencer was almost constantly in touch with the 
Church authorities; sometimes by personal visits from one of the authori­
ties but i?ore often by letter was his coiwunioation*
The letter describing the Croat Salt lake ’/alley was followed by many 
nore letters. Since Eider Spencer was to direct Immigration, "resident 
Young wrote to hiss on )ee®mber 28 and also on January ;-3» ' giving him 
more details about the new settlement and suggestions on getting there* 
Spencer published a bulletin in the Gillen la 1 Star as a result of 
these letters. It was titled "Emigration*^ and it gave many of the neces­
sary instructions for those who left Europe and traveled to the -alley of 
the Great Salt Lake, this bulletin embodied the literary skill of the 
editor. President Spencer received another letter from Gilford Woodruff 
written on Vpril 24, 184d, which <;ave a biased description of th.® first 
winter in the valley.Woodruff listed only on© death for th® entire 
valley for the winter of 1847-40* this was not accurate.
,411 of these letters had intrigued, the .Mission President very ssiuoh*
He felt at last the ; ormons had settled in a place where they could live
■’journal • ii story, 2E* £it* * November 25, lf;47 (Appendix /). 
cmilenial :>tar. op. cit., '■olume X, 114-116 (Appendix I).
9Ibid., Volume X, 40 (Appendix VII).
10Ibid.. olme I, 113.
11Bancroft, o£. cit., p. 276.
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unhindered. As a result of his confidence, Spencer prophesied:
y® fearlessly enter this prediction upon public annals, 
that the church will never again abandon her position in 
the valley of the mountains to any foe whatever. Betide 
what may, the strong hold of the daughter of -'.ion is chosen 
by the Spirit of theinspiration; and the islands mqp flee, 
and the mountains he made low, and the stars fall from 
their orbits, before the strongholds of Sion shall be 
thrown**^
Although very busy in both supervising the Church activities and the 
printing operations, he had time for some personal affairs* Orson hyde, 
who -was the presiding authority in Furope before l-residont Spencer, ad­
vised in a letters
As you brother Spencer had the misfortune nearly on© year 
ago to lose your wife, a -very interesting and valuable 
woman, I counsel and advise you to marry again in this 
country. This will be for the honour md good of the 
cause, and also for your own comfort and well being. In 
this y®'.t will be blessed before the Lord.^3
Hyde's advice had some effect for during the month of April IB47, Orson 
Spencer married Martha Knight of Lancaster. She bore & daughter on .Janu­
ary 30, 181(8, and they called her Martha Swa. Although, he had other 
children^ by his second wife, he was always concerned about the six 
children whom he had left at Winter Quarters. They had stayed there un­
til the spring of 1846 when they had traveled to the Salt Lake alley.
He wrote regularly to his family and his letters were an expression of 
deep concern for them,^5
The responsibilities and worry which ilder Spencer experienced in 
England seeded gradually to wear down his health. He had never been very
l‘-Killenial Star, op. cit,, Volume •%, 1. 
13Ibid., olwc IX, 5S «
^ Ibid,, Appendix .III,
Rogers, 0£, cit.. pp. ‘-0-105.
strong physically and daaring Jul$ and August of 13#?# he was wry ill*
Ke was unable to attend to his duties as he was confined to ids bed .uuch 
of the time, The August 15 isaue of the ^ lllenial Star acknowledged that 
he gradually was regaining his health. He soon returned to his work, 
but he never regained his full health and strength. He worked long hours 
with the missionaries and disregarded his physical condition; he va« 
spasmodically* sick the rest of his stay in TJngland.
C H Ams six
UTAH PERIOD
After a year and one half in England, President Spencer received his
release from. Church duties in Europe. It had been dedicated to Thowas
ullock on July 13, p ! ,  and it included several instructions:
I write a few words at this time to say that I feel per­
fectly satisfied with the course you have taken while you 
have been in the British Islands; you are also informed 
that on the arrival of Elders'Orson Pratt and 1**1 Mich- 
ards you are at liberty to return this fall and visit your 
friends in the Eastern States during the fall and winter 
or tarry in 'England until the beginning of February,, as 
you and th© brethren shall dees?:, best in council. :*hile 
you tarry in England I wish you would exert yourself to 
gather up the tithing and bring it with you, in order to 
prepare for glass, nail®, paints and such other articles 
as will be needed to bring fro* the States to assist in 
building up the Tempi© of the Lord in th® Valley of the 
Great Salt Lake, and I earnestly desire vlders Orson 
Pratt and Levi Richards to use all their energies on 
this subject and assist- you; bring it to th© valley un­
less you hear further news from us.-1*
Ider Spencer was no doubt happy to be released for he would have an
opportunity to see his children and arrange a home for them in Utah.
;!is release had been signed by President Brigham leang, who had become
president of the L.T3.S. Church in December of l/:%7« as mentioned in his
letter of January 23, Vib* ,uK to Orson Spencer.
Elder Spencer and his family staved in Britain during the fall and 
winter of 1845. He gave his farewell address which was recorded in the 
illenig 1 Star in 'which he estimated the total number of converts to the 
L.D.S. Church at 10,000 while he was the president of the uropean Mission.
Ijournal History, oj>. clt,, July 13, 184o. 
^Ibid.» Appendix -I.
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This was on® of th® peak proselyting periods for th© r.orraon Church in 
urope arid inost of these converts weir© from ...Rjj.Ls.vide
Although Spencer claimed no part of th© number of successful c<m* 
verions in his speech, he was partially responsible for some. His letters 
attracted many to the Church and his editorship of the ■-'’•lllenial 3 tar 
helped to increase the communication mong the missionaries and they w r e  
kept well informed by his scholarly editorials Witten on many varied sub­
jects* As he was in England on a religious mission, this was always a part 
of his life yet he was regarded by many as a wan of wisdom and knowledge.
Re had an understanding of people and their needs and he used this kaowledrp 
in stimulating interest in Momwilsm both through tracts and through his 
invitation system. His approach to Konaonism caused many to read and 
study; some were converted, but many were not. He was interested in the 
individual and even if conversion was not achieved, he felt that he had 
accomplished something by increasing the knowledge and understanding of 
an individual.
‘reparations were made during the winter of 184B-^v for a large com­
pany of Kormons to immigrate to the United States, this group of 3513 tinder 
the direction of Orson Spencer left Liverpool on January 29, 1 * aboard 
•he ship 'Zetland. 1 They wore bound for !«v Orleans and reached that port 
on April 2. The group left Mew Orleans on April 5 on a river boat for 
St. Louis, Spencer wrote a very descriptive letter to Orson ,rati cor—  
cering the journey, fie disapproved of the conduct of some of the passen­
gers and gave advice for future voyage®.
. . .And, as a caution t© f©rth-e©»ing emigrants lot me 
say, some will transgress wholesome rule® and be drunken 
and gluttonous, then the transition of climate and change 
of water and food, in sow® instances destroy the unwary*
Two Irish people have walked out of the boat, or fro*# the 
shore into the river, to return no more, under the influence 
of moonshine (to use his ©an expression) taking the m©on<:s 
reflection upon the water for a plank, but was fortunately 
rescued frosa death by brethren at hand. Strong drink was 
the sol© cause of this perilous adventure!. . ,'•<* are lit­
erally jammed together. -ith & single exception at 
Orleans a few ruffians boarded us in a turbulent manner, 
probably for a purpose akin to what impelled the Sodomites 
to annoy Lot’s -meets. On© or two mi«chieviou« females 
that were an offence to the eye of parity during the voy-_ 
a<<e had gone ashore s*ith their drunken paramours (sailors) 
and probably incited other wretches to return t© our ship 
for other of like grade. 'ut the furious demons «e©ii left 
us in quietude. I hope the time will soon ©ease when our 
emigrants will be carried in our own ships* officered and 
manned by -Saints. . .3
kfter a number of steamboat mishaps described in the letter, the company 
of emigrants arrived at Xanesville* I©v;a, on -ay 29. This was the are* 
of '•ora©n gathering for the trip to the .'alley of the Great Salt lake.
The town had wagon shops and blacksmiths were constantly at work pre­
paring for the -iormon emigrants. '5
the immigration to Utah during 184y consisted of 1,400 persons trans­
ported in 500 wagons. ‘.Shis number of people was divided into five com­
panies and each group led by a captain started west during the month of 
June. Shortly after June 1 the first company captained by Orson Spencer 
and Samuel Gully left Kanesville. On July 5 ‘ ‘ally died of cholera and 
left Spencer alone in the captain*s position. Several other deaths 
occurred during the arduous journey and the company finally reached Salt 
lake City on September 22.5
3a description of the journey to Utah by this company is found in
Journal History, ©g. elt., July 14, 184- .
Rogers, 0£. cit., p. 120.
5Journal History, ojj. cit.. January 26, If!50.
Over two years had passed since th© first oomm? of mormons had 
arrived, in the Salt Lake 'alley. Hi* children had arrived during th© 
summer of 1848. faen he arrived in September of 18*9, there was a joy­
ous wtaiioB*^ Orson and Martls-a Spencer provided, a - home tor their child­
ren and for the six children from his first marriage. Soon after Septem­
ber, 1:>?» Hr. Spencer*s oldest daughters, Aurelia and Ellen, were mar­
ried. The winter of 1B^:<~50 was spent in acquiring a home and weeting 
both old and new friends.
;5y the Compromise of 1850 the Territory of Utah was created. arigham 
Young was named as the first territorial governor. On January 26, l';5$» 
Daniel '-U •■■ells, Daniel Spencer, and Orson Spencer were nominated as -us- 
tices of the Supreme Court of the territory.? 4i this time most of the 
cases appearing; before a court in the Utah Territory m-e handled by the 
circuit courts.
Spencer had not. only fulfilled Brigham Young*s request by taking many
building materials to Utah but he also gathered jsxny educational materials.
the personal, library which he took to Utah contained many theological works
as well as copies of both ancient and modern classics. His favorite Latin
author -was Marcus Aurelius and he also read in the original Latin the
essays of Pliny. Spencer had published in the Star a request, fror the
Quorum of the Twelve:
It is very desirable that all the Saints should improve 
every opportunity of securing at least a copy of every 
faluable treatise on education— every book, map, chart, 
or diagram that may contain interesting, useful, and 
attractive matter, to gain the attention of children, and.
%ogar, £|). cit., p. 120,
?Journal History, og, cit., January 26, 1850.
'Levi 'Cdgar Young, “Orson Spencer," Utah Educational Review. Vol­
ume XII, «o, ht p. 18,
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cause them to love to laam to road; and, also every his*
torical, maihaaiatio^ l, ;.hilosophie?.l, gaographieal, (Jio- 
logical* astronomical, aoientlfic, practical, and all other 
t.,,c £ul and intawfctlnjf •writing, * . . We have a printing 
uress, and any who can taka good printing or writing paper 
Jo the valla/ will be blessing ttuvrflolvM and the Church.
Wc also want all kinds of mathematical and philosophical 
instruments, together with all rare »p©«4»ene «f natural 
cariosities and works of art that can wtharatl and 
brought to the valley. . .9
,4r. Cpanoar'a iatallaot agreed -4i0leh®**te<ny wltfe this proclamation as 
did his religious sentiments, arid ha saade every effort to gather such 
educational materials as ho could. L.B.S interest .in knowledge and edu­
cation was evidenced early with the founding, of schools and a University 
in Saavoe. Tha need for education had been «mphasi*ed by Spencer as 
Chancellor in that area.
C« February 26, 1350, the provisional gflwwrassest of the territory 
formulated a charter for a University which. they named Deseret. Orson 
Spencer -*aa appointed as Chancellor on the sane day. This charter *•/*& 
later ratified by the territorial legislature on October 4, IS50. Regents 
ware chosen for the University and a mating was held on March 13 for the 
regents, governor* and tha chancellor. Fro?;: this group a eowaittee vn» 
appointed to select a aita for the location oi" tha •/nlversity and also 
si tee for several primary schools. The university was designated, as tha 
Parent School” of the othar schools in tha territory and would provide 
supervision and se®s course work for them.
fla in :!auvoo, the Chancellor was responsible for the educational 
systest and rsest of tha eotamoa schools acre held in private h<m®& although 
acme urere held in ward meeting houses.
liUJLsiii&L op. cit., /oluma H, 5.
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At a subsequent meeting of the -ovomor, anti chancellor,
i^ighss *cung M M K M d  that He had kicked a site for the University.
ihe local too of this growsd was o« tUfe bench laJsiedlateV oast. oi the
City* Xfeusg’s reeoaj&eudation of a sit© was accepted -with the suggestions
to enclose fetal grotmds with a rock wall and plant tre*s and tlowsrs.
The city council passed a law cestgn&tine a pert ©f the 
east ^nch, where tha gcvsmaem reservation now lies* 
as a hording and grassing ground for the use of thoa® who 
should work on the ground of the university, 4 wall 
eighty rods long was built, which ran south to about wuors 
the oast line of the cassous runs today» by 1^53* 135 
rods had been completed » and ^enough stone had. been healed 
to b&ild three-fourths of a wile wore.,: Considerable 
vork swst have been dona dwring the se&aon of 1 1$) for 
the report of the regents through their clerk, Robert 
Cmpc«H» tall® os that the territorial treasury had 
given for the university and primary schools,
and fro* subscriptions and donations the amount ha^ti 
been increased 'ey th© winter of 1-H59 to ' 7 , 9 w
’arley F* fruit, I'-sra f, Benson, W\ w\ -tielps* Daniel %«<aoer, .-allard 
Snow, and Vhosaas ffullock wore rent®* these ;'-en were involved in determin­
ing th© policies of the University,^
intent on establishing a nous for the ;*Hiv«rsity, Chancellor Spen­
cer issaed. the following entitled CIRCWUH OF Tffi: OK^eSLloa i
oinviasm of the staie of ss?sprkt?
.'atrons of teaming;
fh@ citizens of the State of Deaoret haw.- established «. 
diversity at Croat Salt take City; the Chancellor and 
the '-rioard of Rogsnt appointed, to superintend the saoe, 
do hereby issue the follsuin;- circular to you.
-e Should despair of any assistance whatever, if we ao*e 
not Assured that our young institution has greater claim 
'than any other, ?Js know that you are constantly assailed 
with tha nretenddd claims of new things appealia • to your
lOlfStri Ed|-:ar tsung, The -oari-dlva of ‘Jtah, op, cit., p. 31. . 
^Journal History, Q£. cit., ;-'arch ?, f-arsis and aret 31, 1 50.
sympathies, your prejudices, /our kcpss, siud y*ar fsars*
It is only wise wen Khe can discriminate the true fra:: the 
f&Iso. ,o th®»& %& appeal# wiisthsr th*y be few or auaajr.
Here is an institutiov. whioh is like the fondling babe of 
the Kttowu** It 1* the eldlS of rrovi4«we* anti is desired 
to live and flourish., However obscure its parentage irthe 
valleys &£ -the wild and. loft/ however many perils
it Has to encounter* It -111 live and shine in nature’s 
simplest and Uri^ iiteei 1ivory, ai*d te&oh all natio«< all 
useful arts and sciences. This institution Is needed to 
«#et the wants of thous&iids tn^i annually emigrate to this 
grs*t basin. Altitudes of all ages cose fro?: under the 
heavy aaad of oppression, and desire i>-iS truetien in ©jpder 
to be free* useful and happy. This boon must be given the;.-* 
without inspect to age or means. The emigrants and out­
casts of all nations will here find cheapest teras. Here 
instruction by Means of lectures or otherwise will be brought 
to the level of the labour-classes of every grade, of every 
religion, of every political and social creed, and every liv­
ing language. It is neither arrogant or extravagant to eay 
that this institution is forth-with prepared to teach iaor# 
living languages, m leave the mostly to the dead. The 
kaostn industry of inis people in building cities, alth al­
most magical celerity, is not least visible in their system 
of diffusing knowledge of the sciences throughout the popu­
lar »ass. ft is interwoven in the very fabric of this 
people’s organisation md progress to educate the mass, 
and elevate all people to the fullest extent of their capa­
city.
Facilities for acquiring intelligence frot« every portion of 
the globe will be sore perfectly secured to this instituion 
than to any other of our aoouaintanee. Correspondence arill 
be kept up with persons in the service of the University, 
living at London, Edinburgh, -aria, Rome, 3epenh&,>en, anti 
Calcutta.
Whatever Is valuable in the laws and usages of nations, or 
in their diversified languages, or in pratical weehanisai, 
whatever in the fabrics of governments, or in domestic sociality, 
or in morals, or in I'agan or Christian ethics, or whatever 
in physical laws, that can be gleaned that is valuable, we 
venture to say, unhesitatingly, will be copiously poured in­
to the lap of this institution.
I$eligi©», polities, literature* discrepant prejudices, private 
and public rights of individuals in large communities, all 
ean here meet on this loftiest platfora of nature’s heights, 
and enjoy the highest order of freedom of individuality, and 
of community, that have been so long'sought after by the
greet ?\nd good of all ages. Th® rim of this wonderful basin 
descends from the snowy heif^ fets of th« oloivis almost to the 
level of tropical hast in the tine of •onMur. ?b© coaposi- 
tion of the soil surpasses that, of the vale of tha gile. Tha 
elements need only to be isr-di fiad and ftttitpooiidMi fey the nauiu 
of art, in order to become productive beyond th* concept Ion 
of the nsost credulous* rraduatec of colleges and students of 
law, wediOine, and theology nay here receive weekly leetsir© 
gratis. Ho persons will be defied the benefits of < he oni- 
varsity for want of pecuniary means. Donations aay be paid 
©ver to Orson Pratt, l&verpool, Singland; to John " ay lor,
Purls, France; to Lorenzo Snow, Jiome, Italy* to. Erastus , 
Copenhagen ( ftenssark; and to Orson Hyde, United states.
Done by order, and in behalf of th© rioard of I’.ogents of the 
University of the State of Deseret.
QHSOf! BWmcm, Chancellor, ! 2 
Great Salt Lake City, M r  it l?th, 1" 50- 
rids proclamation m s  circulated throughout the parts of the world whic.5 
were oroselyted by the Missionaries of tha L.D.3 Church. The proclama­
tion was in soae places pretentious, for th© educational capacity of the 
Utah institution could not equal in any way the great Iwropaaa universi­
ties of even Harvard in the United States. For several years the popula­
tion of tha valley was small and the University of Deseret was not nearly 
as accessible as other established institution of higher learning.
The University met with a few students for the first two years 
and then was not held again until 1869. In order to understand th© Chan­
cellor's role, a brief history of these two years is necessary.
The first session of the "Parent School“ was held on Wovesiber 11, 
l$5Qb at the home of John Pack. It was under the direction of the Chan­
cellor and the board of regents had employed Dr. Cyras *. Collins, 
who was to assist in the teaching* Orson Pratt, Spencer, and Collins
l2Levi iMgar Young, Th® Foundjn/g of Irtah, op. cit., pp. 321-322,
formed the first faculty, forty students were enrolled in 1 50 and the 
tuition was eight dollars for ©very ten weeks of the scheduled session.
The tuition wsjs payable in advance and in lieu of money, wheat, potatoes, 
flour* building rock, and lumber were used. The teachers were paid with 
good in meat instances, and they lectured on such subjects as history, 
literature, philosophy, and mathematics.^ The location of the school was 
changed several times. It met in the Council .Mouse, in the State House, 
and in ©any private homes such, as the home of John Pack.
The Utah institution was mueh sore successful than its Hauvoo prede­
cessor, although neither can really lie classified as a university. 'vhe 
University of Deseret was just a step between an aeadejny and a college. 
Although -round was allocated for university buildings, none were com­
pleted daring Chancellor Spencer*s term of offloe, .-is main contributions 
were his stimulations of education. He delivered lectures m  the import- 
anee of education and stressed all phases of learning. He loaned his 
hooks and emphasized the importance of reading. In supervising the prim­
ary schools system, he gave advice to teachers and students and sacrificed 
many leisure hours for furthering education. Much of this he did with a 
religious goal in mind for he felt that by gaining knowledge a person 
would be more prepared to meet and serve God.
On February 22, 18JL, the Deseret 'ton stated that attendance at the 
school would insure
. . ,a seat amongst those who wish to b© ornaments in our 
State as philosophers, statesmen, and last not least, 
ministers of the gos#sd., <§©.
The advantage of the black-board, together with every
13lbld.. p. 324.
iinproveaent which the enlightened ^inds of our chancellor 
and board of rerents, together with the council of the 
church, could suggest, makes it a desirable object for 
all persons who wish to improve themselves to avail.iA
Some did take advantage of the school* but the mother was few, By the
fall of 1851 the support of the school was lacking both financially and
by the minh&r of students enrolled so the department of instruction was
discontinued. X-'J
The Chancellor and the Board of Regents were regularly elected by 
the legislature and continued to supervise the primary schools in the 
territory* vMle traveling in Europe in 1652, Chancellor Spencer sent 
m  extensive library of German* ; 'reneb* Italian, and English books to be 
used at the University.*^ While in Utah he regularly spoke at Church 
meetings. On many of these occasions* ho stressed education and tried 
to stimulate these in the audience to see its importance and strive for 
learning.
Mr. Sponsor was also very active inthe government of the territory.
"M was a aetaber of the provisional gevessauait in IdJO representing Oreat 
Salt Lake County. On September 10, 1350, Daniel B« •-’fells, Farley : .
Pratt* and Orson Spencer wrote a letter to Dr. J. K. 3embiself and 
Alston W. iiabbit, the representatives of Stah in Congress, instructing 
them on certain policies and particularly urging, the® to work for th* 
statehood of Utah. ”’he letter contained many arguments for keeping the 
territory of -:;tah at its extended size and simply changing the status of 
the area fro® a territory to a state. I n  this instance Spencer was
l%3eaeret .Tews, February 22, IT51.
150rson Thitney, Popular history of Utah (Salt Lake City, Utah* Jeeeret 
Saw, 116), p. 89.
l6I«vi Edgar foung, "Orson Spencer," Utah Educational Rurlew. op. 
cit., Volume IH, Jo. bt pp. 18*19.
^Journal History* cit., Way 5. duly 7, October 6, 18.50, and Octo­
ber 6, 1 51.
recount aed as an intellect who would put his Mind to work for th© orman 
Church and th© Territory of Utah*
-•’he territorial government was organised in 1 ; jt. At a political 
meeting in th® Bowery on July 26 of that year, nominations were made for 
the legislature and for Utahns representstiires in Congress. Chancellor 
Spencer was nominated as a councilor in the upper house of the legis­
lature. Among others Dr. Bernhisel was nominated as the representative 
to Congress. The winners of the ©lection which was probably hold in 
September were announced in a proclamation issued on September 15, Orson 
Spencer was elected to the councilor position» representing Ureat Salt 
Lake County,
He attended the legislature during the winter of 1 Cl52-53 and con­
tributed to several sessions. He closed the .Larch 4 session with prayer.
!#. Spencer's involvement in religion again took him away from his 
family for he was appointed to preside over the Berlin Mission on August 2$, 
Ih52. K© resigned his legislative position as noted in a proclamation by 
Governor foung on September 18, IS52. His call to the Berlin Mission was 
mentioned in a proclamation of th® first ^residency to the entire Church 
on October 11,
%e fall of I'-.52 was significant in Utah for this was the time when 
the doctrine of polygamy or plural marriage was first made public. So 
Elder Spencer prepared to leave for Kurope and to preach polygamy.
rlis family was left in poverty for he had received only a slight 
salary as Chancellor and professor. In U 53 this lack of funds for pay­
ing professors was noted by the secretary of th© Board of Hegents,
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Robert X>. Campbell, who wrote the following to the legislature.
During the past year, th© Parent School has not bees* to 
so flourishing condition as heretofore, arising partly 
from th© inadequacy of means to sustain those who haa 
charge of it; and partly for the want of a suitable loca­
tion for carrying' on the education of the rising youth 
of our city in its hi-her branches. Its professors have 
sustained a considerable loss of time and means in con­
sequence of a failure to collect terms allowed, and we 
would suggest to your honorable body, that a compensa­
tion fee awarded them for services out of the public 
treasury. We would also suggest that More efficient 
means be adopted by committee or otherwise to ensure 
the further payments of our professors and that means 
may also be taken to forward the Parent School House 
in its errsction and completion, that the Institution 
way assume a flourishing aspect.!'
The Chancellor did not receive any money from the treasury and his family
was left to prov1.de much of their sustenance.
A large -roup of missionaries who had been called to the European
area left Salt Lake City on September 15, 1352* Daniel Spencer was chosen
captain of the group and Orson Spencer was chosen to be chaplain* --hile
the chancellor was away, the legislature appointed Orson Hyde to act in
his place. This appointment made on January 15* 1 53*
Jacob Bouts was ''Ider Orson Spencer*s companion and they traveled to
Berlin, The area of their labors was called the Prussian mission, "hey
were not successful hardly in their missionary work for they were expelled
fro® Germany. The first knowledge of their expulsion was in a loiter from
Orson Pratt to Salt Lake City in which he stated that Spencer and :>outs
9nhad been expelled from Prussia.
After leaving their assigned and unreceptive country, Elders Spencer 
and Kout% spent the next few months in England where their message was
k?levi Edgar toung, 'Che ou-idinr. of Utah, op. cit,, p« 32%. 
20Journal History, og. cit., March 4, 1^53.
well received. They were preaching In England fcy January of 1853 and dur­
ing that sane month, Mr. Spencer began publishing some tracts.
He wrote an article called «Patriarchal. Order or Plurality of :-'ivesr- 
Aich was published in tract f & m  in January of 185J. Orson Pratt had 
published a defense of polygamy in his aagftsine The Seer in -*ashingto-i D.C 
during the same mmtth. These two articles on ?olyga*ny were the first two 
published' defenses of that doctrine. Elder Spencer's article was incor­
porated into his tetters as the fifteenth letter, which completed the book 
”e also published another tract while in Britain called *The Paassian 
Mission. ”
It seeas that th© Deseret Mews had not been advised of his expulsion 
from Prussia for as late as &ay 2b, 1-153, he was listed as an agent for 
the Hews in that country.
After several months in England, ,?lder -fencer returned to the United 
States and reached Utah in the fall of 1853« He was able to speak at the 
tabernacle during Novessber and no doubt promulgated the doctrine of poly­
gamy. He remained in Salt Lake City for only ten months but was married 
to two wore wives during that ti«e.^ His third wife was Hargaret Hiller 
and hie fourth was Jane Davis. This made hi® a polygamous Horaon with 
three living wives.
The Board of ice gents again called upon Chancellor Spencer to assist 
in the education of the people of the territory. On November 15, is53, 22 
at ? see ting of the Regents if, the governor's office, the Chancellor was
^Appendix; VIII.
*1Journal History, gg, cii., November 15, 18JJ,
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.j;iwn tha responsibility of scheduling, vHBatlagi at nil of the warda to dis­
cuss education. K© traveled fr&n ward to ward la the Salt Lake alle^ 
talking of tit© vain© of education and th® Read for ormans %o acqair© 
knowled?;'©*
f.‘3ja.ie©llor Spencer was associated with feis brother Oaandel la a pro.1- 
©ct called tha HB!g Field.** A large piec® of land was held by the pd? 
field ©orapaaQp la an airaa south of fait Lake City. Th*** »»r# several wan 
Involved in th© eo*panjr and regular »»©tings are held to discuss ha* to 
beet as© tha land. On© »aatlaf was hold m  -'arch @5* 1852 • to di#cuss 
fanoaa, crops, etc.23 3pe«'oar was able to provide for His three fas&li«s 
by his varied interest# in the rollup although he was k*ot very bus* pro­
viding for %hm*
He assiated in the wHtin^ of the Daaaret V«rs on ocoaaions aha*» he 
v/as in Salt Lake City and it becawse his dtty to write the obituary for 
•illard Hoards during ttareh of
f|© had kept ve*y busy during the winter, writing for the » work­
ing; 'with the Big Field jfojeet, snd also doing tone endcw^ent work. His 
particular! interest was fostering education and this he did by his many 
speaking and counseling s»gagemnt8*
%3ibid. , M«nb 25. 1052.
-;,§3!£» K«roh 16, 1^ 5^ *
CHAPtSR SEVEN
rata period
At the* april 3*165^, session of the general eenfererce* of the Church, 
Orson c> pence* and Orson •’ratt were called on s aission to Cincinnati, -hey 
were to establish that area as a place for the » ■ » «  emigrants frcws • urope 
to gather at in ^reparation of their trip to Utah.
After three months of preparations, Elders fratt and Spencer left for 
the last.
SHer Spencer arrived in ilincinnatl d-sring the month of September.
'.’he area was very unreceptive to 'mvmnim but he :-ms willing to work
hard to strengthen the Church.
I found in Cincinnati sesae dired up fragments of a Church, 
the best of them only half-hearted, and had been chased 
dom  by wolves so often that they feared that every thing 
that eaaie along was a wolf. The whole ntiaber in our present 
reorganisation is only twenty-one. There ar* others, who 
lack only some shoes, or rather a preparation of the Gospel, 
after which they will probably join the standard. I have 
paid my own board, and traveling expenses thus far, to the 
last farthing.i
As the months passed he had very little success. He tried to establish 
a newspaper in Cincinnati but his supporters were limited by thitir ni'W- 
hers and this exploit failed. ::e reported to the CSiuroh authorities dur­
ing the late fall that he was having some success but the work was vety 
slow.2 lie also wrote to the Deseret i^ews expressing his discontent with
the area.3
truienial Star, op. cit., Volume S.V1, "-1Z (Appendix XI).
^Journal History,0£. cit.. December 2, 105&*
3Qeaeret ^ews. November 9. 1 5 »^
During his absence, Elder Spencer »as recognised as a scholar in Salt 
Lake City. On .'Sbruary 3, 185$, the Universal Scientific Society was organ­
ised in that City with lilford Woodruff elected as president and Spencer 
chosen as one of the vice presidents.^ Spencer was recognized as an assst 
to a group of men seeking knowledge although he was never able to attend 
any meetings of the society. The purpose of the society was stated to in­
crease the knowledge of the members by listening regularly to lectures, 
debates, discussion, etc.
Elder Spencer was particularly interested in the attitude of the Fed­
eral ■/ov**ra wnt toward Utah. He wrote an article -which was printer? in the 
St. Louis luminary (a Mormon semi-monthly paper) that predicted that unless 
the Government changed its attitude and policy toward Jtah & war would 
erupt, The article was titled •’PROSPECT Of mmOil W M / 5 and it protested 
the 1’oderal intervention in Utah. In the article he leaned toward the 
Church and found it. difficult to see any cause for Federal intervention or 
action. He was dedicated, to the ideal of a theocracy but failed to see 
that it could not exist within the border® of the United States.
Although he was quite concerned over tha situation, he was able to 
keep his sense of humor as well as his ability to writs.. He wrote to hi® 
brother Daniel:
?rm the belligerent (sic) remarks about ctah and ‘^orssoas’1 
contained in many administration papers, 1 am led to suppose 
that all the Klders now in these states will find the social 
and political atmosphere rather ironically hot, and a little 
unfavourable to any who have weak lungs and a deranged 
appetite•» but all is right.5
^Journal History, eg. c|£., February 3, I855.
%gseret ^gws, ''larch 1, 1155 (Appendix XII).
';hi.llenial Star, op. cit., elume XVI, >Z1Z,
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Since he was having so little success in Cincinnati, Brlgbaa Young
decided to move Elder Spencer. Or, -'ay 7 President Young wrote to John
''toss, the chief of the Cherokee ati«n. <ie informed Foss that Orson 9pm*
eer -would soon visit his: and present Mowaonisw to hi®, hoping that .-ilder
Spencer would be able to gain permission .for the Womens to proselyta
among the Cherokees.
l&der Spencer left Cincinnati during th© first part of July and arrived
in St. Louis a few days later on July 14, Erastus Snow was th© editor of
the 3U_ Louis Luminary and also in charge of the St* Louis area for the
L.D.S. Church. He decided to go to Utah during the month of June and when
Elder Spencer arrived in St. Louis, he found Elder Snow had th® Luminary
and th© St* Louis area for him to supervise*
It did not remain in St. Louis very long for he had an appointment
with Chief John 'toss. Elder Spencer and a traveling companion, r.Ider James
McGaw spent the day of July 24, IB55, at forraon trove, Kansas*? Spenoer
and his companion stayed a few days in that area m  he related in « loiter:
. . .Me have just petitioned the General Postmaster to 
establish a post office in this Grove, to be called 
Mormon Grove post office. This place is situated about 
75 Miles from Independence, ■©., It is a charming spot—
The fare large, and th© crops look flourishing.
Claims for settlement are multiplied on every hand,
Bre. Daniel Spencer leaves today for St. Louis and 
thence to England to renew his former labors in ritain* 
having sharred (sic) in the multiplied duties of the 
forwarding the entire emigration of Saints over the 
plains.®
his letter was dated Auguet 4, The two elders than proceeded to the 
Cherokee Xation. they interviewed th© Chief and talked with hi®. He gave 
them the privilege of preaching r-lortscnism to his people, there is no
/Journal history, o£. cit*. July 24, 1855.
' Ibid., August 4* IB55 (Appendix XXV).
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record of their success.
After staying with th© Cherokees for about a month the two men returned
to St. Louis by the middle of September. President Spencer was in & poor
condition. For about ten days after his return he was subjec to chills
and fever* finally he developed & case of typhoid fever.
The general symptoms discoverable through his Illness 
were torpidity* lassitude and debility, over 'which he 
found it Impossible to rally. Be was attended during 
his illness by Dr. tfhite of this city (St. Louis) and 
Dr. Clinton from Philadelphia, who was sent for express­
ly to attend him. The Dr, arrived here Thursday th©
11th inst. Se found brother Spencer in the very last 
steles of his iIllness; he had that morning given up 
hopes of Ilf®, and had resigned himself and committed 
his family into th© hands of th© Lord, '/hen he first 
saw brother Clinton he felt revived and encouraged, and 
almost sorry he had shown signs of weakness in giving 
up. But notwithstanding he was so anxious to se© the 
doctor, and expressed much faith in his prescriptions 
and ministrations, no inducements were sufficient to 
;'®t him to take anything calculated to restore him.
He therefore gradually declined and finally expired 
fully satisfied with life# and rejoicing in the hope 
of glory beyond the tomfe.^
The date of Orson Spencer*s death was October 15* 1855* The funeral -iro-
ceedlngs and hie obituary were published in both the St. Louis Lma^ nar.:/
and the Mlllenial Star.
The m m  of his death spread slowly from St. Louis. On November • 
the news of his death reached Salt Lake City. The Deseret ■iws published 
an article which eulogised him on December 3 and he u&s honored by many 
sneeehs and by a proclamation by the . residency of the Church. Hi© body 
was taken to Salt Lake City for burial..
In conclusion, Orson -Spencer was of greatest worth to early Utah and 
to th© Mormon cause as an educator. He devoted his life to domonlsm as
^Journal History* ogs* cit.. October- 15* 1 *55« 
Ifrtllenial Star, dolm© m i , 762-764 (Appendix XIII).
did many hundreds of others bat he had the ability to stimulate education 
among the Saints. His college training helped him to apply many of th© 
educational ideas of the East to th® schools of Kauvoo and Utah, the 
supervision of the cwwou schools in the ;■ orison settlements followed very 
closely the pattern established in the gentral and eastern states.11 Som 
of these ideas he gained while serving aa a baptist minister in Jonneeti- 
cat and Massachusetts. Education was stressed by Spencer for he saw it 
as a weans of getting closer to Cod. Knowledge was to be gained for it 
prepared an individual to meet God.
He was a scholar, but as with everything else, this part of his life 
was dedicated te his religion. He used his knowledge in writing tracts 
and in teres tins' individuals in the Monaon Cfcureh. He was always intent 
on spreading the L.D.3. doctrine, dpencer*s Letters and his writings in 
the •cll.lenl&I 3tar are examples of his excellent vocabulary, of his ex­
tensive knowledge, and most of ail of his dedication and the channeling 
of his knowledge and understanding to support hi# religious beliefs.
As an educator in fJauvoo and in early 5ftah Spencer had no peer. As 
a man of knowledge he compared favorably with such -Mormon scholars as Orson 
?ratt and Parley ?. Pratt. Spencer was one of very few Mormons who had 
received a college education and he influenced aany young people to r ain 
nsore knowledge. 1^  It is fitting that a building has been dedicated to 
Orson Spencer*-3 at the educational institution which he helped to establish.
H'Sesiser, o£. cit.. pp. 30C-312.
12Levi 'dgar Young, “Graon Spencer,a Dtah Educational treview, op. cit. 
^ Salt. Lake ribune. September 25, 1, 55*
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A p p m m m s
m m o o  school records
Schedules o f  Comaon Schools in  Mauveo, I t m  -  1845
Same Dates
1 S42
Location o f  School
A b b s tt, A b ig a il A p r. 19- J u l y  29 a t  residence in  ?o>mship ? 
M orth, Rang© 9 ’^e s t , o f  the 
Fourth P r in c ip a l M eridian in  
the County o f  Hancock, Sta te  
o f  I l l i n o i s
C ro s l^ , Caroline Wm» 7 *S e e . 2? T ? S f , 8 f ¥
f a r e ,  Lor  i n Dee. 12-30 a t house o f  M r. c l n t i r e , on 
Main S t r e e t , north  o f  asonic 
S a il  on same block f  6 S ,
E  9 W
Q ro m s , Lucy O c t. 31- 9ee. 22 on back s tr e e t cornering on 
Joseph S tre e t in  fr a c tio n a l 
township 0*  f  6 B ,  1  9 »
M ichael, Pamela M* Ja n . 3* J u l y  1  
J u ly  1 1 - l e v .  1 1
T 6 a , E  9 V?
Conroe, Janes M. l e v . 21-D e c . 29 t  6 N , a  9 w
Snow, E l i s a  SU f i r s t  3 ■weeks o f  
December
f  6 1 ,  E  9 f
■vhite, Susannah June 29-D e c . 30 T 6 l »  E  9 W
Vioodbury, M l t t i m  H . Se p t. 5-D@c. 30 a t the house o f  S a m e l H U M  on 
Mipfoqr S tre e t a few rode south 
o f  the tempi© and e a st o f  the 
I .  Sork S to r e , T 6 I ,  E  9 M
Young, Henry I . Ju ly  25« 0c t .  23
i m
a t Im ijm ln  L» C la p p 's , f  ? ■!,
S 9 W
Fo w le r, eorge ¥ i l l l a »  Bee. 16 ,  1843 to
Mar. 1 3 .  1 m
a t h is residence on the t h ir d  
block east o f  the tem sle, T  6
i ,  a 9 V
Emm
(le ld e s & th , 3an«gr
hito, Susannah
JUhftftet of Sefeadtales 




Hard, David If, 
Satfeamy, Q U t t l  S.
iaven, #-emm 
Holbrook, Bwmaih
K e la e y , i l l  a . 







at the house of Joseph U  
Msthmm» or* 'dmme* iireet,
f 6 1-2, a 9 M
f * «» I  f IfApr. l#wfc*2y 19
for f 6 H, 1 9 ^ *  for lC'4Wlist of toacher*
Jan. l6*F®h» 23 o& Moll# 0%,, V 6 $* H 9 ’fe








Jan. Wiar, 27 





Apr, 2®«>3wm 29- 
Jid$ 1-SepU 31 
lew. W a n .  31. **5
at his scboolhous® on lar­
go# Street, f 6 M, E 9 M
at Mo schoolhousa on Teang 
Street, T 6 R 9 «
at Lot 2, Bloofc 125, f 6 $»
I 9 M
t $ i, 1 f t
at his schoolroom on ©11s
9 M »  1* 7 th R 9 »
in. the HMHmdtt Mall., T 6 -,
I f  I
eoroer Knight 4 Jassos Streets,
f 6 I, 1 $ M
t  6 i ,  a 9 «
f  6 i .  I! 9 ¥
?  i  I, E f M
at the corner of farley and. 
'Ireefc streets, f 6 1 9 -
at Lot 1, Block 139, T 6 M,
I f f
' 'andell, Charles We$l®$
M l m y ,  ”a*y 
UstluMqr* S.
tfeUMMfc, Kaimah





Jan* M i r *  25
July l»D@e* 19 
m s M & l m m w w
Location of M W &
T 6 I, E 9 W
corner of Httttavd *r*t Wla«r 
Streets
T f M M
At his sekoolro**/? in the 
!lasonie -.all on ®in : treat,
t 6 i* a 9 w
t li, i f f
Certificate of QuiOi£ic<iti<m for c-?RS* SA&A1I HELPS * dated Dm, 31, 3 W  
Certificate of >.>aalifi©ati<Hi for WUJSl m!SVt dated 4m» 10, 1 ^
uletter fram Orson Spmmnt to Mmm !?♦ Babbit, 
906®b®r 14, 18ftfc
Hon. $ir:
>:o«r favors of the present ssenth have been duly received--m are ever 
pleased to hear fro® you m  matters pe Gaining to w  interest as a 
people or to you individually. We are happy in the reflection that 
you? vigilant eye will never slmber id&le til# dearest rights and privi­
leges of a noble people are in jeopardy or it is practicable for you 
to defend then, ;'*s knew not shat charges Hill be preferred against us 
a® grounds for the repeal of oar ©barters, or v» trould delict to expos© 
their irspoteaee and fallacy* It is ressarkable that in oar ease %m are 
often aeeessiated to illustrate and defend truths so obvious in their 
nature and bearing that they weald cover an objector «itfe shame and eon- 
tempt* that should dispute them before any other peoolc.~»And m  are 
often obliged to pewrn the validity of covenant# and charters that *$ea!d 
be beyond all reasonable question if they had been entered into n&th any 
other people than the Latter $i!y faints.--the eicperirient is however to 
be wade Aether compacts solemnly entered into and charters sacredly =.;iven, 
Involving in their validity interests toe broad and deep and extensive 
for him m  utterance to define, shall fee as $&arm?..ly observed*
Distant nations are making careful inquisition to M m  whether there is 
sufficient virtue in our general and state gmmmmnt to preserve 'their 
plighted faith inviolable. The State of Illinois may repudiate andineur 
the just disdain of foreigners for a failure to pay setae dollars and 
cents justly due* but superlatively isiere inai;*nifleant is such a disgrace 
in caisparison with that wh&ch Mill accrue frm  the repeal of the $$avo© 
charters. It is indeed true that the lauvoo charters confer upon us 
great and valuable privileges and render then perpetual*
In return for these great privileges m  have neither been ungrateful or 
deficient in sontributinp; to the ocmon wealth of the State, -ie have done 
were to convert the idi.de -./sate of her idle soil into valuable products, 
and to call into her borders a greater increase of population comprised 
of the best artisans» ra&chanlce and htxsbandwen that any other people of 
the State under stailiar dreujastances. We have been erotlamily~ calling 
to eastern and southern dtisena and industrious ferel$®ers* by our 
epistolary eormunications and If a thousand living voices to m m  and 
settle in the State of Illinois. We have discouraged nobody with the 
•phantom of oppressive taxation. > -a have endeavored to persuade mmi*» 
grants that lynching and aoboerapy so prevalent in some parts of the 
eat would never be fostered fey the authorities of Illinois. We have 
furnished specie paving market for the products of farwers living a h«n» 




Therefor© they cannot east us into a dNm of lions without State m m , laws, 
smI ordinances and be ignorant of the natural consequences of such an act-* 
And the sin fee upon their mm heeds and th© heed of their afoot tore if they 
«1XX do it. »-foe Lord is ear light, whom shall we fear* therefore let us be 
as bold aad steadfast as ?>aaiel, and }>crad^ mfcttr© tho fury of the lions will 
foe staged, until their fangs rest upon ©a? ungodly enemies*
nhmM the legislature repeal our charter, a* shall he obliged in self de~ 
fence to spread the details of our anparalleled wrongs to the extremities 
of the nation and th© world, and then into the- ears of the Lord of Sabaoth* 
Uttt we Mill tot believe that they will do it* the injustice, cruelty, and 
barbarity of such ait act, is to© appalling for us to entertain such a 
theagjht concerning thea-M-surely before they take such a step, they will 
wipe away the ^ wardered bloat that clfiavns to the violated faith of the 
State* Or will they say to the aturderers of the 3ssith*a and their numer­
ous ^ olOfi:Btej we the Severely* State of Illinois have held in our <m*» 
t©% the Bmmn leaders while defenseless for pm to shoot at, and m have 
taker* away tie State a»se fro® the balance of the rn&mm fraternity. And 
last, but not. least of all, ms have tafean all that is in over power to do, 
the protection of chartered laws and ordinances and now wh.at doth hinder 
the destruction of the mm mxs, mm *Tb±» is your hour and th® power of 
darkness** Quickly let the hideous fell of massacre, arson, and rapine 
sound through tho peaceful city of Kauvoo, followed with billows of horror, 
agony and death, in ©very mmnn abode* -hat more oould a bloody mob ask 
of a State than they i£& have dom when they take sway our eharters* 0 
Illinois, art thou sueh a nero or eallgalaU 0 Isrutus is it thou5 that 
friend that gave us the hearty welcome and liberal chart! § 0 blush at the 
thought!
/roTfs the v*»*y tiny of sueh an act let ao chaplain invoke th# benignity of the 
heavens upon you henceforth. Lst the day itself be blotted i m m  your 'Jtate 
J^ournal as a day of doliri* and insaiiity, whs® the broad oarront of rea­
son, tassattlty, and. Justice then rest assured, as tho lord. God of Israel 
sits upon hi® eternal throne, the gallows prepared for Kerdecai shall one 
day be thy own.
'■m Hr* babbit %ho house of Israel have made you their watehaan; therefore 
give the tnaup a certain sound, fear not tfasn that can mil the body only, 
bat rather fear feia that am oast both soul and body into heU. ”>ar Mr: 
wee to it that thy skirts are olear, and we are persuaded better things of you though we thus wit®*
horefore let us have * whole unaltered charter— give our best regards to 
'••r. BaeSeenatos, your colleague and our friend, accept ay personal regards 
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Oar poopl© ar© contieti&llj harassed with threats of btsnkiag and assassin®** 
tion yp to last ©vusning; snd as astonishing as it say soesi t# you suxm of 
th® homio-tonors are actually in th® Bt»ogse# of state troops and ar© 
prowling arwmdl in ’toroo ©v©ty few df$s* Judge than oar f©©li»gs and 
situation and sho*r us that favor that will aerii tit© blessing® of thou* 
sands wpon pa* her.orod head.
Co«o®wAag i$m% has feeon written and ot!?«r waiters of importance to us, 
m refer your honor to the beards, who will give ym th© necessary in- 
t&gmt&m*
m m n  bfmii
M > m m m xv
Letter frm Orson Spencer to Brigham toan(* concerning 
Colonel ‘.i'hoijas I*. Kano, Movesabor, 3.8^©
I arrived hem m il on th© 23rd last.. In cmpmw with ro. Gaboon* twenty- 
six da$m  frm emp* X called upon Colonel fhosaa® Ian© th© mact day ami was 
most agreeably waleosiod and entertained for several hoars, i® said ho had 
notified you of the permission of govom&iont to rossain on the Cttsha lands* 
*i# had also ®ade an unsuccessful effort to create smb-agencics to be .filled 
lay yourself and others among several Indian tribes. 'MM not certainly know 
What nawos to nowtaat© to agencies among th# Puneaha, Crooks, Choctaws ©to. 
I jaention this, that if yew think test you aoy finish th#® in case that fee 
should renew the attempt and. succeed. Ho lafoaraed m  that t&mn Bight had. 
boon with the Creeks bat owing to nominal or real iatorsoddling (fee thought 
the fowsor) had been driven away W  them. Bo wished that your influence 
sight to folt in setting hi® in oridor* if possible* as his conduct was the 
©eeasion of prejudice to the body of Saints.
Col. Chaaaa tea ©aprossod his utter astonishment at th® irrational and 
sensitive conduct of distinguished mm» both politically and religiously, 
in opposition to our welfare. Ivon mamy that hung solely upon his favor 
politically had praams* to eondflian and rovil© alnost bagrond his endurance. 
Two thirds of the trustees of the General %s«sb3y of the s^tgrterian 
Church had visited hi?? and Doctor Hofeort £:rookiM*ii%®, of OaltiRiore* chief 
among the dd©f priests* had com© £em that city solely to expostulate with 
hi®*
Doctor siroefcinrtdgo said to bint what in th® name of God are you doing?
'Do you man to uphold th© Hmrmk religion? VfUJL you show favor to the' rior* 
saona anti have no pity upon your a m  denomination? Col. Thomas <an© had 
been publishing idiot ho called foolers in several proaiinont prints, and 
this had drawn out the deop concern of thopoliiiao religious :>anhodrin of 
the nation. Col* rho«as Sane* however, as yet, is not daunted, but thinks 
that the best method of operating upon the Cabinet is through th© press 
and the conversion of public ©pinion, In th# us© of this kotos he has son* 
gain© hopes of success. Says that he has now succeeded in leaking such 
arrangements with the loading press that ho shall no longer bo confined 
to ’long shots""' but open the battery for direct close fire* Corresponding 
Editors toll him that they are ready to commnm plain dealing in l«haif ‘ 
of persecuted Boriaona. Congressional aombors twm tho north west are node 
enough at those things to apostatize* and though th© Cabinet instructed 
the Indian agents to disabuse tho V&mmns and allay prejudice yet this 
ssoasuro was carefully concealed fro® th© north western ?wifeors, seeing they 
war© not able, m J suppose to hear the ogrstorlos of such double dealing. * 
tea respectable informants front the Indian Country had. even advised tho 
cabinet to send large companies of dragoons yearly over th© California 
rout© for defence in preference to building fortifications, the aXtagtd 
reason was that tho groat distano© from agricultiiral products .and tho
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m+mm® of artisans walii tm&M  tei.MS.ng strong pouts? feat Col* Vhmm& l» 
Kmm i.i'1 tmk rmutem to rohttt fet* pm IMm are? itso& a pooflo tht*
0#*|3J #» up tho wa*?Is right* h# I'isti to tfltrd off tad m tM t  tho 
aggpra&aotl^ of »br» woatorn wmhmm$ ft®.# that tho M&tmn em p Ssfc«s£t 
to loiter noor tho and; not ro »■ « tlit smmtatsw at ail* C&loool
Itntesmi <». .’C«sse w$Mk®& that m  Xnnremim  favorable I# the <smp*
tSoitgr *» *$ao H%ms®0& « w M  go tfcVMt Hmmi oor I toM hla that our
«&m  vfm to •§» tmrmrrt m  %m m  m  w$m m  imi the p?#»t
o#n**rejptie*s of tmt&m vm M, M t  ho tot® 4istreot
m $ m ilm t? *wmmn% op raoh advent®*# <§*$ tfaapart of 'tit© mmmiX* :-o this? 
ho roopor*<!tKf, *Th*t to *i$*t*.
%  asm mitmiSjm mym th© iBtorvio^  i$,tte pfrtwmt "ftmm t* is* that
ho is filtoi witb III# right aplrlt Dmr heaii to foot at pt#wani» -a proof, 
of hit tmJolifol® Mt«ro«t in Wfeolf of ifc® rai»to, I *»otiO¥*ed that fco fisll 
o£a& at lltsas^r on fcio mtAim item the Moot *®st to feo
m  «**•?>.-od »afcta»s for Ms final mix mM eont a latter to Isis .-other aoel 
ooen eMaim*,! Mm soared pl^ ige tt**tho* fiaae, wow Id » w p  mff&r my
evil te oomno apoa t$w oolnta fftw tie a«te of* , whll® it wm in
hit pmmt to M i .  11*0 5*0*1 said !xt« falfcor towei hia$ and woald abido 
trae to hi® 1fie eat**# b®ailfc ii p#» ami 'bo said, ho citoooo to 8p«m&
«ia t4a» Cfor p?opor% ho Ini skw») iii i|«a for tlio Is^-jo** of a fm#
foasw f%sid b^feo is Mss ho I*® lifO lm $
tmmk)■'=■* !'c- ,".it llilnj-s t» fl^ apo for Uso 'Ss» ti»I# I rosp®f*d#i
wills tlsat hio dkwlro ^ a i  !# 1o said i?> o«r prose»'»««-
Ctaro* c* m© witi'i »o) that feo folt at tm3 wl%k bmfMvm md ho f*a# 
loftp^  for ^ jo to ©.>>oak fMMilgr to gono b#% froo th® fyfeofa
of hia hosrtj ho hi'itovod that he l-tad laibooasodi M»aolf to m  otfeor i'nm 
o04-ifi*mtlal m  |s*rtlafig 1 oouIjI not » U  rofroio fmm bloaaing
feim in ih© h m  of tho tori to «hloh hia fell hoart ro^ :?o«loi %  
ahafclf?f:- n;, hm& md tho &mm "islosaiag npm isgrooif*
ataffor «• to oa^  • M m m l  that I «mko tt&s ftoa of
«ith C&lm^l t h m m  I* & m  m  tho p n p m t y  of tho prtaiJ®^
»i not to bo rolai-Mi ly indtoenwot t.rav«fe« fe plaooo in^ oro it mil 
w r t  the htari of tho pfctlaiiihrapiat 'witkml I m m t M M m  tho «nait«, I® 
otUt aaya ho it a •reobyteriaru I feel that tho ( M  of .fssmol tho
faith of tho Saints it speo&tfig through M a  to e,si® oiokod raatte. M  
for tho Isrt^miaitlOB of tho AMifhtj tis» w a M  isavo m M i us
%t tNdr »r©S»t w e s  wtU t« at^«l. 1 <teosO^  roaiioo how diffiealt 
it i» to load t!.« <Xraroh m M j r  out of tho ha«da of thia »»mkir8ao nattet 
Haitj- ;??ay« «■* faith it, h m m m p , that M  «ill oaatlo 7*0 to #0 it.
-oil athor ;moors that M n o r  £aho<m is- « » H , havt*^ r«iaod ton g«aido in 
a !mv® «ot ttoofm^ ««v al<i aioeo «o loft a«op, l«t havo /oo«3 hop® 
awi soiri?B. ■ o^pooi to pmufo hum  thio **m lm  and ioavo in tho’taor i^<•-•■ 
®a» for ^  ' ork. :^ r ro^ai^a to mm* "otior C. M U ,  and ^ U M  
-;lo; ara». forgo! to a ^^ ood oiooo of mg lorn to ,.,-on or --sim .^ro«t.,
’%•• ai>. ilttlt omhaff ohildrea south of fon» 1 think of
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think of the Lambs in a steamy d% because sot® of then had mot v®ry 
wars* fleeces for cold weather. Till then I aw happy and they must be 
too and I will write then .before I cross the Atlantic, Sister m f t m *  
at whose table I m nwt writing, wishes to be ree«mbered! to i 'residents 
£• Young, Kimball etc.
m m  m m m  Ar© m m m  m m  in the gospel,

























The fir, the pine, the box tree and sugar maple are In the moun­
tains and the climate has every appearance of health. Mo labor 
m s  deferred while we were there, on account of rain, cold, or 
sunshine, though the mercury ranged from 90° to 110° P* most days, 
between 1.1 a*nu and 2 p.m.
About the 26th of August the potatoes being from 6 to 10 inches 
high, the c o m  from two to four feet, the back wheat about to bud, 
peas and beans in blossom, fe left th© Valley on our return, hav­
ing been preceded by a portion of the caBp with ox teams, about 
10 days.
September 3rd we met Capt. Daniel Spencer with an advance portion 
of the emigrating company of saints at Big Sandy which is 180 
miles froa the Valley and continued to meet the companies of 5*3 
and 100 fron day to day until the 8th, when we found the last com­
pany of a fork of the Sweetwater, 20 miles east of the South Pass. 
The whole emigration cofiany numbered 566 wagons and blessed with 
health, with only 2 or 3 exceptions. On the moxninr of the 9th 
the Indians stole 50 horses from our united carapf five w© recov­
ered., On the morning of the 21st owr herdsmen were rushed upon by 
a war party of the Sioux Indians while we were encamped at the La 
fJont-e or Big: Tribe Creek, and many of our horses were driven off, 
but were all recovered the sams day, except two. In the recovery 
this day we discovered it was the same band that had committed the 
previous robbery of the 50, on the sane morning of the 9th. Me 
arrived at It. John (Laramie) on the 24th, continued our journey 
on the 26th, and were met on the !3th of October near the head of 
Grand Island by 16 brethren from Jinter Quarters, brin inr to our 
relief some horses and provisions, which to use was like the visits 
of Angels. On the 30th we were met by another company of Angels} 
from Winter Quarters, at 'Elk H e m  Elver, with an abundance of pro­
visions. And on the 31st we arrived at this place, not a man bav­
in,* fallen, but all alive and well, though many were sick when 
they started and unable to walk until they arrived at the moun­
ts in 5 or 600 miles distant, fhus have we accomplished a Journey 
of more than 2,000 miles, with ox teams, in on© season, having 
found a Place, located a city and opened up the '/-ay for the gather­
ing of the saints when they m y  be removed f ram the hands of vio­
lence and worship Qod according to the dictates of their o m  con­
science. We have sought out and opened a new road sore than one 
half of the way and mended the old In many places; have excavated 
hills and exalted vallies (sic) crossed, rivers and assended moun­
tains and been in perils by day and by night on the land and on 
the water, by the forests and on the plains, among buffaloes, 
wolves, bears and savage Indians wife very little food except the 
meat of animals slaughtered by th© way and our drinks the mcldy 
waters of the Platte or th© refreshing springe of the mountains? 
and all this far what? JThat Israel alfht have a home and that the
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sons of Jacob might rejoice In the gathering Diace and we are 
satisfied, for if© have found a good place, even a place where 
the saints can keep the commandments of God, and that is what 
makes It so very good. The G.3.L. City is 1031 »li.©st from here, 
in latitude *K>° 4$* 50“ worth. Me design to vacate this place 
next spring- and all who can go west and those who cannot return 
to the eastern bank of the Missouri Hiver.
The Pottawattami©s have vacated their lands within the western 
limits of Iowa, in favor of the United States, and in June next, 
we understand., the laws of Iowa will be extended over that dis­
trict, the existing circumstances there must be a recruiting 
place for the emigrating saints as near as .possible to the moun­
tains, and the Pottawattamie district is the molfe feasible point 
of any at present. There the brethren may gather and if pre­
pared, go over the mountains in the spring, and those who canot 
go* can make claims by making improvements, they, can very soon 
get an outfit* By the actions of the people we wish to infer 
that they want us to leave the county, and we wish to gratify 
the® and we know of no course that will accelerate the departure 
of the saints generally, so much as the one proposed. There­
fore say to the saintss Cone, for all things are ready and let 
them flock in clouds to lew Orleans, where they will meet some 
one of the Slders, duly authorized to council them in reshipping 
to this vicinity. Let ttem pass New Orleann early, so as to im­
prove the first navigation of the .Missouri Hiver, and caution 
them all to beware of all rumors and reports, they may see or 
hear at Hew Orleans, except the lan who shll show the® the proper 
credentials from us? and if they are obliged to reshlp at St. Lou­
is, let them take the council of the presiding Elder at that place. 
Let the rich assist the poor, who they will and according to coun­
cil, and let those, who are obligated themselves to refund that 
help as soon as they can obtain it. We have sacrificed our thou­
sands, our all* and are now destitute of the means of removing 
our families for to find a place for the saints to gather unto 
far removed from the storms of persecution and prove all those 
local causes which havd hitherto excited persecution; and new if 
the saints who have more mean® than they need to cross the waters 
are not willing to expend a portion of that means for the time 
being, to help the poor and honest on their way toward that place 
they are not worthy to be called saints, and the soner they drop 
the name the greater will be the credit to the Church. Me would 
gladly send you ©ore help, Immediately, but this is difficult, 
so long as the Battalion is absent, and so many families are 
destitute in this region* ;ie will send as soon as we ca«. There 
is bread plenty in the States. We met Elder Brant&n on the Green 
[liver who went withus to the Galley and after a few weeks return­
ed to western upper California, where the faithful saints are 
doing well on the western, lands and the Industrious sinners are
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getting' rich. Elder Addison Pratt and Benjamin P. Crouard were 
doing well on the western islands at the latest dates. The 
battalion was discharged in California and were expected at the 
Great Salt lake City abofct a month after we left. It is rumored 
that the fieri can War is not ended though the capital has been 
taken. Elders will go from this place into the adjoining States 
this winter for the purpose of fathering up the saints that have 
been scattered and helping the© thither. It is a general time 
of health here* though occassional cases of raeaale, etc.
The wives and families of all the American Elders in England are 
well. ,!ro. Farley P. Pratt and John Taylor are in the Basil?,
Bro. uyde at :iyde Park and the remainder of the council at this 
place. Elsrdonlsm has died a natural death. stran&Lsa is strang­
led beyond hope, W®. Smith has set up a shop for himself, has 
one aefeer to his Church* and he is first counselor. Pexewell 
for the -ireseife, let our voice be reechoed until it reaches th© 
ear of every saint on the British Isles. That every honest 
heart, every soul that desires and is determined to keep the 
commandments of God and work righteousness is now wanted in the 
westearn wilds of America, for there is a place uninhabited by 
cJrvilization where they may toll and enjoy the sweets of their 
labor and prepare to attend to those ordinances in the house of 
the Lord which will bring salvation to the living and the dead.
Me bless Bro. Spencer and all the faithful saints in the name of 
Jesus Christ Amen,
We remain your brethren in behalf of th©
council.
Millard Hichards Clerk Brigham Xiong President
app m v m  n




□ear brother, —  Yours of the 1st of iloire&beff* 1847, 
cam® to hand on the 11th instant. I m s  much pleased 
to hear of the prosperity of the work in the British 
Islands — of your good health and your desires to 
labour in the vineyard# brother fleber and myself 
called upon your family— read your letter— found them 
all well and in lively spirit si the house and the 
children were clean and neat, and they presented, a 
comparatively comfortable aspect* file difficulty of 
retting- grindinr this winter tefcshfcn a freat measure 
prevented us from being as comfortable as we otherwise 
ai&ht be, but another grist -niXX starts to-morrow, 
which will be the fourth run of stones in the city.
I asked your children how they would lilt© ae to send 
you work to stay another year, ae X thought it was 
best to do so, and take then and brother Hillock*s 
family over the mountains in the spring* Sllen replied, 
“If 1 thought it was best, they would like It so, for 
they wanted to do th© best,” and they all said Assen 
to it* I told Ellen to buy a f?pod ail ok cow, and I 
would pay for it, and reminded her of my saying last 
winter, that if she lacked anythin#:, she m s  to let 
me know* It Is thought advisable for you to stay 
another year, and I will take your family on in th© 
spring*
We anticipate sending Brother Orson Pratt and. several 
other Elders to England who will leave here when we 
leave for the mountains, and of sending Brother 
woodruff to ??ova Scotia, Canadas, &e«» at the same 
time* rother George A. .Smith is having some log cabins 
built on the other side of the river, and intends in 
a few day® to remove over there, and stay for a year 
or two amongst, th® brethren as those who do not go 
onward must vacate this place and go over to the Jtotta* 
watamle purchase.# Orson Hyde will stay there also, and 
with Brother Georgs trill take care of the branches 
and push the Saints westward.
In December last w© appointed a day to hold a conference 
on the other side of the river, in a large double block 
house, occupied by one of the brethren, where th© Saints 
congregated in such lane numbers that we found it 
Impracticable to continue our conference, th© house 
being, so crowded and many shouting at the windows to 
get in, so that we adjourned for three weeks to build
9?
a house capable of holding the Saints* Accordingly 
on the 24 th, we convened again at the v,Log Tabernacle*" 
which they erected in a short tiis, during- the sever*" 
est weather we have had this winter. It is a well-  ^
constructed, capacious log house, 60 by 40 feet inside, 
and will seat 1000 persons, with a recess or stand 20 
by 10 feet for the priesthood and a clerk9s bencht 
it Is certainly an ornament to this new country, and 
shove a little of fioraonism, I told them at the con­
ference that the brethren had built, fenced, and made 
as many improvements in the short time they had been 
there (about a year) as they would in Missouri in about 
ten yearsn and it is a fact, and they have raised a 
crop equal to any we used to raise In Illinois.
At this conference we suggested to the brethren the 
propriety of organizing the church with a first pres­
idency and. a patriarch, as hinted at in our General 
.Epistle, and the expediency of such a .move at this 
time was so clearly'seen by the brethren, that they 
hailed it as an action which the state of the work at 
present demanded, and. as a means to liberate the hands 
of the Quorum of the Twelves who now feel at liberty 
to go abroad and herald the truth to the ends of the 
earth, and build up the kingdom in all the world.* 
Accordingly Brigham Young was nominated to be the first 
president of the church, and he nominated Heber.C. 
Kimball ana Willard Richards to be hi® two counsellors, 
which nomination® were seconded and carried without 
a dissentient voice. Father John Smith was then nom­
inated to be patriarch of the whole church, in the 
same capacity as Father Joseph -Smith was, and also 
brother tiy rum— seconded and carried unanimously. The 
Spirit of the Lord at this time rested upon the con- 
gr®gation in © powerful manner, insomuch that the 
Saints* hears were filled with joy unspeakable* every 
power of their mind and nerve of their body was ©.wak­
ened and absorbed| a dead stillness reigned in the 
congregation while the President spoke. He said* —
**This is one of the happiest days of my life? it’s 
according as Keber prophesied yesterday, our teachings 
to-day have been good. I never heard better. Is not 
the bliss of heaven and the breezes of Zion wafted 
here? Who feels hatred, malice, or evil? If you come 
to the door with a bad spirit, it would not com© in 
with you? no, it could not mingle here* but when you 
enter, your feelings become as calm and gentle as 
the zephyrs of paradise; and I feel glory, Hallelujah. 
Hothing More has been done to-day than what I knew 
would be done when Joseph died. We have been driven 
from Ifeuvoo here, but the hand of the Lord is in it,
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— visible as the sun shining this morning? it Is visible 
to my natural eyes? it’s all rights and I exnect when 
we see the result of all we pas® through in thls proba­
tionary state, will discover th© hand of the lord in 
it all, and shout Amen— it*s all right! «e shall make 
the upper courts ring? w® have something to do before- 
then* I don® t calculate to go beyond the bounds of time 
and space where w& will have no opposition., —  no devils 
to contend with? and I have no fault to find with the 
providences of the Lord* nor much fault to find with 
the people? and if the devils keep out of my path will 
not quarrel with them. As the lord9® will is my will all 
the time, as he dictates so I will perform* If he don’t 
guile the ship, we’ll go down down in the whirlpool. 
Joseph told the Twelve, the year before he died, ’there 
is not one key or power to be bestowed on this church 
to lead the people into the celestial gate but I have 
given you, showed, you, and talked it over to you? the 
kingdom is set up, and you have the perfect pattern, and 
you can go and build up the kingdom, and go in at the 
celestial gate, taking your train with you*45
The instrumental band was then called upon to perform, 
when its heavenly vibrations fell on the tender nerve of 
the ear9 accompanied by the Spirit of God, and the Saints 
shouted ?r’.iosamia, fiosanna, Hosauna to God and the Iamb, 
Amen, Amen, and Amen*** led by Brother George A. Smith.
The conference lasted four days. We had indeed an excell­
ent time, and on the 16th January attended another meet­
ing, convened by the seventies, which they called a 
Jubilee5bplskl told them it could not be considered a 
Jubille spoken of in the Revelations, for all bands were 
not broken, and X called it Jubilo,— when the Saints 
assembled and spent the Sabbath in preaching and exhor­
tation? and on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 
had preaching and teaching concerning: the organization 
of the companies for travelling westward,— music, and 
other recreations, had a blessed meeting-— all hearts 
were comforted and lifted up above our trials and per­
secutions , and went home rejoicing' in the benefits -and 
privileges of the liberty of th© gospel of Jesus Christ; 
and I pray they may thereby he stimulated to pursue the 
path of righteousness, and fill up the remainder of their 
days in promoting the kingdom of peace and happiness on 
the earth.
Me learn from Hr. Glenday, who 'has been to Oregon city, 
Willamette valley, this year from Missouri, who came 
into the Camp on the 14th current, having seen some of 
our brethren at Fort Ball on the 15th JNov, last, that 
had been there buying; meat and flour, and also saw three 
brethren working at Fort Bridge*, (115 miles from the 
valley) at which places he learnt that the -Mormons in the
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volley had. got between 200 and 300 acres fall wheat 
sown, and that there m s  a company going to San Francis­
co Bay for seed wheat to sow in the spring* and there 
was plenty of provisions in the valley.
The brethren in this region of country have been much 
more health this summer- and fall than ever In Wauvoo* 
and this has been a great blessing, as you know disease 
and sickness ha vs been a heavy tax on the .Saints. The 
weather this winter has been very mild indeed; these 
two weeks past have been like the opening spring, which 
favours us greatly, especially those who have to leave 
their farms and improvements here, recross the Missouri» 
and begin anew on the JPottawataaie lands. The brethren 
are busy fixing up their wagons, and aiming preparations 
for their journey, and having a plenty of corn and fodder, 
their te&sis are doing well. The Omahas have been peace­
able this winter, and have not killed any cattle, and 
our circumstances, in comparison with last winter, are 
prosperous and good.
lour brother in the lord,
Brighaa Young
fwrhe channel of 3aimts* emigration to th® 
land of is now opened* B*e long;-wished for time
of .?atherins has corn©, 0oo# tidings from Heuet Sion*
The resting place of tsroal » for the last days, has bean 
discovered. Beautiful for situation* and the ultimate 
3oy of the whole earth is the stake of lion established 
in the ismmtstlne* In the elevated vallsy of the Salt 
and Ipfcau lakes, with the beautiful river Jordan runnizv. 
through it, from south to north, is the newly established 
stale* of Mon* there vegetation flourish©© with maeic 
rapidity, A M  the food of man, or staff of life, leaps 
Into maturity from, the bowel© of aother earthf with 
astonishing celerity* tithing one month fro® planfcim., 
potatoes grew from *»ix to eiglit inohes,* and corn 
from two to four feet. There the pregnant olouds intro- 
dues their fertilising eontents, at a modest distance 
fro're the fat valley, and send their humid iafluenoes 
tiros the mountain tops* t'h&re the saline atmosphere of 
mX% Lako mlnsrlea In wedloek with the fresh humidity 
of the same vegetable element that courses over the 
mountain top, as if the nuptial bonds of rare elements 
were Intended to exhibit a nobel specimen of & perfect 
vegetable progeny in th© shortest possible time? or, 
in other words, as? if nature's lenses had obtained a 
focal point of nutritive power just in the valley of the 
great M lt JLake* this valley is in the north east corner 
of th© great basin, in dimension nearly 300 by 5%70 
miles. The streams and rivers are enriched %  valuable 
water-falls, suited to the purpose of erecting mills 
and factories, and all descriptions of This
.?reat basin is adequate to sustain many millions of 
people. It is generally cleared of all hindrance to 
settlement by the lon,«r and sharp scythe of time. rhe 
various timber of lofty mountains wait in proud read­
iness to bow at the signal of the axe, and to p® forth 
to beautify the temple of our (Sod.. The box, the fir, 
the pine, and the raaple have sorunr up at the dictation 
of prophecy, Just where they are needed. Mills, factories, 
hamlets, mansions, houses, and cities, can be supplied 
with building materials from the unculled forests" of 
many ages.
February 1, IM Q
hm m m x v n
Orson Spencer* s 
Marriages and children





Jane Thompson Oavis 
Hary Hill
ftarch 2 1 9 1811 
lew York
Kay 1 8, 1826,
Hajifchestars .Liverpool,
Bhgland
August 18, 1829 
Shardon, Ohio
Feb* 28, 1S30 
Cumberland, Eagland
Feb. 14, I835 
M l ,  Yorkshire, Eng.






Jan. 15, f 
Mauvoo, 111.
Oct. 13, 1349 
Salt Laic© City
ieb. 16, 1852 
Salt Lake City
Jept. 12, 1852 
Salt Lake City
Children of Catharine Curtis
Catharine Curtis, Oct. 6 , I8 3 1, Deep .tiver, Connecticutt 
(Daybreak), died December 24, 1833 
Ellen Curtis, November 21, 1332, Deep River, Connecticutt, 
{Saybrook), died August 25, 1896 
Aurelia Heed, October 4, 1034, Deep Hiver Connecticutt, 
(Saybrook), t±ote Life Sketches 
Catharine ieed, October 2, TW30, -iddlefield, biass.
Howard Orson, June la, 1833, Middlefleld, Mass.
George '3oardraan, February 21, 1840* kiddlefield ass.
Lucy Curtis, October 9, 1842, llauvoo, Illinois
Chloe, July 26, 1844, Mauvoo, Illinois, died Sept. 6, 1345
Children of l^ artha .Knight
Martha Emma, January 30, 1848, Liverpool, England 
Albert James, June 24, I850, felt Lake City, Utah 
1111lam Collinson, December 10, 1051, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, died November 12, 1853 
June, i,knight, June 28, 1354, Salt Lake City, Utah
Child of Jane Davis
Luna, ‘December 5, 1852, Salt Lake City, Utah
APP2HDIX IX
Letter fro® Orson Spencer to Orson Pratt 
April 1 0, 18^9
Steam Boat Iowa, Wear Memphis 
[Teiinesnee not low&l 
April 1 0, 1849
Dear Brother,
Agreeable to request, I improve the earliest convenience 
to infora you of say safe progress thus far on the long 
journey to the valley of the Orest Salt Lake. Our voyage 
from Liverpool to New Orleans was accomplished in Just 
nine weeks* Although the time consumed was more than 
usual} yet tha passage upon the whole m s  prosperous 
and pleasant. The weather was uncommonly fine and slid.
The winds and the waters treated us with all gentleness. 
There was hut little sickness of any kind among us during 
the boy&ge. Hany remarked that it m s  more like a plea­
sure excursion than a common sea voyage. The God of 
Israel was truly better than our fears, and to him let 
all the Saints rive unceasing praise. own health im­
proved daily throughout the whole voyage. I felt that 
the incense of many thousand prayers was continually 
calling down numberless blessings upon my head, l.e had 
preachings several times a week during the passage, in 
which delightful service 1 was able to contribute my 
part. A great degree of union prevailed! and Captain 
Harrison Brown acted towards us the part of a gentleman 
and, friend. For his diligent efforts to make our voyage 
prosperous and happy, we returned him a unaaimous 
vote of thanks. A like vote was also awarded to the 
President of the Company, and the other two members of 
the coamlttee. Also a similar vote was awarded to 
President Pratt for the good and abundant provision 
stores furnished to the emigrating company. The exclam­
ation was often repeated, what good provisions! - how 
abundant I - who could live as well and as cheap on 
landi- rant free* Future emigrants should not forget 
that the first part of & sea-voyage especially has an 
astringent effect upon the bowels, for which they should 
be prepared by having aperient food or medicine? and 
females experience an obstruction of the urinary ducts, 
etc., for which it might be well to provide sweet spirits 
of nitre, spirit of juniper* and balsam of copivia? 
also carbonate of iron. Diarrhoea [sic] often follows 
costiveness at sea. Persons presiding over emigrating 
companies on their voyage have both a difficult and 
important service to perform. A collision between them 
and the captains of the vessels is quite undesirable.
The Captain’s influence may save or prevent a laborious
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examination at the Custom Bouse In some instances, A 
well-regu&ated and united company will generally escape 
difficulty both with officers of vessels and officers 
of customs, Mone but Saints can cross the Atlantic in 
large companies without serious difficulties and prob­
able loss of life, without a m &h better organisation 
than I have jet seen or heard of. In soma instances, 
one-half of the Irish emigrants die in going only to 
Blew York, And much greater mortality would doubtless 
attend them on a voyage through the '.vest Indies to 
>lm Orleans, 'The system by which British emigrants to 
Australia are conducted is the best I have yet seen.
The details of that system are suited to a given number 
of emigrants for the period of twenty-two weeks, showing 
the amoung and variety of provisions and medicines, and. 
luxuries too for the voyage. It shows how the food Is 
cooked and distributed among so many under all the dis­
advantages of a promiscuous company of heterogenaous 
spirits, I should like to see a revision of that system 
by your fruitful mind, and such improvements as will 
bless the myriads that gather to Zion, ^hen the good 
order of the emigrating Saints, and the cheapness of 
their passage, is known by other people about to emigrate* 
they will seek to share the benefits of our order, and 
the cheapness of our passage price, But allow me to 
suggest that the annoyance of a few disorderly Gentiles, 
no members with us, during a sea-voyage—  scoffing at 
our worship or our principles, and refusing to comply 
with general regulations and order— sowing discord and 
weakening those who need to be strengthened— plotting 
mischief with the sailors, etc,, etc., is a double tax 
on the patience of the Saints* It is giving to dogs the 
cream of the hard, earning of just men— when there are 
Saints enough to fill every ship you charter, I am aware 
that you published an explicit manifesto, that other 
persons emigrating with us should conform to our order.
'-Jut some have crept in unawares, or their vouchers have 
forfeited their pledges in their behalf. The uncircum­
cised in heart, that came from London with out company, 
were rather troublesome at first, but the beauty of our 
order at length softened the asperity of their temper, 
and they sought earnestly our company up the river. let 
if Saints have done their duty in England, 1 believe 
they ought to be exempt from the labour of converting 
revelllous spirits, or submitting to their abuse during 
the inconveniences of a sea-voyage. During the passage, 
we baptized, one very promising young man, and confirmed 
more than a dosen, on board- the ship, and three infants 
were born, and a fourth child has been 'born on the 
steamer since. In every single case the Bothers never 
aid better. William i)'*Hendre, who begged his passage 
at the moment of our sailing from Liverpool, proved 
himself an infamous wretch. His iniquity found him out,
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and. made hits loathsome to the senses* I hope no other 
company will be disgraced and annoyed with such a con­
tentious e lewd* filthy person. Two young females married 
sailors Immediately on their arrival at Mew Orleans.
If they had been married sooner, It would have been 
some appoloey [sicl for previous conduct. However, the 
spots on so large a company were very few. General 
love and unionhave prevailed. Nearly the whole of our 
large company are on their way with me to St. Louis.
The cholera prevails in Hew Orleans and river towns 
to a considerable extent. It pleads with emigrants to 
hasten forward to the mountains for safety. Several 
deaths occur during every passage to St. .Louis. Me 
have already buried seven persons, and one or two lie 
waiting for the same rite. One brother and one sister 
have died, and are buried at the island nS2%  The 
brother*® case was very much like cholera brought on 
by Imprudence, the wife of William Bare had been in 
poor health for many months previous to her death.
Very much of the sickness and death now prevalent may be 
traced to imprudence and gross mismanagement. 1 venture 
to say that it Is not prudent for English emigrants to 
change their habit of diet too suddenly upon their arrival 
in Mew Orleans. A free use of strong drink, to which the 
emigrant Is tempted after long restrictions at sea, is 
disastrous and often fatal. If our companies that are 
now actually emigrating* through the midst of pestilence, 
that walketh in darkness and wasteth at noon day, plung­
ing its thousands Into death, with little notice will 
use due circumspection and follow counsel, they will 
escape the pestilence to the astonishment of all that 
behold them as our company has done. And, as a caution 
to forth-coming: emigrants let me say, some will trans­
cress wholesome rules and be drunken and .gluttonous.
Then th® transition of climate and change of water and 
food, in some instances destroy the unwarys Two Irish 
people have walked out of the boat, or from the shore 
into the river, to return no more, under the influence 
of moonshine (to use his own expression^ taking the 
moon* s reflection upon th© water for a plank, but was 
fortunately rescued from death by brethren at hand.
Stsronr drink was th© sole cause of this perilous adven­
ture! Others will overcharge their stomachs with brandy 
In order to keep off the cholera, to which course they 
are often advised by strangers. The company under my 
charge however, have thus far excited the admiration 
of all observers for their extraordinary cleanliness 
and pood order, and wonderful measure of health. It 
was confidently said by officers of this steam boat, 
that at least fifty of so large a company would die on 
our passage to St* Louis. We are now within fifty miles 
of St. .Louis, without any apprehension of another 
death unless a Gentile doedsor on board kills them with
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bis favorite dose of 20 grains calomel, laudanum# 
camphor, and brandy, This dose was given to our de­
ceased brother and sister, contrary to my wishes,
(F Byder and Mrs* Eure) and to many ©the® who died 
immediately within a few hours! Several feints X re­
scued from this dose who were as mortally seized, and 
they now live, A hint from your pen to ess if rati nr Saints, 
how to treat the diarrhoea and other cholera, symptoms 
in this climate may not be unprofitable. I suppose that 
all nations are destined to encounter the pestilence 
and the righteous will barely escape it. let we can say 
truly the Lord, is a Cod of night, and his eye is over 
the righteous M r  1 rood. Cheerfulness prevails among us, 
although this boat is thronged even to the hurricane 
deck with more than five hundred passengers. We are 
literally jammed together. With a single exception at 
Mew Orleans a few ruffians boarded us in a turbulent 
manner, probably for a propose akin to what impelled 
the Sodomites to annoy Lot’s guests. One or two mis­
chievous females that were an offence to the eye of 
purity during the voyage had gone ashore with their 
drunken paramours (sailors), and probably incited other 
wretches to return to our ship for other of like grade. 
But the furious demons soon left us in quietude, I hope 
the time will soon come when our ©migrants will be car­
ried in our own ships, officered and manned by Saints.
I say this because that all may not be as highly favored 
with good officers and. ship as our company has been.
Our parting scene with Captain Brown of the "Zetland” 
was sanctified with unfeigned tears of good will. Let 
not the Saints of England be uneasy about their emigrat­
ing friends in this day of pestilence, that is spreading 
over both continents, fhe God of Israel will be their 
defence. It is better to run the gauntlet even., in 
order to obtain delieverance in Zion, than to endure 
the stripes of doomed Ill-fated Babylon! I perceive 
that the abolition of the c o m  law is causing panic 
among the agriculturists of England. Poor .Babylon, 
they hour is cornel Russia holds the bayonet in the 
hands of fifty thousand warriors on the frontier ready 
for a momentary onslaught. Popery is barterlmf the lib­
erty and prosperity of her European peasantry in order 
to purchase the aid of thrones to support th© totterin 
fabric of her lone-venerated institutions! Oh, Christ-' 
endom how long shall the veil be over thy eyes! The 
news from the Bluffs and valley is every way cheering. 
High minded intelligent men tell men that they marvel 
how m  came to hit upon such a desirable location as 
the valley of the Great Salt Lake. They know not that 
God has chosen Mount Sion for his habitation. There 
is a more favorable tone of public feeling manifested 
towards our peopls by the more intelligent portion of 
the community In this country. The gold excitement Is 
the most common topic of conversation this season. The
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price of wagons, provisions, $o«» &c., are all affect­
ed by this great rush. The emigration is more respect­
able in character than I supposed, St. Louis,
April l?th —  A company of Saints left here for the 
fluffs four days since, Iwo more companies from 
Massachusetts are dally expected. 1 have engaged, a 
passage for my family and about 150 Saints to leave 
to day, for the Bluffs. Mr A.W. 3abbit takes the 
United States m i l  to the Salt Lake, leaving about the 
1st of nay. A company of 30 wagons in favor of a 
mercantile house in St. .'Louis are destined for the 
Salt Lake about the same time with every variety of 
poods. Ihe President of Conferences and Saints in 
Britain, at large, are ever in my most lively and cord­
ial remembrance, I shall endeavor to write to my 
friend C. of Liverpool from the heights of the mountain. 
May God bless you and your family continualy is iy 
prayer for Christ’s sake. ■ f kind regard to Mr. James,
Orson Spencer
P.S. — In chartering a vessel it will be wall to 
bind the captain to employ as a stevador® such a man 
as shall be recommended to you by the agent at &ietr 
Orleans. Again,every family (be their number one or 
more), is obliged to pay 20 cents to the government for 
a permit to pass their baggage. This is a baggage 
permit, and not the fee for head money. If the charterer 
of the'ship should neglect by any means to transmit 
the head money to the government in season, the pass­
engers would be detained on board until it is paid by 
somebody. The bags, barrels, &o» containing passengers 
stores are subject to your order and worth a little 
attention, I instructed brother Scovil to take charge 
of all he could find in each chartered ship and account 
to the church for the same* A few bags I kept for 
private use. A hint to emigrant® about cleanliness 
may be safely and frequently administered. After 
personal conversation with some Gentile California em­
igrants with me in the boat K.21iza Stewart”, below 
St. Joseph, I am persuaded that many of them will stop 
at Salt lake and fraternise with us. feny will probably 
emigrate under the pretence of going to Francisco, who 
have no other design than to join the Saints at Salt 
Lake I Strange things in these days! Jhe winter has 
been severely cold at the Bluffs and probably at the 
mountains. No late news from Salt Lake. Elder Martin- 
dale on his return from an official visit to Lyman 
Wight, tells me that Lyman is in a very reduced 
condition, but far from being of a humble spirit.
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Some of his company are talking of the Guerrilla 
creed quite favorably. 0 forest
Truly,
Orson Spencer
April 2?th —  By the burstin; of a cylinder I have 
been detained one week far from any post Office.
Our captain has just returned, fro® St* Louis with the 
cylinder. 250 Saints arrived a week since at St. Louis 
fro® England, I believe on deck. far up the mouth to 
the Bluffs, deck, 16s? cabin 2 pounds? freight, 2s. 
per cwt? 100 lbs. free to each person. A part of the 
Francisco emigrants start fro® the Bluffs? others 
from Independence*
Corn is 80 cts. a bushel here, at the Bluffs I hope 
m*ch lowers owen 50 and 60 dollars a yoke? wagons, 75.
-Letter to J. M, Berfehisel and Almon W» Babbitt 
September 1 0, 185-0
Great Salt Lake City,
Sept 10, 3.850
Dr* J.K. derahisel and Alaon 1, -labbitt Esq©,
’>ear Sirs 1 Enclosed you will find the resolutions of 
the Legislature of the State, in relation to a 
Territorial Government, etc., Accordingly, we prodead 
to lay before you our reasons and feeling® pertaining 
to Governmental affairs.
If Congress has passed at the present session an act 
for the organization of a Territory called 83Utah 
Territory" which they design for us, regardless of 
all our feelings in the natter* then we have only to 
yield our quiet acqniesence therein for the time 
being, and acceptances of our Constitution and admiss­
ion. If, on the contrary, they have adjourned and no 
action had upon th© subject, you will only urge our 
claims for admission as a State? our reasons for this 
course are many and ofevius. First m  have such an 
organisation, being thrown together in the .■manner we 
are from all parts of the world in the midst of savage 
tribes, far from any civil organisation, necessity 
compelled us for our safety and protection to adopt 
some form of Government, the people having the un­
questionable right to choose their own for® of Govern­
ment .have done so. They have framed a State, adopted 
a constitution, elected officers, passed laws, taxed 
themselves for the support of that Government, 
repelled Indian invasion, established institutions of 
learning, laid out and improved roads, built public 
buildings, explored the country, etc,, etc,, all at 
their 0 1 5  expense,
Had Congress given us a Territorial organization the 
first instance, all would have been well, for then w@ 
could have traveled accordingly* But ifeat else we ask 
during- the tardy action of Congress could we have done 
then what we have? -Should we have lain dormant and 
permitted our settlements to be overran by the natives, 
and ourselves by the lawless and most blameable inac­
tion and indifference, characteristic of our lack of 
interest for the welfare of our existence of an en­
lightened or civilized people. If then the oeople were 
in duty bound to frame, form and establish some kind 
of an organisation to insure peace, order, protection, 
and prosperity, during the Inaction of Congress and 
having a right to choose for themselves - have chosen
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that form of governments which ultimately must and 
will be acceded to on the part of Congress.
What propriety Is there at this late hour of reced­
ing to what might hair© been well enough# It is true.
In the first Instance a Territorial Government. Even 
now, should we accede to such a proposition before 
Congress could form and carry it into effect, Yes 
long- before the first draft could be made upon her 
treasury to defray the expenses thereof, our over­
flowing and superabundant population will require 
that admission which It would be extremely impolitic 
and inconsistent to deny* Far preferable is it for us 
to remain as we are, until Congress shall see proper 
to admit us as a State, Do they object to the name 
of our State? It is good enough for us who have to 
wear it, "jo they object to our numbers as ’being in­
sufficient? let them take the census! Op they object 
to our boundaries? them leave it to the inhabit­
ants who dwell therein to decide, and if they chose 
to go into western California, or have a state of 
their own south of us, so let it be, What propriety 
Is there in admitting California with her boundaries 
when the saying of Gov, domett ^That you might as 
well connect m ine and Texas as California and 
Beseret* is litterally true. If ever any State had 
natural boundaries, it is western California, and 
yet she overleapt them with a rapacity hither to un­
equalled and unsurpassed, w© have esplored for hund­
reds of milts in various directions, and find here 
and there a fertile spot amidst vast deserts and 
mountain heights? yet, all we have included in our 
boundaries is accessible for all useful and necessary 
purposes pertaining to Government, &fe admit that the 
boundary asked for is large, when we consider the 
area, but if land susceptible of cultivation that will 
admit of a dense population is taken into consider­
ation, it is not so large, and we are not advised of 
a single dissenting voice within our proposed bound­
aries that object to being Included therein.
;astern California slight as well have included the 
reminder of our settlements and explorations in 
her boundaries as that of the Little Salt .lake, iiio 
Virgin, Williams Hanoho or western Sahara, one other 
sufficient reflection, What propriety or consistency 
is there in granting us a Territorial and California 
a State Government, when our actual settlers oumum- 
ber the-© five to three and moreover those who have 
been expected to locate there are at this moment flow­
ing back upon us by hundreds and thousands. Ve admit 
the potency of paid? but should not a nation be 
willing, nay seek, to cherish tbos^ who are endeavor-
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lag to render her most sterile and barren domain 
productive, who are extending settlements, soktsse 
improvements and developing the natural resources 
of hitherto unexplored regions, thereby aiding to the 
national wealth, not It is true, merely in gold, hut 
in the proudest trophies of any enlightened nations 
that of civilised society* But why need we rehearse 
things manifest in themselves? These are facts that 
all are acquainted with, ©specially the members of 
Congress who have such extenuated facilities for in­
formation# ;hy, then if ill they not act in conformity 
with their own as well as our interests, ihey certainly 
do not wish to encourage the formation of independant 
sovereignties with In her newly acquired Territories 
yet, the lessons we are taking in the school of ex­
perience are of that nature, and may if much longer 
permitted to exist, produce a distrust for any change.
Let Congress give us a government based, as all Repub­
lican Government should be, upon the authority of the 
people* Let them decide our boundaries in accordance 
with .justice, according: and .guaranteeing unto us those 
rights and Immunities only which are the privilege of 
American citizens in like or similar circumstances.
Chis is all we ash? it Is all we expect, and this we 
consider we have a right to claim at the hands of 
Congress. X'his is Miat we wish you to promote, relying 
upon your wisdom, ability and integrity. feel assured 
that your cause trill be faithfully represented and 
that Congress will consider the ensuing session as an 
opportune time to acceed unto as that legislation which 
has too long been withheld, thus happily terminating 
your labors in the capacity in which you now stand, 
and our anxiety in relation to her future course.
With sentiments of high regard, we remain 
Sours Respectfully
Daniel H, Wells,
Parley f* Pratt 
Orson Spencer
APPENDIX XI
Letter from Orson Spencer to Daniel Spencer 
Stovember 1 »^ 1 8 0
St Louis,
Kov, 14, 185^
Dear brother Cs.nl el -
I arrived here about the first of September* in good 
health* after m comfortable Journey of forty-five days 
across the plains to Independence, Missouri, I stdod 
guard ©wry third or fourth night, and found no par­
ticular inconvenience in it to ay health.
After spending the Sabbath with Elders £• Snow, and 
-v» Andrus, 1 proceeded to Cincinnati, my home for a 
season. There I found Elder John Banks* in poor health 
waiting my arrival. I immediately wrote a letter to 
brother Grove* and received answer from his daughter 
Sophia, that her father had died on the 29th of August 
last,after some weeks*sickness, not considered dangerous 
until a few days before he died* His complaint was con­
gestion of the lungs. Htor letter was short, and con­
tained nothing wore of interest, Phus, at the short 
period of forty-eight years, he has ended his earthly 
career, and but three of our large family remain among 
the living.
I went to Canaan and Hudson on business, and was gone 
tiro weeks9 and finished up ay business in behalf of 
my children.
1 found in Cincinnati some dried up fragments of a 
Church, the best of them only half-hearted, and bad 
been chased down by wolves so often that they feared, 
that every thing that came along m s  a wolf. The whole 
number in our present reorganization is only twenty- 
one* There are others, who lack only some shoes, or 
rather a preparation of the Gospel, after which they 
will probably Join the standard, I have paid my own 
board, and travelling expenses thus far, to the last 
farthing,
'There seemed to be a strong determination in Cincinnati, 
to shut the Saints out of halls and eligible places of 
worship, but I succeeded at length in getting one of 
the best and most elegant halls in America, at the small 
price of ten dollars a day, less than half price. The 
little Branch of the Church assumes the appearance of 
fresh life and vitality, end 1 hope for good times in 
the future.
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I have made diligent inquiry concerning the business 
of Cincinnati, and find that in ordinary times there 
are very ?nany facilities for business, and the employ­
ment of Saints that may gather there. At oresent, how­
ever* the financial condition of Cincinnati is exceed­
ingly embarrassed, beyond almost any former period, and 
the river Ohio is too low for use* But I a® expecting: 
a speedy change for the better*
I was very felad to notice in the last Star* that Elder 
diser, with a small company of German Saints, was expect­
ed to ©mi/?rat@ to the “Queen City*'5* 1 shall welcome 
brother Eiser most heartily, and. all other arrangements 
which President F»D* Hi ©hards may appoint*
I same here to attend. Conference, by request, and there 
has been a good and blessed season of refreshing among 
the Salats here* Elder Snow is settin* the type for the 
first issue of the ‘Luminary8** Elder John T&ylox* has 
arrived Kith his company, and has preached glad tidings 
of good thingsf and now we have a prospect of a speedy 
publication of two -valuable weekly newspapers this side 
of the Hooky Mountains* I also as under instruction to 
oublleh in Cincinnati the best paper in -Market* Imt it 
is thought best by some that 1 help start the Luminary 
and the Xorsson, and then they will turn in and help me 
to pet up a third publication in Cincinnati* well, my 
heart is fixed upon carrying out my instructions to 
publish, bat Whether 1 shall succeed in starting it 
before brother Orson Pratt* s arrival I do not know*
1 suppose he will return next suaiaer*
Pro® the belligerent remarks about Utah and the 9Momm a” 
contained is! many adainistration papers* I am led to 
suppose that all the Elders now in these states will 
find the social and political atmosphere rather trop­
ically hot, and a little unfavourable to any who have 
weak lungs and a deranged appetite? but all is right*
Xhe work of the Lord is rolling on in might,power, and 
none can stay its progress* All things are in angry 
commotionf and peace is fast leaving the inhabitants 
of the earth. Anarchy, plague, and progress are inscribed 
upon almost every part of Christendom? but the progress 
seems headed the wrong way. The lightning oar is quite 
off the track, but will doubtless reach a self-made 
depot ere long,
1 have enjoyed ay mission thus far very roll* Although
my stay at how® was only ten months, yet 1 as well sat­
isfied to have the honour of another appointment so
noon, and hope and pray that 2 may b© enable to magnify
it to the acceptance of all concerned*
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Express my love and confidence to President Hlehards.
1 would like to have th© Millenial Star sent to me 
regularly| also when an Elder comes to Cincinnati, let 
him bring a parcel of books, and. charge to 8»e*
Although I have not written to you before for some 
tin?®, fet my unremitting desire ever is that you may 
be preserved, and partake of every rich blessing that 
your heart can desire, I hope to hear from you often, 
Give ay love to the brethren in the Office, and such 
as may inquire after me, 1 shall look for you 'by way 
of Cincinnati when you come homeward,
Always reweaber me in your prayers, that 1 m y  toe 




PflOSPBCT OF JtiQSEKOfir V1AB
<'r» Mi tor* - Going, the rounds of several public 
journals* such as the Charleston i\sroury9 the 'Washington 
Star* the lew Xovk Tines* Albany Atlas* end Migsourl 
De,mocrat9 I notice a strong disposition to get up an 
Anti-Slavery, Anti-Catholl©* Attt4-&ilMSnsla, and last, 
hut not leasts Anti-mormon excitement* m v whether this 
latter movement is Intended to war against Jtah i,ormons* 
or to prevent the establishment of l&rre gathering 
places in lew lork, Ohio, Missouri, and California, is 
a little ambiguous* These latter places* from recent 
arrangements* bid fair to receive a large influx of 
Pjormons than is contained by Utah, If 'the design of 
these Anti-i'iormon journalists Is to subjugate and ex­
terminate all Mormons, as such where-ever located in 
the United States, it is well for 'Aorm&ns to know 
timely about it.
If the sons of * ?6 have so far outgrown their father* s 
breeches as to establish different castes amone American 
citizens, consigning; Mormons to the galiinc disa. bill ties 
which Jews have been compelled to endure in aany coun­
tries* or to the Iron rule which ancient Patricians 
inflicted upon Plebians? or if they mean to nip thesa 
in the bud through excessive scruples of conscience, 
as the Puritans hung and killed the witches In hew 
England, X, as an hurnbel -braon, would like to know? 
and would like to hear the high minded men of the nation 
speak out boldly* unequivocally. If this nation has 
become so elevated in moral purity, that forgetting 
their own abominations arid blood,«uiltineas, they can 
not only endorse past acts of Anti-Mormon cruelty, but 
sanction the same by a national subjugation and destruc­
tion of an isolated and innocent people, living in peace­
ful solitude In their own dear-bowpht 10*221 tain home, 
then let them declare that this is their true design, 
Certain prominent journals have, indeed* ^ost uxuai state- 
edbly declared this to be their design. Bat will this 
nation endorse the sentiment expressed in the Charleston 
Mercury, Washington star, and Missouri Democrat. Suoh 
language savors of fanaticism doubly steepeda and. of 
such precocious guilt as we would scarcely believe 
would ever be embellished in republican type, - .the 
Kormons have never violated the first act of the laws 
of Congress, neither have they trampled upon a single 
article in the Constitution of th© 'United States, 
neither has there ever been filed upon a judicial docket 
of the United States Court the first legal complaint 
against the authorities of Utah, or of any of her citizens.
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lut what do we hear? Why a new Governor and new Judges 
must be sent there, fht high-minded Seat# Sharer and 
Snow were not belligerent enough, 'Chef did not leave 
the judicial bench and stalk up to the pulpit platform 
of an ecclesiastical general conference, in order to 
lecture upon feaale chastity*- Other sen Mist therefore 
take their places. And how mast they take their places? 
if® are told that they are to go fortified so strong: 
that they can execute the laws of Congress. Bat why 
fortified? Hitherto there has been no resistance to 
any laws of Congress, nor even any complaint of res­
istance, Why then Trust the Governor and Judiciary go 
there fortified? these officer© do not go to Kansas, 
Oregon, Minnesota, or .Met? Mexico fortified.
What then is the cause of this strange political 
phenomenon of sending civil authorities there fortified, 
so that they can execute the laws of Congress by the drop of the hat?
How if I were to give the two first letter* to a remote 
hint of the real cause, X would say thus? it is to 
raise the very devil with th© ^raonn, and that will 
redeem then of the scandal of the C-reytown blander I
Ah, so would I have it (.Democrat.)
Bat some of the Journalists aver that these are secret 
designs of the Cabinet, thrown out Just as feelers after 
the popular sentiment. (As when the boy killed the 
fro s^, it was sport to one side, bat death to the other.)
Cowardly as such a design would appear, it probably 
would he well before undertaking such an enterprise, 
involving the robbery and wholesale murder of 30,000 
peaceful, law-abiding citizens, to inouire whether 
there are assassins enough in the United States to 
Join them. Sons of Hero, Herod, and Bagrs don’t all 
speak at once, but send word to such editors as bark 
for hire thro* the Kercury, ~tar, and Democratt 
These sen appear to covet the honor of beinr pioneers 
in this Caligula,n expedition* Granny, what a long tail 
oar puss has got —  reaching all the way from the 
3t. Louis Democrat office to that of the Charleston 
■Mercury. The sd-ddie of it must look mighty fleecy, as 
it is strung out by the White Houses a sure cure for 
the Grey tom bronchitis, if it is only applied before 
the election of *56.
From the broad hint about fortifying, X more than half 
suspect there is a covet design in quartering a body 
fo soldiers in the so at central and populous streets 
in Salt lake City during the present six or nine months, 
at an enormous and uncalled for expanse* Under these
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circumstances with a new Governor and. Jueiciary it 
will not be difficult to kick up a row with th® 
/.orraons. I understand that a much larger body of 
troop® is to be sent to the plains next spring, 
under the same pretense of gains to California» while 
the true design is to concentrate thaw In Utah, Mow 
will the American public suffer the lonr^abused, 
expatriated r.orwon community to be chafed and goaded 
into another scene of dire suffering and. dispersion?
Xours respectfully
Orson Spencer
%trch 1 , 1 >55
APPBWDIX XI11
Orson Spencer*s Obituary
DEATH OF MLBM OMBON SflMCSi
It has been our sad duty, within the pvtgout year, to 
record the deaths of several of our "brethren who have 
fallen manfully cos'featini? the powers of darkness, far 
away from those scenes where horse and the associations 
of kindred— the tender care of wives and children, tend 
so materially to lighten up the shadowy pathway through 
which mortals must pass into the realities of future 
existence.
Another of the mighty .men of Israel has fallen. .Elder 
Orson spencer departed this life at 3 o’clock a.m. 
on Monday, October 15* 1855* in the city of St. Louis, 
after an illness of forty days.
1e was bom in the town of Mast Stockbridge, Berkshire 
County, State of Massachusetts, in 160$!• His parents 
belonged to that virtuous, industrious clans of law 
Englanders of the Puritan stock, which has produced so 
*mny eminent men to figure on the stage of notion in 
all the various departments of life.
At the age of twelve years he was taken ill, and little 
or no hopes were entertained of saving* his life for 
some two weeks. This sickness occasioned a fever sore 
in one of his legs, which was the cause of its imper­
fect development. In 1817 he entered the Academy at 
the town of Lenox in his native county, where he re­
ceived the highest honours of his class. Here, at a 
public examination, the high sheriff of the county —  
Henry C. jrown, noticed hi© unusual proficiency and 
ascertaining that his father was in very moderate 
circumstances, voluntarily offered to loan the necessary 
means for his education, and wait until he could pay 
after its completion. He entered Union College, at 
Schenectady, State of Mew fork in 1819, and graduated 
with great honour and credit to himself in I'-lZb,
In 13255 he obtained a situation as teacher in an ac­
ademy in the town of Washington, ''Hikes County, State 
of Georgia* Here, in addition to the duties of his 
calling, he turned his attention to the study of Law. 
About this time he had some singular manifestations on 
the subject of religion, and soon after, either at 
Washington, or on his return home in 16 2 7, joined the 
Baptist Church, fie now changed his mind with regard to 
a future profession, and left the study of the Law for 
that of Theology, le accordingly, the same year,
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entered the Theological College at Hamilton, State of 
Nm York, where he graduated in 1829* After this, he 
laboured In the ministry about twelve years in his 
native county, and in Connecticut, He received the 
Gospel in 18&L, fro® his brother Daniel, who baptized 
him In the spring of that year, Soon after his baptism 
he bid adieu to a numerous circle of acquaintances and 
friends, and cast in his lot with the persecuted people 
of CJod at Mauvoo, Here he was soon called to act his 
Bart in those scenes of scathing trial and affliction 
which are recorded in the archives of eternity, with 
the blood of innocence as a testimony against this 
generation.
He for some time ably filled the office of Alderman in 
the city of Mauvoo, and when the Saints were driven 
from that beautiful monument of their peaceful industry 
and virtues, he, with his wife and little ones, shared 
their fate and participated in the suffering’s of that 
memorable winter in which the Saints were driven over 
the bleak prairies of Iowa, to find a home mmum 
prowling savages, who were less ferocious then the 
Christian mobs of Illinois, liow many a pang, of sorrow 
now throbs in the bosoas of the living, when vivid 
recollection calls up before the mind the husbands and 
fathers, the wives and children that were sacrificed 
in that memorable exodus, to appease the fury of blood­
thirsty mobs, ••>rs. Spencer, an accomplished and, refined 
lady, sunk under the accumulated sufferings of the 
journey, and left Elder Spencer to pursue his way with 
a solitary heart and a family of sis: snail children, 
all under 1 3 years of age.
In the midst of this tryinr scene, having: been appoint­
ed on a ml M i  on to .England, he left hi® children in 
the care of friends, and started on his journey to this 
country, landing in Liverpool January 23, 184?, He 
presided over the British Missions, and ably edited the 
klllennlal Star, about two years. During his mlnisrty 
here, he wrote the most of a series of letters to the 
liev. Mr, Crowel, which were embodied and published as 
Spencer1s Letter?. H@ left Liverpool for the United 
States, in 1^9, and gathered home to the valleys of 
.Deseret the same year. When the University of Deseret 
was founded in 1350, he was appointed its Chancellor, 
which position he occupied at the time of his death.
He was a judicious, discriminating; roan, a wise counsel-* 
lor, and occupied, an honourable position in the Leg­
islative Council of Utah Territory on its first 
organization.
In 1352 he m s  again appointed on a mission to Europe. 
In his travels he visited the kingdom of Prussia, with
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a view of introducing the Gospel there, taut m s  re­
jected and expelled from the kingdom. Me returned again 
to Utah in I853,
In 135^ he was called mxm to perforts a roission to the 
United States. He spent most of his tine in Cincinnati, 
until July 1355* when he was requested toy President 
E, Snow to occupy the editorial chair of the St. .Louis 
Xaminary. He arrived in St. Louis, Missouri, on the 
?th of July, Here he remained but'a short time, as he 
was called upon to go on a Mission to the Cherokee 
Nation. He left St. Louis on the 21st of July for the 
camp near Atchison, where he remained until the last 
company of the outfitting Saints had started for Utah,
On the 5th of August, accompanied by Elder James 
McGaw, he proceeded on his mission to the Cherokee 
Mat ion, where he remined until the 5 th of September, 
Here he was attacked with that prevailing disease of 
the western country— chills and fever. His mission bein, 
accomplished, h® immediately returned, to St, Louis, 
arriving there on the l?th of September, sick, and in 
a debilitated condition.
for the following: facts concerning his death and 
funeral® we are indebted to the St. Louis Luminary of 
October 20. For about ten days after his return he 
was subject to the chill® and fever with more or less 
intensity, and when finally broken up, the disease 
assumed a miId stage of typhoid, fever. The general 
symptoms discoverable through his illness were torpid­
ity, lassitude, and debility, fro® which he found it 
impossible to rally, lie therefore gradually declined 
and finally expired, fully satisfied with life, and 
rejoicing in the hope of glory beyond the tomb.
Between three and four o’clock on Monday afternoon, 
the brethren and sisteus commenced to gather at the 
house of brother Swales— where the remains of our 
respected brother lay awaiting Interment— anxious to 
obtain a last look at him they so orach loved. Elder 
Clinton stood over the lifeless form,and, after address­
ing the assemblage In praise of the noble and generous 
character of the deceased, fixed his eyes upon the 
corpse, and exclaimed pathetically —  wBrother Orson, 
farewell? we shall soon meet with you again.w 
.Every heart responded to the sentiment, Amen, The 
scene was solemn and imposing. Brother Clinton8 s 
heart was too full for further utterance* and he was 
relieved by Elder John Banks, who offered uo a most 
beautiful and appropriate prayer.
Soon after four o’clock the funeral procession was seen 
moving; towards the Cemetery, where after a short
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address from Elder James 1* Hart, th© earthly Taber­
nacle of our brother was Interred (for a season) with 
a sure and certain hope of a resurrection to eternal 
life. Although but little notice had been given, and 
consequently but little opportunity offered the Saints, 
to prepare— yet there were no fewer than twenty or 
twenty-two carriages, filled with brethren and sisters 
who followed the remains of brother Spencer to his 
temporary resting place, as a last token of esteem and 
affection.
Hi© honesty of heart, sterling integrity, and deter­
mination of purpose were forcibly manifest in his em­
bracing the truth for the love of it, forsaking an en­
viable position in society, and an extensive circle of 
influential acquaintances and friends, and cleaving to 
a persecuted and down-trodden people for the Gospel* & 
sake. These characteristics have marked his entire 
career in this Church* Always willing and ever ready, 
he never failed to be at the post of duty, and fulfil 
the requirements raade on him, tie bore trial and afflic­
tion with the most unflinching fortitude— knowing that 
he was right, with him consequences were no considera­
tion. He needs £10 praise— no eulogy* to embalm his name 
to preserve it from oblivion. It is written in the Lastb*s 
Book of Life— indelibly inscribed in the hearts of his 
brethren, and his generations will become as innumer­
able as the stars of heaven, for the Lord will have 
the® In remembrance before Him, The crowning act of his 
life was administering the Gospel to one of the nations 
of Israel. He could not leave this stag© of action 
without doing a deed that would witness that he loved 
these remnants of Jacob, and lonred for their redemption. 
Death teas sealed up his testimony to them and this 
generation. His body sleeps for a little season only, 
while his spirit labours with Joseph and llyrum,
Willard, and others of the faithful who have gone before 
him to prepare a counterpart in the spirit world to 
the great work that is beinr done in this, that both 
may be blended in one in the day when all things are 
perfected.
Let those who remain so live that when the bowl is 
broken at the fountain, and the silver cords of life  
are loosened, their names ©ay be had in sweet remem­
brance, and they prepared to come forth with our de­
ceased brother and th© multitude of others who have 
laid down, their bodies for the testimony of Jesus, to 
bloom in Immortality, and reap the blessings of 
eternal lives.
On addount of his extensive circle of acquaintances and 
friends in these lands, we hrve thought proper to occupy 
so Mich space in our little Star with an account of the* 
life, sufferings, and death of our learned and lamented 
brother Orson,
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Dear Brother James J. Harts this city of camps and 
saints Is now nearly depopulated. These beautiful 
hills that a few days gins© were lighted up with the 
camp fires of eight or ten hundred saints, (even since 
I came) and since the first of June, with several 
thousands of glad hearted saints, are now comparatively 
vacated. The great herds of lowing cattle are now 
gone. Ihe whips are now cracking to move the last 
lingering wagons of the last company of the season.
A great work has been accomplished in fitting out 
with teams and provisions about 3000 saints. Imagine 
more than half th© thousands of cattle to be wild and 
unaccustomed to the yoke and a much larger portion of 
the drivers as unacquainted with driving as their 
oxen are to the yoke, the labor of supervision becomes 
considerable,
A system of order in th© distribution of provisions 
and cattle, and wagons and drivers, and conductors has 
been arranged mostly out of the raw materials, with 
all the precision that attends a regular army, and all 
without salary or pay, Soia© indeed have sunk under 
the accumulating circumstances and their bodies now 
lie under the turf of the green prairie, until the 
resurrection soming. But the number is few out of the 
larre multitude, 3ut sympathy with surviving friends 
pays tribute to their graves as we linger where 
distant friends are even denied this melancholy office 
to the departed. Peace to their ashes and blessings 
upon the heads of absent mourners.
The camps are healthy and in good spirits. Pres,
Sr&stus Snow gave us the parting hand yesterday at 
four o*clock, p.m., in company with Elder Charles H, 
Basset, They went in a light carriage drawn by four 
mules, ;Ehe Mail Stage bearing Capt. w'm, K. Hooker and 
• ;r. Klnkead left our grove th® same hour for Great 
Salt Lake City with two carriages— six mules to each 
carriage.
The whole company will probably reach Great Salt Lake 
about the same time. And while I am now writinf the
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Great Salt Lake Mail due at Independence five or six 
days ago is passing in sight of us. Moat gladly would 
we snatch some letters from their hags and learn some 
news from our dear friends and Zion.— Bat we have no 
such right. But we had just petitioned the General 
Postmaster to establish a postoffice in this Grove, 
to he called Mormon Grove postoffice. This place 
is situated about 75 sitae from Independence, Ho.»
It is a charming spot— The farm is large, and the 
crops look flourishing. Claims for settlement are 
multiplied on every hand. 3ro. Daniel spencer leaves 
today for St. Louis, and thence to Ingland, to renew 
his former labors in Britain, having sharred in the 
.multiplied duties of forwarding the entire emigration 
of Saints over the plains.
fous with many others, will be suprlsed to learn that 
Bro. Milo Andrus m s  yesterday annolnted to take charge 
of a company over the plains to Great Salt Lake City. 
Several circumstances combined to render this appoint- 
sent prudent and desirable. The absence of brothers 
Snow and Andrus will be deeply felt In St. Louis and 
the Mississippi Valley. !"ay the blessings of the Great 
Shepherd, continually attend them in all their labors.
You ’rill receive by ?ro. Brown the statistical account 
of all the companies and the time of their departure 
over the Plains, etc. I intend to proceed on my 
journey to the Cherokee Nation tomorrow or next dayc 
in company with Elder James ,icGaw, Mho Is appointed 
to take charge of Aormon Grove Station. Accent w  
kind regards and remembrance of all the Saints.
lours truly,
Orson Spencer
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